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ABSTRACT 

It is a widely held view that EMPTY CATEGORIES (ECs) 
provide a 'window' through which to probe into the principles 
of Universal Grammar (UG). This work is concerned with the 
nature of Empty Categories in Syrian. In particular, we 
concentrate on their implications for the Government and 
Binding theory. 

Chapter One considers some THEORETICAL PRELIMINARIES. 
Specifically, we introduce grammatical theory within the 
Chomskyan perspective, note the importance of ECs in "GB, and 
highlight the principles that force their existence in certain 
situations. We also examine the distribution of overt and empty 
categories with respect to the conditions of the binding 
theory, as proposed in Chomsky (1981), and consider both the 
Lectures (1981) and the Barriers (1986b) version of the ECP. 

Chapter Two studies CLAUSE STRUCTURE. We discuss how VSO 
sentences should be analyzed, presenting evidence that VSO 
order derives from an underlying SVO order. We also look at the 
nature of verb-fronting, reviewing three analyses. Then, we 
concern ourselves with verbless clauses. We consider how small 
clauses are treated in English. We also consider Syrian 
verbless clauses, highlighting their distribution and provide 
an analysis. Then, we consider the si tua tion wi th pronominal 
subjects, extending the analysis. We conclude with some compli
cations. 

Chapter Three deals with SUBJECTLESS FINITE CLAUSES. We 
introduce some of the basic characteristics of Null Subject 
Languages (NSLs). We review two positions on the nature of the 
element occupying subject position in NSLs: Chomsky's Lectures 
(1981) and Chomsky's Concepts & Consequences (1982) - and argue 
for the pro analysis. Then, we focus on Syrian as an NSL, 
illustrating how the 'richness' of verb morphology triggers the 
presence of an EC in subject position of finite clauses. 

Chapter Four looks at CLITIC CONSTRUCTIONS. l-Ie briefly 
summarize the data, highlight two analyses, and give objections 
to the movement analysis. Then, we present some further data 
involving prepositional clitic doubling. Finally, we consider, 
in the ligh t of Kayne's generaliza tion, Borer's Case absorp
tion analysis and Lyons's approach, some of the theoretical 
implications of clitic Constructions. 

Chapter Five is concerned with what are normally called WH
MOVEMENT CONSTRUCTIONS. We look at lib-questions, considering 
the variety of positions in which the EC appears. Then, we look 
briefly at other Wh-movement -constructions i.e. Relative 
clauses and Topicalization sentences. We identify certain 
features that an analysis might use in such constructions. 
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Chapter Six looks at APPARENT RAISING SENTENCES. We explain 
what is meant by a raising sentence in grammatical theory. 
Then, we present the basic Syrian data, offering tests for 
raising sentences. Finally, we consider the implications of the 
Syrian data, illustating how it poses an apparent problem for 
GB. We offer a good solution to the problem and show that we 
are not dealing with raising sentences, but rather with 
instances of topicalization. 

Chapter Seven concentrates on PASSIVE CONSTRUCTIONS. We 
take a closer look at the nature of passives in English, 
highlighting the distinction between lexical and transformatio
nal passives. Then, we consider Syrian Passives looking at 
ordinary and impersonal passives. We deal with the question of 
whether or not Syrian has transformational passives, looking at 
what look like pseudo-passives. We argue against treating 
Syrian Passives as instances involving NP-movement. Thus, if 
Syrian has no raising sentences and no transformational 
passives, then it probably has no NP-traces. 

Chapter Eight focuses on what look like CONTROL 
CONSTRUCTIONS (CCs). We look at CCs in English, considering the 
basic data, highlighting the ways in which control sentences 
differ from raising sentences. Then, we present the GB analysis 
of Control Sentences. We consider CCs in Syrian, showing how 
the Syrian data poses a problem for standard GB, noting that 
Syrian CCs involve not a PRO subject but a pro subject, 
presenting alternative GB accounts and arguing that there is no 
problem here. 

Finally, Chapter Nine offers a summary of the main 
conclusions, highlights the questions left open in the thesis, 
and concludes with a reference to the areas that need further 
research. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

1.1. Theoretical Preliminaries 

1.1.0. Introduction 

This thesis as a whole is concerned with Empty Categories 

(ECs) in Syrian within the Government-Binding (GB) framework, 

as out lined in Chomsky (1981). These are of interes t because 

they playa central role in modern linguistics. ECs have been 

discussed in connection with a variety of languages, but not in 

Syrian. The reason we are working on Syrian is that it is a 

worthwhile thing to do for its implications of a discussion of 

ECs. 

This chapter sets out an account of linguistic theory 

within Chomskyan thinking. Issues to do with the existence of 

empty categories, some of the principles that make reference to 

them are also highlighted. In the course of this chapter, we 

introduce Standard Binding Theory (Chomsky (1981)). we also 

present a formulation of the Empty Category Principle (ECP) and 

the way Proper Government is defined in both Lectures (1981) 

and Barriers (1986b). 

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 1.1.1. 

focuses on the nature of grammatical theory within the 

Chomskyan paradigm and its relation to language acquisition. 

Section 1.1.2. highlights the significance of Empty Categories 

from the Chomskyan perspective, paying special attention to the 

way children acquire knowledge of their properties. Then, in 
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section 1.1.3., we introduce the principles that require the 

existence of ECs in certain situations - namely, the Projection 

Principle (PrPr) and the Subject Principle. Section 1.1.4. 

introduces the standard classification of ECs. He are concerned 

in Section 1.2. with some salient aspects of GB. In subsection 

1.2.1., we concentrate on standard binding theory, presenting 

in subsection 1.2.1.1. a classification of both overt and empty 

categories, highlighting in 1.2.1.2. the three conditions of 

binding theory with respect to anaphors, pronominals, and R-

expressions. Finally, we concern ourselves in subsection 1.2.3. 

with the ECP, confining our discussion to the way the 

defini tion of Proper Government is presented in the light of 

two positions: (i) Chomsky's Lectures (1981) and (ii) Chomsky's 

Barriers (1986b). 

1.1.1. Grammatical Theory within the Chomskyan Paradigm 

For Chomsky, the basic challenge for linguistic theory 

is to develop a model of Universal Grammar (UG), which is, on 

the one hand, general enough to account for the full variety of 

languages, and on the other hand, restrictive enough to account 

for language acquisition. Chomsky (1981:3) stresses the point 

that: 

(1) The theory of Universal Grammar must meet two 
conditions. On the one hand, it must be compatible 
with the diversity of existing (indeed, possible) 
grammars. At the same time, UG must be sufficiently 
constrained and restrictive in the options it 
permits so as to account for the fact that each of 
these grammars develops in the mind on the basis of 
quite limited evidence. 
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Since its inception, generative grammar has always been 

concerned with the nature of the language faculty and with the 

explanation of language acquisition. Chomsky (1977:18) believes 

that: 

(2) The fundamental problem in the study of language, 
it seems to me, is to explain how it is possible for 
a person to attain knowledge of a language,knowledge 
that is far undetermined by experience 

That is, we need to have some idea about what is acquired if we 

want to investigate the acquisition process. 

Chomskyan linguistics is concerned with a system of 

knowledge (a cognitive system) - i.e. Competence, or to use 

Chomsky's more recent terminology I-language -i.e. an 

internalized se t of rules and principles. Chomsky (1986a: 22) 

points out that: 

(3) The I-language, then, is some element in the 
mind of the person who knows the language, 
acquired by the learner, and used by the 
speaker-hearer 

Thus, for Chomsky, what we know is a system of mentally 

represented rules and principles which a generative grammar 

seeks to characterize. Chomsky assumes that we are endowed 

with this universal grammar. UG, Chomsky (1980:65) argues, is 

'an element of the human genotype'. UG, for Chomsky (1980:66), 

is: 

(4) a system of unifying principles that is fairly 
rich in deductive structure but with parameters to be 
fixed by experience 

That is, UG provides the basis from which knowledge of a 

particular language develops. Armed with this system and 

exposed to experience, the mind develops a language consisting 
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of a rich system of rules with experience having set some open 

parameters. Thus, if the system of UG is sufficiently rich, 

limited evidence will be enough for the development of rich and 

complex properties in the mind. It is, for Chomsky (1980:29), a 

reflection of 'the nature of the language faculty'. His 

concern wi th UG explains why for him (ibid: 226), 'Ultimately 

the study of language is part of the human biology'. 

In support of this, Chomsky (1986a:7) argues that: 

(5) Language poses in a sharp and clear form what 
has sometimes been called "Plato's problem", 
the problem of "poverty of stimulus," of account
ing for the richness, complexity, and specificity 
of shared knowledge, given the limitations of the 
data available 

The poverty of the stimulus argument refers to those aspects of 

the linguistic knowledge that cannot be acquired by induction 

from the data solely, but necessitate resorting to the rules 

and principles determined by UG. Thus, Chomsky's approach to 

language acquisition can be viewed as represented in (6): 

(6) LINGUISTIC EXPERIENCE 1 
UG 

====) I-LANGUAGE 

Chomsky believes that there is a huge gap between linguistic 

experience and I-language - hence UG must be a rich system. 

Given (6), then, the language learner experiences a mass of 

linguistic data. Utilizing the resourses of UG, which are 

innate in the mind/brain, he/she arrives at core grammar for 

his/her native language. 

In favour of this position, two kinds of data are put 

forward. The first is tha t nega ti ve evidence -i. e. evidence 
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that certain strings are ungrammatical - is not available to 

children. The second is that although children produce many 

ungrammatical strings during the process of language 

acquisition, they do not make certain kinds of errors. 

Taking now the first type of data, Chomsky (1986a:8) 

illustrates with the following examples: 

(7) a. I wonder who [the men expected to see them] 

b. [the men expected to see them] 

(8) a. John is too stubborn to talk to Bill 

b. John is too stubborn to talk to 

In (7a), the pronoun them is understood as referring to the 

antecedent the men, but not in the case of (7b). For Chomsky, 

facts of this sort, or the principles governing the 

interpretation of pronouns in such cases are 'known without 

relevant experience'. Hence, the data highlights the complexity 

of the knowledge speakers have at their disposal. It suggests 

tha t speakers have inna te knowledge of principles from which 

the facts follow. 

Turning to the examples in (8), (8a) implies that the 

subject of talk to is understood to be John, not some 

'arbitrary' person. On the other hand, (8b) means that John is 

so stubborn that some 'arbitrary' person will not talk to him -

i.e. the null subject is understood as some arbitrary person 

and the null object is understood to be John. Again, Chomsky 

makes the point that this is known without training or relevant 

evidence. Given that the relevant facts are unavailable to the 

language learner, but rather follow from general principles, he 
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(ibid:8) further asks: 

(9) i. How does every child know, unerringly, to 
interpret the clauses differently in the 
two cases? 

ii. And why does no pedagogic grammar have to 
draw the learner's attention to such facts? 

Given Innateness, the obvious answer is that the relevant 

principles of interpretation are innate - hence "known without 

relevant experience". Chomsky (1986a:55) notes that' there is 

good reason to believe that children learn language from 

positive evidence only'. Positive evidence encompasses readily 

available sentences of the language. Thus, this is a specific 

example of the argument for an innate language faculty from the 

poverty of stimulus. 

Illustrating now the second type of data, Chomsky 

(1972a:63) argues that the 'Structure Dependence Principle' 

(which requires that all grammatical rules reflect the 

structure of the sentence they apply to) is part of UG. The 

child knows without evidence that linguistic processes are 

structure-dependent - hence this must be innate. 

To explain what is meant by structure-dependence, Chomsky 

(1976:173) observes that on the basis of data like (10), 

children do not make mistakes in producing (lOb) rather than 

(lac): 

(10) a. The man that was sleeping was in much pain 

b.*Was the man that sleeping in much pain? 

c. Was the man that was sleeping in much pain? 

In (lab), the first auxiliary verb has been fronted irrespec

tive of its structural position, whereas in (lac) the main 
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clause auxiliary verb has been fronted. The fact that children 

never make errors like (lOb) argues for a principle of 

structure-dependence belonging to UG, 

dependent on the availability of data. 

rather than being 

Chomsky traces the linguistic information the child has at 

his/her disposal back to Universal Grammar. UG, _ on Chomsky's 

view, constitute the innate, biologically equipped Language 

Acquisition Device (LAD) the child is born with. In short, the 

child is born with innate knowledge -i.e. knowledge not 

acquired through experience - of universals. This is generally 

referred to, though not by Chomsky, as the Innateness 

Hypothesis: 

(11) UG may be regarded as a characterization of the 
genetically-determined language faculty. One may 
think of this faculty as "Language Acquisition 
Device", an innate component of the human mind 
that yields a particular language through 
interaction with presented experience, a device 
that converts experience into a system of 
knowledge attained: knowledge of one or another 
language 

(Chomsky 1986a:3) 

The principles of UG severely restrict the space in which 

natural languages may vary. These restrictions on rules and 

representations allow for limited parametric variation. The 

parameterized principles of UG are traced back to the child's 

initial state; they constitute boundary conditions within which 

the learner attempts to specify the grammar of the particular 

language to which he/she is exposed. The function of exposure 

to a particular linguistic setting is to set the parameters 

left open in UG: Does the language have Wh-movement in the 
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syntax (English) or only in LF (Chinese, Japanese)?; Is the 

language Head first (English) or Head last (Japanese)?; Can 

tensed sentences be overtly subjectless (Italian) or not 

(English)? 

From this perspective, deep principles of UG can be 

expected to follow from a careful investigation of a given 

language. Chomsky (1976:118) illustrates the point along the 

following lines: 

(12) ••• On the assumption of uniformity of language 
capacity across the species, if a general principle 
is confirmed empirically for a given language, and 
if furthermore, there is reason to believe that it 
is not learned (and surely not taught), then it is 
proper to postulate that the principle belongs to 
universal grammar, as part of "pre-existent" 
knowledge that makes learning possible 

The crucial point is that any linguistic principle that cannot 

be plausibly learned on the grounds of direct evidence must 

belong to UG. 

Having looked at the nature of linguistic knowledge, in the 

following section we will consider the prominance accorded to 

ECs from the Chomskyan perspective. 

1.1.2. The Importance of ECs within GB 

The special interest in ECs stems from the question of how 

the language learner can come to have information about them if 

they are, by definition, void of phonological features. That 

is, they provide a striking illustration of the poverty of 

stimulus argument. 

In itself, the discovery that there is a typology of null 

elements is of overriding significance. As noted above, by 
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their very nature, empty elements are invisible or silent 

entities. Following Chomsky (1981:55, 1982:19), the study of 

ECs 'has proven to be an important probe into the nature of 

syntactic rules and representations ,revealing many of their 

properties'. For him, the properties of empty elements are 

particularly important for language acquisition, since these 

properties cannot be determined by directly observed phenomena. 

The point is that there is no obvious avenue to learning them -

presumably, they mirror the underlying aspects of the human 

mind. Chomsky (1982:19) suggests that: 

(13) ••• it is reasonable to assume that they reflect 
deeper principles of UG, the biologically determined 
endowment that will be the primary concern for those 
interested more in the nature of the human mind than 
in the arrangement of the data in the environment 

To illustrate the point, here is some data involving what 

is referred to in the literature as Parasitic Gaps (PGs) 

(Engdahl 1983)):1 

(14) a. Which paper did you cite e without reading e 

b.*This paper was cited e without reading e 

In both, we have an EC following the verb cite, but only in 

(14a) can we have an EC following reading as well. This EC is 

said to be parasitic. Thus, the Wh-trace in (14a) licenses a 

PG, whereas the NP-trace in (14b) does not. Some Wh-traces do 

not either. Normally, a Wh-trace in subject position does not 

license a PG: 

(15) *Which paper do you think e was cited e without 

reading e 

Hence, the contrasting pairs in (14) together with (15) 
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highlight the complexity of and illustrate a very subtle 

generalization about ECs. It is unlikely that the properties of 

parasi tic gaps are learnt. Thus, it is reasonable to suppose 

that they reflect some principles of UG. 

1.1.3. What Forces ECs to Exist? 

What follows is a discussion of the Projection Principle 

(PrPr) and the requirement that sentences (or predicates) have 

subjects (the Subject Principle). These principles require 

empty categories in various positions when there are no overt 

categories. 

1.1.3.1. The Projection Principle 

A principle tha t plays a fundamental role in GB is the 

Projection Principle of Chomsky (1981:29), stated in (16): 

(16) Representations at each syntactic level (i.e., LF, 
and D- and S-structure) are projected from the 
lexicon, in that they observe the subcategorization 
properties of lexical items 

A consequence of the PrPr is put informally by Chomsk) 

(1986a:84) as follows. If a given element is 'understood' t< 

appear in a particular position, then it must be reflected iI 

syntactic representation, either in the form of a lexicall~ 

realized ca tegory or in the form of an EC. Thus, if see i: 

lexically treated as a transitive verb, it must have an objec1 

in a VP at every syntactic level. If, however, there is nc 

overt element occupying this position, then an appropriate El 

must be present. 

Subcategorization properties are assumed to be predictabl, 

from a-marking properties or thematic structure. Every comple 
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ment is assigned a 8-role directly. 8-marking also includes 

subjects, to which 8-roles are assigned indirec t ly. Chomsky 

(1981:39,1982:8) makes the point that 8-marking entails 

subcategorization as follows: 

(17) ••• all syntactic representations are projections 
of the thematic structure (hence the subcategoriz
ation) indicated in the lexicon, including both 
direct and indirect 9-marking 

This is a reformulation of (16) which affects subjects as well 

as complements, as we will discuss shortly. 

A position to which a 8-role is assigned is often referred 

to as a 8-position. Conversely, a position to which no 8-ro1e 

is assigned is often called a 8'-position. To illustrate this, 

some of the 8-positions are the ones bracketed in the following 

examples (Chomsky 1981:36):2 

(18) a.[They] persuaded [John] [that [he] should leave] 

b. [We] put [the books] [on [the table]] 

The expressions which are assinged 8-roles in the examples 

above are known as arguments. Expressions such as idiom chunks, 

dummy elements like it, there, which are not assigned O-roles, 

are not arguments. 

By the PrPr, then, a verb like hit or ~ must always take 

an NP complement at every level, be it phonetically realised 

or empty- thus insuring that the presence of the trace 

results from NP-movement or WH-movement from object position 

(e.g., in questions and passive sentences). Consider the 

following: 
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(19) a. John saw Mary 

b. [NP e] was seen Mary (by John) 

c. MarYi was seen ei (by John) 

In (19a), the verb ~ subcategorizes for an NP complement to 

which it assigns a 9-role. When the verb appears in its past 

participle form seen as in (19b), the subcategorization frame 

and the 9-assignment properties are assumed not to have 

changed. Hence, seem must have an object at D-structure. If we 

assume that (19b) is the D-structure from which (19c) is 

derived by Move oc, we now have an S-structure consisting of 

Mary, and its coindexed trace. It is the PrPr which requires 

the trace to appear. 

Having looked at an example involving NP-movement, let IS 

now illustrate with Wh-movement: 

(20) a. What did you hit? 

b. You did [vp hit what] 

c. What i did you hit 

Again, (20b) is the D-structure representation from which (20c) 

is derived. The position occupied by the trace is a 9-marked 

position, whereas the position of the antecedent what is not. 

Again, a trace is left behind to satisfy the PrPr. 

The PrPr also requires certain subject traces. Specifica-

lly, it requires traces in thematic subject positions. When an 

NP is moved out of a thematic subject position, a trace must be 

left behind since otherwise there will be a violation of the 

PrPr. Consider the following example: 

(21) Johni seems [s ei to be laughing] 
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Since seem does not assign a thematic role to its subject 

position, John can move from its D-structure position as the 

subject of the bracketed clause to the matrix subject position, 

bearing in mind that movement is only possible to non-thematic 

positions. The EC in the bracketed clause is assigned a 8-role 

by the verb laugh - hence required to appear by the PrPr. 

Having considered an example involving NP-movement from 

subject position in (21), let's consider an example involving 

Wh-movement from subject position: 

(22) Who do you think (s ei was laughing]? 

Here, the the EC in the bracketed clause receives a O-role from 

the verb laugh. Again, the PrPr requires it to exist. 

The implications of the PrPr can be illustrated further by 

saying a bit more about PRO. PRO, as we shall see later in this 

Chapter, is analyzed as a pronominal anaphor: 

(23) a. They wondered [whether they should go home] 

b. They wondered [whether to go home] 

The bracketed complement clause in (23a) contains a lexical 

subject - i. e. the pronominal NP they. On the face of it, 

however, the bracketed complement clause in (23b) would appeal 

to be subjectless. But, if we maintain the reformulated PrPr ir 

(17), it follows that the bracketed clause concerned cannot bE 

subjectless, but rather must contain an empty subject of somE 

sort - i.e. an 'understood' subject that is void of all lexic· 

al content. Since this subject position is thematic, the PrPl 

requires it to be fi lIed. Thus, it is assumed tha t the mail 

difference between (23a) and (23b) is that in the former th, 
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bracketed clause contains an overt NP subject - i.e. they, 

whereas in the latter it has an empty NP subject -i.e. PRO. 

(24a-b) will have the following syntactic representations: 

(24) a.They wondered [CP whether [IP they should go home]] 

b.They wondered [CP whether [IP PRO to go home]] 

In (24a), the subject of the bracketed IP is the overt NP they, 

but a null NP PRO in (24b). Thus, the claim that clauses which 

lack fully realized subjects have covert null subjects is a 

direct result of the requirement imposed by the PrPr that 

thematic subjects be filled - hence requires thematic subjects 

to appear. 

To complete the picture, Jaeggli & Safir (1989:19) use 

Spanish data involving a thematic null subject pro (missing 

element in Null-Subject Languages (NSLs)). pro is referred to 

as a 'pure' pronominal: 

(25) El/~ dijo que ~ mato al perro 

he said that killed the dog 

'He said that he/she killed the dog' 

Again, being thematic positions, the PrPr requires these ECs to 

appear as well. 

1.1.3.2. The Subject Principle 

If we accept the assumption made with respect to (21) that 

some predicates have non-thematic subjects, then the PrPr will 

not require these subjects to appear at all syntactic levels. 

As we have seen, the PrPr requires that Q-marked positions be 

maintained at all syntactic levels, making no mention of non

thematic elements (Chomsky 1986a:116). This would suggest, as 
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Radford (1988c) notes, tha t nothing would have the power to 

prevent the possibility that a clause might have a non-thematic 

subject at one level, but be subjectless at another. To 

preclude this, Chomsky (1981:27) proposes a 'structural 

requirement' by means of which 'clauses must have subjects'. 

For Chomsky (1982:10, 1986a:116), the PrPr in conjunction with 

the 'requirement that clauses have subjects' form what is 

called the extended projection principle. 

A rather different position is taken by Rothstein (1983). 

(cited by Radford (1988c:2) and also by Chomsky (1986a:116», 

she (ibid:130) argues that the requirement for clauses to 

have syntactic subjects at all stems from what she terms the 

Predication Principle -i.e. 'all non-argument maximal 

projections [= all predicates] require syntactic subjects'. 

Radford (ibid) further sums up the differences holding between 

the two formulations of the principle as follows: 

(26) SUBJECT PRINCIPLE 

(i) A clause is licensed only if it has a syntactic 
subject (Chomsky) 

(ii) A predicate is licensed only if it has a 
syntactic subject (Rothstein) 

Contrasts such as the ones given below lend support to 

principle (26): 

(27) a. It snowed all day yesterday 

b.*snowed all day yesterday 

(28) a. There is a fly in your soup 

b.*is a fly in your soup 

With the Subject Principle in mind, it follows that the 
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clauses in (27a) and (28a) are required to contain the 

underlined syntactic subjects. As a consequence, (27b) and 

(28b) are ruled out as ungrammatical, since they are 

subjectless. The assumption that subjects are syntactically 

required stems from the fact that the underlined subjects are 

'pleonastic' or dummy pronouns - it/there. These are treated in 

GB as lacking semantic content. In other words, they occupy 

posi tions to which no 9-ro1es are assigned (they are not NP 

arguments). It seems, then, that the subject position in an 

English finite clause is always filled even if non-thematic. 

Thus, the subject principle takes care of cases where no 9-

roles are assigned to subjects. Consider the following set of 

examples: 

(29) a. John seems e to be sleeping 

b. It seems e to be raining 

(30) a. Who do you think e murdered Bill? 

b. Who do you think e was murdered e by Bill? 

(31) John hoped e to be liked e 

(32) e parece que Juan esta enfermo 

seems that John is sick 

'(It) seems that John is sick' 

(Jaeggli & Safir 1989:12) 

In (29a), the EC ~ is assigned a 9-role by the verb sleep 

hence the PrPr requires it to appear, whereas the EC in (29b 

is not 9-marked by the verb rain - in this case, the subjec 

principle requires it to exist. Likewise, the EC in (30a) i 

9-marked by the verb murder. Again, it is the PrPr tha 
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requires it to occupy this position. In (30b), the EC 

immediately following the passive verb is required by the 

PrPr, since it is 8-marked· , whereas the EC occupying the 

subject position in the subordinate clause is not 8-marked _ 

hence the subject principle requires its existence. We have 

much the same situation in (31), where the EC following the 

verb like is f)-marked - thus the PrPr ensures its presence, 

whereas the EC occupying the subject position of the 

infini ti val clause receives no 8-marking hence it has to 

appear by virtue of the subject principle. Finally, the EC 

occupying the subject posi tion of the tensed clause in (32) 

receives no 9-marking - hence it has to appear via the subject 

principle. 

1.1.4. A Typology of ECs 

Given the necessi ty of ECs, we may now consider how ECs 

should be classified (assuming that they are not all the same). 

The typology of ECs in the chart below has been represented as 

symmetrically divided by the referential properties [+/

anaphoric] and [+/- pronominal], where, as we shall see, the 

behaviour of each empty category is determined in terms of how 

it is treated by the Binding Theory: 

(33) 
+pro -pro 

+an PRO NP-trace 

-an pro WH-trace 
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The features employed in (33) distinguish four types of empty 

category: NP-trace, WH-trace, PRO and pro. The first is 

anaphoric but not pronominal, the second neither anaphoric nor 

pronominal, the third anaphoric and pronominal -i. e. a 

pronominal anaphor, and the fourth pronominal but not 

anaphoric. We will return to this question. The relevant 

properties of the empty elements concerned will be dealt with 

in depth when discussing the modular classification of both 

overt and empty categories in GB. 

1.2. Some Aspects of GB Theory 

1.2.0. Introduction 

In this section, we will be mainly concerned with outlining 

two basic aspects of the GB theory: (i) the binding theory, and 

(ii) the Empty Category Principle. Under the binding theory, 

we will be looking at how nominal expressions: anaphors 

including reflexives ,pronominals , and R-expressions are handled 

with respect to the binding theory proposed by Chomsky (1981). 

This analysis will involve dealing wi th both the overt and 

empty members of each of the categories. Concerning the ECP, 

however, we will be mostly interested in the way the notion 

of Proper Government is defined in the light of two main 

positions: (a) Chomsky's Lectures (1981) and (b) Chomsky's 

Barriers (1986b) 

1.2.1. Standard Binding Theory 

1.2.1.1. Classification of Overt & Empty Categories 

In the GB framework assumed in Chomsky (1981),it is claimed 

that the nominal expressions mentioned above fall into three 
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main categories. This can be illustrated in the table in (35), 

which takes into account the distribution of the overt and 

empty members associated with each of the categories involved: 

(34) 

CATEGORY OVERT EMPTY 

Anaphors Reflexives NP-trace 
& PRO 

Reciprocals 
Pronominals Ordinary PRO 

Pronouns ~ro 

R-expressions Names & Definite Wh-trace 
Descriptions 

Having tabulated the way nominal expressions are 

classified, the point to stress, with regard to the table given 

above, is that PRO is the element that falls into two classes -

i.e. anaphors & pronominals. 

1.2.1.2. Conditions of the Binding Theory 

The standard GB position assumes that the binding theory is 

crucially concerned wi th binding by A-posi tions. To explain 

what is meant by A-binding and A'-binding, consider these 

examples: 

(35) a. Johni seems [ei to do it ]] 

did it ]]? 

(35a) demonstra tes A-binding, noting that the movement 

concerned is to an A-position. A-positions include IP-specifier 

(subject), object of a verb, and object of a preposition. 

However, (35b) illustrates A'-binding. An A'-position is the 

CP-specifier position. This is the main A'-position but not 

necessarily the only one. 
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let us start by looking at how anaphors are treated under 

the binding theory. Consider reflexives such as himself. 

Chomsky (1981) claims that anaphors obey the following binding 

condition: 

A. An anaphor is A-bound in its governing category 

Bound means coindexed with a c-commanding NP in an A-position -

i.e. subject, object, and object of a preposition. In other 

words, it means A-bound. Following Reinhart (1976), Borsley 

(1991:42) presents the definition of C-COMKAND in a somewhat 

simplified way: 

(36) A node X c-commands a node Y iff neither 

dominates the other and the first branching 

node (i.e. node with more than one daughter) 

above X dominates Y 

(36) does not allow a node to c-command what it dominates. 

What this suggests is that the subject c-commands the object, 

but that the converse does not hold. We can illustrate with the 

following tree: 

(37) 
Np----- IP?I ' ____ 

I ~VP _____ 
V NP 

The first NP in (37) c-commands the second given that the first 

branching node above NP is the IP, which in turn dominates the 

second NP. The reverse does not hold. That is, the second NP 

does not c-command the first since the first branching node 

above the second NP is the VP, which does not dominate the 

first NP, thus preventing an object from c-commanding its 

subject. 
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At this point, we need to say something about government. 

But instead of going into the labyrinth of the wide range of 

definitions proposed in the literature, what concerns us most 

is what governs what. We can point out those general properties 

all the definitions of government exhibit: 

(38) i. A head governs its complements 

ii. A head governs the subject of an Exceptional 
clause or Small clause complement 

iii. The AGR(eement) features on a finite INFL govern 
the associated subject 

To illustrate what these mean, consider the following examples: 

(39) a. John likes Mary 

b. John talked to Mary 

c. John believes [S Mary to be a genius] 

d. John considers [SC Marya beauty] 

e. John believes [S' that [S he is clever]] 

Taking (38i), the verb in (39a) governs its object, and so does 

the preposition in (39b). On (38ii), the subject of the 

Exceptional clause in (39c) and that of the Small clause in 

(39d) can be governed from outside -i.e. by believes and 

considers, respectively. Finally, considering (38iii), the 

subject in (3ge) is not governed by the preceding verb, but 

rather by the agreement features of the following finite INFL. 

This suggests that a finite INFL, which gets combined with the 

verb on the surface, governs the subject of a 'bare' IP (S) 

complement, not the subject of a CP (S') complement - as is the 

case in (3ge). The following tree illustrates this point: 
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(40') NP----- IP _____ It 

I ----- ---- VP 
[+AGR] V/ ----NP 

Turning now to what is meant by 'governing category', 

Chomsky (1981:188) defines the notion concerned along the 

following lines: 
-

(41) Oc is the governing category for B if and only if oe 
is the minimal category containing B and a governor 
of B, where OC = NP or S 

The point to stress here is that for NPs in most positions, the 

governing category is the minimal NP or S that contains them. 

We are ignoring here cases where the governing category is an 

NP. The NP in subject position, if finite, may be governed by 

I, whereas if nonfinite, may be governed from outside either by 

a verb or an adjective. 

We can now illustrate the effects of Condition A with the 

following data: 

(42) a. Johni likes himself i 

b. Johni believes [S himself i to be a genius] 

c.*Johni believes [S Mary to like himselfi ] 

d.*Johni believes [ S t that [S himselfi is a genius]] 

The reflexive in (42a) is governed by the verb likes since, as 

noted earlier, a head governs its complements; the governing 

category being the single S containing the governor. The 

reflexive is c-commanded by John and coindexed with it, hence 

bound by it, conforming to condition A. The anaphor in (42b) is 

governed by the preceding verb, given, as we have seen, that a 

head governs the subject of an except ional clause. The 
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governing category of himself in (42b) is the matrix S, given 

that the verb concerned is in the main S. Hence, the anaphor is 

bound in its governing category, observing the requirements of 

condition A. 

Now, we can consider (42c). The reflexive is governed by 

the preceding verb since a head governs its complements. (42c) 

is ungrammatical because the reflexive is bound, but not within 

its governing category - i.e. the subordinate S, given that the 

verb is in the embedded clause. Hence, (42c) is a violation of 

condition A. 

Finally, we can consider (42d). The reflexive in this 

example is not governed by the preceding verb since we have an 

S' complement, not a 'bare' S complement. It is governed 

instead by the agreement features of the following INFL, 

maintaining the claim that a finite INFL governs its subject. 

The governing ca tegory for the reflexive is the embedded S, 

given that the verb is in the embedded clause. Like (42c), the 

reflexive is bound, but not in its governing category, 

violating condition A. 

Consider next the case of the empty anaphor NP-trace. 

Notice that the examples given below are as similar as possible 

to the reflexive examples in (42): 

(43) a. Johni was murdered e· 1 

b. Johni was believed [S e· 1 
to be a genius] 

c.*Johni was believed [S Mary to like ei] 

d.*Johni was believed [ S ' that [S e· 1 
is a genius] ] 

As we have seen, all these examples involve what is normally 
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referred to as NP-movement. The traces involved are NP-traces 

and count as anaphors within GB. The NP-trace in (43a) is 

governed by murdered. Its governing category is the single S 

containing the governor. Hence, it is bound in its governing 

ca tegory, as condi tion A requires. In (43b), the NP-trace is 

governed by believed; the governing category being the matrix S 

cont aining the governor. Thus, it is bound in its governing 

category, obeying condition A. The NP-trace in (43c) is 

governed by like. Its governing category is the subordinate S 

containing the governor hence, it is not bound in its 

governing category, violating the requirements of condition A. 

Finally, the NP-trace in (43d) is governed by the agreement 

features on the following finite INFL. The trace in subject 

posi tion is contained wi thin an S' complement; the governing 

category being the the embedded S containing the governor -

hence, the NP-trace is not bound within its governing category, 

thus violating condition A. 

Let's now turn to overt pronominals i.e. ordinary 

pronouns. They can fulfil ei ther of two functions in English 

and other languages: (i) they can either take their reference 

from some other NP - i.e. ANAPHORIC USE, or (ii) they can refer 

independently 1.• e DEICTIC USE as demonstrated in the . . , 

following example: 

(44) Billi thinks hei/j is rich 

Thus, the overt pronoun in (44) can either refer to Bill or to 

someone else. What this implies is that overt pronouns, unlike 

anaphors, do not have to have an antecedent. According to 
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Chomsky (1981), pronominals observe the following binding 

condition: 

B. A pronominal is A-free in its governing category 

What is meant by free is not bound -i.e. not coindexed with a 

c-commanding category in an A-position. What this suggests is 

that overt pronouns never have an antecedent within their 

clauses or NPs. 

(45) a. Johni expects [S Mary to invite himi] 

b. Johni believes [Sf that [S hei is lucky]] 

c.*Johni likes himi 

d.*Johni expects [S himi to win] 

Him in (45a) is governed by invite. Its governing category is 

the embedded S containing the governor - hence it is free in 

its governing category, as condition B requires. In (45b), he 

is governed by the agreement features of INFL since the 

agreement features of INFL govern the subject. As a 

consequence, its governing category is the embedded S 

containing the governor - thus it is free within its governing 

category, as condition B strictly requires. (45c) is ruled out 

as ungrammatical because him is governed by likes given that 

a head governs its complements; the governing category being 

the single S containing the governor - hence him is not free 

within its governing category, violating the requirements of 

condition B. Finally, Him in (45d) is governed by the preceding 

verb expects since a head governs the subject of an exceptional 

clause complement; the governing ca tegory being the rna trix S 

containing the governor - hence the pronominal, like (45c), is 
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not free in its governing category, again giving a violation of 

condition B. 

We can now turn to consider empty pronomina1s, looking 

first at 'little' pro, since unlike 'big' PRO, it is a 'pure' 

pronominal, as noted earlier. 

It has been pointed out that Null Subject Languages differ 

from Non-Null Subject Languages in allowing the subject 

position of finite clauses to remain empty. Perlmutter 

(1971:107) claims that languages such as Italian, Spanish, 

Greek etc., permit the pronominal subject of tensed clauses to 

remain null. 

Our primary concern here bears on the basic observation 

that null subject languages involve missing subjects (an issue 

we will deal wi th in Chapter Three). Presenting GB ideas, a 

null-subject language like Italian allows the empty element 

found in subject position to be present, as illustrated in the 

following example, taken from Riemsdijk & Williams (1986:300): 

(46) EC parlano di 1inguistica 

they-speak of linguistics 

'they talk about linguistics' 

Chomsky (1982), as we have seen, refers to EC in (46) as pro. 

For him, EC cannot be anaphoric or it will violate condition A 

of the binding theory. That is, it does not have to be bound in 

its governing category. Consider the following Syrian example: 

(47) Kamali biz~n . bihab . Lay1a] 

Kamal think3SGmpres like3SGmpres Lay1a 

The pronominal in (47) is not an anaphor; it is A-bound outside 
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its governing category -i.e. the subordinate S violating 

condition A. It is not an R-expression either because it is not 

free altogether, as condition C requires. 

Unlike PRO, as we shall see later, pro can be governed, in 

line with Chomsky's (1981:241) assumption that AGR, if overt, 

permits null-subjects. If so, pro will satisfy only condition B 

of the binding theory. Moreover, Aoun (1985: 101), presenting 

Chomsky's (1982) ideas, claims that the only crucial 

requirement regarding pro is tha tit must be 'identified', 

providing pro is either 'phonetically realised' or coindexed 

with a 'rich enough' inflection. For Aoun, the motivation 

behind the 'identification strategy' is that it is related to 

the 'recoverability of deletion'. Since null-subject languages 

display 'richer' verbal morphology than non-null-subject 

languages, this entails the need for pro to be identified -

i.e. among the European languages, we can have pro only with 

fairly complex verbal morphology to identify it. 

Let's proceed to consider another example of pronominals 

lacking a 'phonetic matrix'. Chomsky regards PRO as a 

pronominal anaphor. But PRO is problematic, as noted earlier, 

in that it is subject to contradictory requirements: 

(48) a. Johni tried [Sf [S PROi to swim]] 

b. [S' [S PRO to succeed]] would be grea t 

c. Johni wondered [Sf whether [S PROi to go home]] 

In (48a), PRO cannot be interpreted freely. In (48b), however, 

PRO is free and cannot be interpreted as an anaphor since it 

does not have an antecedent. PRO, for standard GB, is subject 
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to both the binding conditions A and B. Moreover, (48c) 

supports the view that PRO subject infinitives are S's (CPs), 

and not just Ss (IPs). l-lhat we have in (49c) is a nonfinite 

clause wi th a PRO subject and overt complementiser. But the 

question we should ask is how an element can be both free and 

bound in its governing category. It cannot, but this is no 

problem if it has no governing category, and it will not if it 

is ungoverned. Chomsky (1986a:183) formulates the 

property of PRO as follows: 

(49) PRO is ungoverned 

crucial 

This is a consequence of assuming that PRO is both an anaphor 

and a pronominal - hence the term 'PRO Theorem'. 

Given (49), the only available position for PRO to occupy 

is the subject position of infinitival S'. This is the main 

posi tion, but it may not be the only posi tion, in which a 

phonologically null element cannot have a governing category. 

Consequently, PRO cannot be a complement or the subject of a 

finite clause or an exceptional clause or small cl~use, because 

these positions are governed. The ungrammaticality of the 

following illustrate the distribution of PRO as a pronominal 

anaphor: 

(50) a.*John loves PRO 

b.*John considers [S' that [S PRO is a fool]] 

c.*John considers [S PRO to be a fool] 

d.*John considers [S PRO a fool] 

We have briefly discussed conditions A and B of the binding 

theory. Let's turn now to principle C to see the binding 
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requirement it imposes. Chomsky (1981:188) asserts that R-

expressions observe the following binding condition: 

C. An R-expression is A-free 

Hhat principle C states is that R-expressions must not be bound 

by any c-commanding category in an A-position in the sentence 

containing them. Consider the following: 

(51) a. Rei thinks [S she likes Bill j ] 

b.*Rei shot Billi 

Bill in (51a) is not coindexed with He - hence it is free, as 

required by condition C. In (SIb), however, Bill is coindexed 

with He - hence bound by it. Thus, Bill is not free, violating 

condition C. 

What about Wh-traces? A Wh-trace is neither anaphoric nor 

pronominal. In other words, it is an R-expression - i.e. it 

cannot be coindexed wi th a c-commmanding category in an A 

position. As noted earlier, the C-specifier position is an A'-

position. Take the examples in (52): 

(52) a.*who i did [S he· 1 
see ei]? 

b.*who i did [S hei think [ S ' that [S I sawei]]]? 

The reason (52a-b) are ruled out is that the trace of Wh-

movement is bound by the subject A-position, containing the 

pronoun ~. Thus, the Wh-trace is A-bound, violating principle 

C of the binding theory. Consider now the following grammatical 

example: 

(53) who i [S ei thinks [S' that [S hei will resign]]]? 

In (53), the subject trace is A'-bound by ~ in the C

specifier position -i.e. perfectly A-free. The pronoun be is A-
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bound by the subject A-position. Despite the fact that the 

empty category A-binds the pronoun, the pronoun is free in its 

governing category. 

1.2.3. The Empty Category Principle 

Having looked at how both overt and non-overt categories 

behave under the Binding Theory, our next step will involve 

presenting the standardly accepted formulation of the Empty 

Category Principle, confining our discussion to the way the 

notion of 'Proper Government' is defined in Lectures (1981), 

and Barriers (1986b). 

Although there are various different positions on the ECP 

(cf.Lasnik & Saito (1984)), what we will be dealing with is the 

standard GB position. 

What the two analyses above have in common is that they 

agree on the formulation of the ECP. But, as the discussion 

progresses, we will discover that they differ on what 

constitutes 'proper government'. The two analyses concerned 

define the ECP as follows: 

(54) A trace must be properly governed 

Having presented the formulation of the ECP, let us 

concentrate on how the notion of proper government is defined. 

1.2.3.1. Proper Government 

A. The Lectures-Position (1981) 

Starting with the Lectures-position on proper government, 

we can formulate the definition of proper government as 

follows: 
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(55) ~is properly governed if and only if~ is governed 
by an XOother than AGR or a coindexed category 

The definition in (55) states that ex is properly governed if and 

on 1 y if QC is go vern e d by an Xo - i. e. N J V J A, 0 r P, not by AG R 

or a coindexed category. It follows fairly straightforwardly 

that, under the Lectures-approach, we are distinguishing 

between two possibilities: (i) proper government by an X·- i.e. 

LEXICAL GOVERNMENT J prevent ing the agreement element in INFL 

from functioning as a proper governor; and (ii) proper govern-

ment by a co-indexed category -i.e. ANTECEDENT GOVERNMENT. 

i. Lexical Government 

To explain how proper government is maintained via lexical 

government, consider the following set of examples: 

(56) a. whoi did John see 

b. MarYi was deceived 

e ·? 
1" 

e· 1 

c. who i did Fred talk to 

by John 

e ·? 
1" 

d. who i did John consider [s ei to be guilty]]? 

e. who i did John consider [SC ei a genius]]? 

In (56a-b), the trace is governed by the immediately preceding 

verb, hence properly governed. By the same token, prepositions 

in English are assumed to act as proper governors, although in 

many languages they are not. In (56c), then, the trace is 

properly governed by the immediately preceding preposition. 

More important, despite the fact that the traces in (56a-c) are 

governed by sisters -i.e. ~J deceived, and 12 respectively, 

it is assumed that government is a broader notion than sister

hood, as noted earlier. What we have in (56d-e) is a verb 
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governing the subject of the following exceptional or small 

clause complement. 

ii. Antecedent Government 

Concerning antecedent government, it allows a trace in the 

CP-specifier position or an overt Wh-NP to properly govern the 

subject position of S, as illustrated in the following 

examples: 

(57) a. [ who i ] did you say [S' [ ei ] [S [ ei ] robbed 

the bank]]? 

b.*[ whoi ] did you say [S' [ ei ] that [S [ ei ] 

robbed the bank]]? 

To illustrate the mechanism under which this can be achieved, 

consider the following structure, corresponding to (57a): 

(58) VP , 
V' 

V ----- ---- CP NP~ ----C' 

!1 /"" 
NP-;----IP ---- I' 

21 /~ 
C 

I VP 
I 

~V'~ 
V NP 

Since antecedent government requires that a trace be properly 

governed by a coindexed category, each case in (57a-b) contains 

two traces. In (57a), we are concerned with the trace in 

subject position. What allows the trace in subject position is 

that it is properly governed by the immediately preceding 

trace. However, (57b) is ruled out on the basis that the 
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presence of the intervening complementiser that blocks 

antecedent government. Therefore, (57b) is an ECP violation: 

B. The Barriers-Position (1986b) 

Having looked at the Lectures-approach to proper govern

ment, we now need to see what the Barriers-position on proper 

government is. The Barriers-definition of the ECP is formulated 

in the same way as in Lectures -i.e. requiring that a trace be 

properly governed, but proper government is defined different-

ly. Chomsky (1986b:17) defines proper government as follows: 

(59) ex: properly governs B iff oc 9-governs or 
antecedent-governs B 

i. Q-Government & Antecedent Government 

rlliat distinguishes the definition in (59) from that of the 

Lectures is that lexical government is replaced by 9-govern-

ment. Thus, on the Barriers-position, we have two cases of 

proper government: (i) 9-GOVERNMENT; (ii) ANTECEDENT GOVERNM-
. 

ENT. Chomsky assumes that a complement is 9-governed by its 

'head', whereas a subject can only be antecedent-governed in 

order to meet the requirements of proper government. The two 

versions of the definition of proper government treat subject 

position in exceptional clauses and small clauses differently. 

This posi tion is lexically governed (by the preceding verb), 

but not 9-governed. Chomsky (1986b:19) defines a-government as 

follows: 

(60) oc: 9-governs B iff ex is a zero-level category 
that 9-marks B, and oc, B are sisters 

(60) states that XO categories assign 9-roles to their 

complements. But, as we said earlier, a-government is a 
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narrower notion than lexical government i.e. a lexical 

category can govern some element it does not assign a O-role 

to. Consider the following examples: 

(61) a. Johni seems [s ei to be innocent]] 

b. MarYi was considered [SC ei a genius]] 

Both these examples only involve lexical government. The traces 

involved are properly governed by their matrix predicates -

without being a-governed by them. Unlike the examples in (61), 

(56a-c) involve both lexical and a-government. 

Furthermore, instead of (56d-e) on the Lectures-position, 

on the Barriers-position, we have (62a-b): 

(62) a. who i did Mary [VP ei [VP consider [S ei to be 

a thief]]]? 

b. who i did Mary [VP ei [VP consider [SC ei a 

thief]]]? 

In (62a-b), we have two instances of Wh-movement operating in 

two distinct ways: (i) adjunction of Wh-word to VP; and (ii) 

substitution -i.e. movement of Wh-word to the CP-specifier 

position. The innovation in the Barriers framework is that VP

adjunction is necessary to allow antecedent government in 

various places. It should be pointed out in this connect ion 

that the wh-words are too far away from the traces in subject 

position to act as antecedent governors. What is interesting is 

that we have traces adjoined to VP. But how does this help us? 

The intermediate traces act as antecedent governers of the 

traces in subject positions. 3 
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1.2.4. Summary 

In 1.1.1. of this chapter, we were concerned with highligh

ting grammatical theory within the Chomskyan perspective. He 

began by showing the importance of ECs in GB. Then, we 

presented the principles that require the presence of ECs in 

certain situations. In 1.2.1., we examined the distribution of 

overt and empty categories with respect to the conditions of 

the binding theory. We also considered the ECP, and how the 

notion of proper government was defined in both Lectures (1981) 

and Barriers (1986b). 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER ONE 

1. For textbook discussions of this phenomenon, see Lasnik and 

Uriagereka (1988:72-85) and Haegeman (1991, 8.5.) 

2. Jackendoff (1987) criticizes the treatment of O-ro1es in 

GB. With respect to the 9-Criterion, he illustrates both 

with examples where a single NP has multiple 9-ro1es, and 

where multiple NPs allow a single 9-role. His account is 

defined in terms of semantic predicate-argument relationships. 

3. Aoun (1985:27) attempts to replace the ECP by a generalized 

binding principle A: 

Generalized Binding Principle A 
An X-anaphor must be X-bound in its governing category 

where X means A or A'. He suggests that a Wh-trace must be 

treated as an anaphor 'bound to an A'-position'. Aoun's 

basic idea is that we have to combine those bits of the 

theory under the notion of local binding - i.e. there is 

no disjunctive ECP. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

2.0. Introduction 

The aim of this chapter is to 

sentences and Verbless Clauses (VCs) 

consider how Syrian VSO 

should be analyzed within 

a GB framework. The analysis of VSO sentences involves looking 

first at how the analysis of various phenomena in English SVO 

sentences requires a VP node, and then looking at how the 

same phenomena occur in Syrian VSO sentences, perhaps necessit

ating the assumption that they also involve a VP node. We will 

be particularly concerned with Binding Theory data which 

essentially involves anaphora and disjoint reference. As noted 

in chapter One, anaphors are elements that must select their 

reference from something else in the sentence - hence the 

coreferentia1ity. However, items are said to be disjoint in 

reference if not designated exactly the same index - hence the 

noncoreferentia1ity. 

This chapter is organized as follows. In section 2.1.1., we 

show how binding theory requires a constituent containing verb 

and object, but not subject. In section 2.1.2., we consider two 

analyses of Syrian - namely the Flat Struture Analysis (FSA) 

and the Verb-Fronting Analysis (VFA). In section 2.1.3., we 

present the full range of Syrian VSO data, showing that it is 

like English SVO da ta, and concluding tha tit can only be 

explained if we assume a VP and hence a verb-fronting process. 

In sect ion 2.2., we consider precisely wha t form the verb-
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fronting analysis should take, reviewing Chomsky's (1986b) 

Barriers-analysis, the 'Adjunction' analysis, and Fassi Fehri's 

(1987) approach. Finally, in section 2.3., then, we have a 

closer look at Syrian verbless clauses. In 2.3.1., we discuss 

Small Clauses (SCs) in English, showing how they di ffer from 

ordinary clauses. We introduce verbless clauses in 2.3.2., 

highlighting their distribution, and providing an analysis. 

Then, in 2.3.4., we present some further data involving 

pronominal subjects, providing a further analysis. We conclude 

in 2.3.6. with some complications 

2.1. The Analysis of VSO Sentences 

2.1.1. Binding Theory Facts 

The GB approach to a varie ty of phenomena requires a VP 

node - i.e. it is crucial in GB that the verb and its object 

form a constituent. Let us see what this means in practice by 

demonstrating how anaphors, pronominals, and R-expressions in 

SVO sentences are handled under the Binding Theory. Consider 

first anaphors such as himself. As sketched in Chapter One, 

Chomsky (1981) assumes anaphors to be subject to the following 

binding principle: 

A. An anaphor is A-bound in its governing category 

Bound, as we have seen, means coindexed with a c-commanding NP 

in an A-position. 

As we have seen in 1.2.1.2., the notion of C-command plays 

a significant role in capturing antecedence relations. Being 

central to what follows, the point to stress again is that the 

object does not c-command the subject (and hence cannot bind 
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it) because of the VP. 

Let us return now to condition A. Take the examples in (1), 

and their correspoding structures in (2), 

(1) a. Johni shot himselfi 

b.*himselfi shot Johni 

(2) a. _____ I P ______ 
NP

i 
_____ 1' ____ 

I VP 

I 
..------ V ' ____ 

V NP· 
I I 1 

John shot himself 

b. 
NP -:------ I P ------____ I' 

1 I ---- VP 

I 
V' V---- ----NP. 

, , 1 

himself shot John 

The reflexive in (2a) is c-commanded by John and hence bound by 

it. (2b), on the other hand, is ruled out because the anaphor 

is not bound at all in its governing category -i.e. the first 

branching node above John is the VP node, and this does not 

dominate himself. 

According to Chomsky (1981), as remarked in Chapter One, 

Pronominals obey the following binding principle: 

B. A pronominal is A-free in its governing category 

Again, free means not bound - i. e. not coindexed wi th a c

commanding category in an A-position. Consider now the examples 

in (3): 
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(3) a. Johni 

b. He· 1 

shot him· 
J 

shot himselfi 

These have the corresponding structures: 

(4) a. 
NP -;----- I P ----- 1' ____ 

1 1----- VP 
I 

V"""""'" V '''-.....NP . 
I I J 

John shot him 

b. 
NP-;----- I P ------I ' 

1 I ------ ------ VP , 
____ V' _____ 

V NP· 
I I 1 

he shot himself 

In (4a), him is not coindexed with a c-commanding category 

within IP, and thus conforms to principle B of the binding 

theory. There would be a violation of condition B if him was 

coindexed with John. As a result, him must be assigned a 

different index from that assigned to John. On the other hand, 

the pronoun in (4b) satisfies the requirement of principle B of 

the binding theory in the sense that it is not c-commanded by a 

coindexed NP in an A-position. The point to stress here is that 

a pronoun in subject position can be coindexed with an NP in 

object position (if it is a reflexive). Again, the subject 

cannot be c-commanded by the object and hence bound by it, 

given the VP. 

Let's now proceed to consider the binding principle 

associated with R-expressions. As we have seen in Chapter One, 
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R-expressions observe the following binding condition: 

C. An R-expression is A-free 

Yet again, free means not coindexed with any c-commanding 

category in an A-position. Consider the examples in (5), 

(5) a. Hei loves John's motherj 

b. Johni's mother loves himi/j 

These have the corresponding structures in (6): 

(6) a. _____ I P ______ 

NP i .----- I ' _____ 
I VP 

I 
V' V---- ----- NP . I I J 

He loves John's mother 

b. 
NP -----I P -----I' 

NP~ ---N' 1""""""- ----VP 

N V'~ 

I 
V---- NP· / . 

/

1 I I 

I I 1 J 
John's mother loves him 

In (6a), John's mother is not bound by a c-commanding category 

in an A-position. The point is that he cannot be coreferential 

with John in (6a), since, as we have seen, the subject must c-

command the object, taking into account that the converse does 

not hold. In (6b), John's mother c-commands him, but John does 

not, given that the first branching node dominating John -i.e. 

the NP John's mother - does not dominate him. In other words, 

in (6b), coreference is possible, but it would not be if him c-

commanded John's mother. Hence, John and him can be coreferen-

tial here, not John's mother and him. 
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2.1.2. Analyses 

The preceding discussion was to provide a basis for 

considering the analysis of VSO sentences. At this point, then, 

we need to see how Syrian VSO constructions can be analyzed. 

Generally speaking, there are essentially these two 

possibilities (ignoring details here): 

(7) a. Flat Structure Analysis (FSA) 

~I~ 
V NP NP 

b. Verb-Fronting Analysis (VFA) 

~/~ 
V~/VP ___ NP 

According to (7a), VSO sentences have a flat representation, 

where subjects and objects are sisters, both daughters of S.l 2 

(7b), however, suggests the object is inside a VP. The verb, 

moreover, starts out inside a VP and is fronted by a V-fronting 

rule. We argue, using binding theory data, for the V-fronting 

analysis. 

2.1.3. The Motivation for a VP Node 

Having demonstrated how VP is involved in the GB account of 

a range of phenomena involving English SVO sentences, let's now 

turn to show that these phenomena occur in Syrian VSO sentences 

so that a verb-fronting analysis is necessary if the GB account 

is to be extended to Syrian. 

'fuat we are doing here is showing that Syrian VSO sentences 

show the same phenomena as the English SVO sentences discussed 

in the last section. Consider the examples in (8): 
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(8) a. qawwa~ 

shoot3SGmpast 

Kamali 

Kamal 

'Kamal shot himself' 

b.*qawwal? 

shoot3SGmpast 

lfalui 

himself 

lfalui 

himself 

Kamali 

Kamal 

(8a), taking principle A of the binding theory into account, is 

well-formed in the sense that the anaphor halu is coindexed 

with a c-commanding category in an A-position - i.e. halu is c-

commanded by the antecedent Kamal. Note that, on the FSA, the 

R-expression Kamal in (8a-b) is also bound in its governing 

category -i.e. S , hence violating condition C of the binding 

theory. Both FSA and VFA, however, rule out (8b) on the basis 

that halu c-commands Kamal. This, as is the case with English 

SVO sentences, cannot be allowed because the object neither c-

commands nor binds the subject. Given the FSA, the reflexive 

halu is bound by Kamal hence the analysis predicts the 

grammaticality of the asterisked example. On the FSA, both 

examples conform to condition A, but both violate condition C. 

On the VFA, (8b) violates both condition A and condition C. In 

short, on both analyses, the subject in (8a) will c-command the 

object - hence will bind it as well. But, the FSA incorrectly 

predicts the grammaticality of both, whereas the VFA predicts 

the data correctly. Consider the following schematic 

structures: 

(9) a. [qawwas Kamal [VP ~alu] ] t . 
b. [qawwas t . halu [VP Kamal]] 
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The point to stress about the examples given in (8) is that 

they suggest that Kamal c-commands halu but not vice versa, and 

hence that halu is within a VP that does not contain Kamal. 

Let's consider now further examples together with their 

corresponding schematic derivations: 

(10) a. qawwa~ huwwehi ~alui 

shoot3SGmpast he himself 

'He shot himself' 

b.*qawwas 
• huwweh i 

shoot3SGmpast himself he 

(11) a.[qawwas huwweh [VP halu]] t . 

b.[qatWa~ ~alu [VP -,- huwweh]] 

The FSA predicts that the subject will be bound by the object 

in (lOa-b) - hence the noncoreference. That is, both conform to 

condition A, but both violate condition B. However, on the VFA, 

(lOa) is well-formed and satisfies the requirement of principle 

B of the binding theory in that huwweh is not bound by halu, 

given the VP hence free in its governing category, as 

required by condi tion B of the binding theory. But, (lOb) 

violates both condition A and condition B. 

Presenting Marantz's (1984) ideas, Hasan (1990:45) employs, 

among other things, 'idiomatic expressions' facts to show that 

the verb and its object form a constituent in Standard Arabic. 

The assumption widely made about idioms is that they are 

underlying constituents. That is, the verb and object in a VSO 

sentence can constitute an idiom. Consider the following Syrian 
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idiomatic expression: 

(12) Kamal 
., 
samma9 1-xeit . 

Kamal wax3SGmpast the-thread 

Lit. 'Kamal waxed the thread' 

= Kamal disappeared 

In (12), the combination of verb and object refe_rs to a unit 

which can be described via an intransitive verb. Such relation 

between verb and object is also operative in the VSO 

counterpart of (12). Consider (13): 

(13) samma9 Kamal 1-xeit . 
wax3SGmpast Kamal the-thread 

Here, the subject separates the verb from its object. This does 

not affect the idiomatic reading concerned. Therefore, the verb 

and object 

constituent. 3 

in a VSO sentence must be an underlying 

Summing up, the GB account of binding theory facts requires 

that the verb and its object form a constituent. We have argued 

for a VP node with V being the head - hence the untenability of 

the FSA. Assuming now that the facts we have tackled both in 

English SVO and Syrian VSO sentences are very much the same -

i.e. the only difference being the order of the subject and the 

verb, this suggests that Syrian cannot have a flat structure 

and that V-fronting is necessary. 

2.2. The Nature of Verb Fronting 

2.2.0. Introduction 

Having looked, relying on Binding theory facts, at how the 

GB assumptions require a VP node in the analysis of both SVO 
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and VSO sentences - hence the need for a verb-fronting analysis 

of VSO sentences, our aim in what follows is to consider the 

nature of V-fronting, looking at three main analyses which we 

will refer to as: (i) the 'Barriers-analysis'; (ii) the 

'Adjunction-analysis'; and (iii) the Fassi Fehri's-approach, 

sketching in some of the mechanisms under which each operates, 

and concluding why we prefer the 'Fassi Fehri' s-approach' to 

the others. 

2.2.1. The Barriers-Analysis 

What V-fronting amounts to depends on whether fronting of 

the verb is obligatory. If so, the subject has to be fronted to 

the CP-specifier position to give us surface SVO sentences. The 

Barriers-analysis says that subjects are IP-specifiers and pre-

subject verbs are in C. The question we should ask here is: Are 

pre-subject verbs always fronted? Case-marking gives us one 

reason that they are. On one assumption (Sproat,1985), I and VP 

are sisters under I' ,and the subject can only be Case-marked if 

I moves to clause-initial position. Koopman (1984:217) assumes 

that VSO languages are characterized by the following features: 

(14) (i) lexical categories assign a 9 role 
to the right 

(ii) Case is assigned to the right 

For her, it follows from these that the subject must be 

assigned Case by a Case assigner 'to its left', providing the 

subject is not topicalized. Along Koopman's lines, the assump

tion that V-fronting is obligatory is attributed to Case 

theory - i.e. I must contain 'a verbal element' in order for 
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nominative Case assignment to operate. 

It should be noted here that the Barriers-analysis is 

proposed by Chomsky for English auxiliary-ini tial sentences. 

Chomsky (1986b:68) assumes that movement of V to I is 

"permissable - indeed, it is obligatory, since otherwise the 

affix would lack a bearer", taking into account that I is 

lexically regarded as an affix, as shown in the following tree 

structure: 

(15) xp----CP~C' 
C ---- ----- I P 

NP ---- ----- I ' 1---- ---- VP 
I _____ V' ______ 

V NP 

The first step involves moving the verb into the head position 

I of IP, combining wi th I . , this is how the verb obtains 

agreement and tense features. It is also essential to claim 

that the moved V leaves behind a trace capable of Case-

governing any object NP. This is true in any Verb-fronting 

ana1ysis. 4 This process of raising V to I is often referred to 

in the literature as 'head-to-head' movement, so is the process 

of I to C movement. 5 The second step involves moving I to C -

the head position of CP. Moreover, movement of V to the 

posi tion of C in one swoop is blocked under the assumption 

that the V head of VP cannot move to the head position C of 

CP unless it goes through the head position I of IP, combining 

with inflection. Movement of V directly to C is blocked by the 

ECP. So, the whole process is characterized by being stepwise. 
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To put it another way, on the 'Barriers-analysis', a V-fronting 

rule must exhibit two movements: (i) V-to-I and (ii) I-to-C. 

The movements above are illustrated in the structure below, 

corresponding to the sentence in (16): 

(16) ~:Ii)rbet Raneem l-haleeb 

drink3SGfpast Raneem the-milk 

'Raneem drank the milk' 

(17) NP~CP~C' ____ 
C j _____ I P ____ 

NP i ____ I ' ____ 
I . VP 

J I 
_____ V' ____ 

V· NP 

I J I 
Raneem s~rbet e e e l-galeeb 

English examples fi t in nicely wi th this analysis on the 

basis that pre-subject verbs do not co-occur with complementiz-

ers, given that the pre-subject verb will be in the C slot. The 

following illustrate this point: 

(18) would he marry her 

a. She wondered whether he would marry her 

*whether would he marry her 

If he had told me 

b. had he told me , I would have helped him 

*If had he told me 

However, the 'Barriers-analysis' can easily be ruled out on 

two counts. Firstly, an example of a complementizer and a pre

subject verb co-occurring would be Syrian sentences like the 

ones given below: 
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(19) a. b~~n :>nnu nG)jeq. Kamal b l-fah~s 

think1SGmpres that pass3SGmpast Kamal in the-exam 

'I think that Kamal passed the exam' 

b. bz~n ;mnu saret 1-geeseh sa9beh . . 
thinklSGmpres that become3SGfpast the-life difficult 

'I think that life became complicated' 

What (19a-b) suggest is that the 'Barriers-analysis' fails to 

account for subordinate clauses introduced by complementizers 

followed by pre-subject verbs. This analysis, then, does not 

allow the sequence [COMP V Subject]. 

Secondly, if we assume that V is always fronted, the 

subject has to move to the CP-specifier as well, thus leaving 

no room for a Topic preceding the subject i.e. on this 

analysis, we cannot have the sequence [NP Subject V] • The 

following illustrate: 

(20) a. wein Kamal by=>st=>gel? 

where Kamal work3SGmpres 

'Where does Kamal work? ' 

b. meen Layla 

who Layla like3SGfpres 

'Who does Layla like?' 

The point to stress is that such examples are unexpected on the 

Barriers-analysis and hence suggest that it is not appropriate 

for Syrian VSO sentences. 

2.2.2. The Adjunction-Analysis 

Having argued that the 'Barriers-analysis' cannot account 

for the case where we get a complementizer and a pre-subject 
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verb co-occurring in VSO subordinate clauses, let's proceed to 

consider the 'Adjunction-analysis'. Essentially, this analysis 

says that subjects are IP-specifiers, and pre-subject verbs are 

adjoined to IP. This process involves first movement of the 

verb to I, and then adjunction of I to IP, as illustrated in 

the structure corresponding to (19a): 

(21 ) Ii [IP NP Ii [VP Vi 
t ________ 1 t'--_____ I 

adjunction 
to IP 

V-to-I 
movement 

Pp] ] ] ] 

It is worth noting here that if we assume an optional 

adjunction-process, this process would simply involve V-to-I 

movement, with no movement of the subject. In other words, if 

we just have V-to-I movement, we would have an SVO clause, 

assuming that subjects, as noted above, originate in the IP 

specifier position. However, if we assume an obligatory 

adjunction-process - in order to claim that all Case-marking is 

to the right, this process would involve V-to-I movement, 

adjunction to IP, and movement of the subject to the CP-

specifier position. Along these lines, movement of the 

inflected verb to a pre-subject position will be obligatory. 

Moreover, what distinguishes the 'Adjunction-analysis' of 

V-fronting from the 'Barriers-analysis' is that the former, as 

noted earlier, does not claim that the fronted verb is in the 

C slot. Hence, on this analysis we expect [COMP V Subject] 

sequences. Thus, the first objection to the 'Barriers-analysis' 

disappears on the 'Adjunction-analysis'. 
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Although the 'Adjunction-analysis' obeys the principle 

proposed by Chomsky (1986b:6), 

(22) Adjunction is possible only to a maximal 
projection (hence X") that is nonargument 

it poses, like the 'Barriers-analysis', certain problems as 

regards having a Topic preceding the subject, as shown in the 

examples in (20a-b), repeated here as (23a-b) for convenience: 

(23) a. wein Kamal 

where Kamal work3SGmpres 

'Where does Kamal work?' 

b. meen Layla 

who Lay1a 1ike3SGfpres 

'Who does Layla like' 

Assuming, under the 'Adjunct ion-analysis', tha t the moved 

subject is already in the CP specifier position, we do not 

expect a topica1ized subject in this posi t ion. Thus, this 

analysis shares the second objection to the 'Barriers-

analysis'. 

2.2.3. The Fassi Fehri-Approach 

Having looked at how Verb-fronting is analysed under both 

the 'Barriers' and 'Adjunction' analyses, and demonstrated the 

flaws each has, let's move on to consider Fassi-Fehri's (1987) 

handling of V-fronting. 

At core, Fassi Fehri' s central idea is that subjects 

originate in the VP specifier position. This is a widely held 

position (cf. Sportiche (1988)). This analysis involves a more 

uniform version of X'. For Fehri, pre-subject verbs are in I; 
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V-to-I movement is morphologically necessary to support the I 

affix. 6 The subject moves to a preverbal position in the case 

of SVO sentences. As we have seen, the movement of a lexical 

head V to an inflectional I is assumed to be triggered by the 

directionality of Case assignment in Standard Arabic (SA) 

i.e. a finite I cannot assign Case without combining with V on 

supportive grounds. For Fehri (1987:16), 

(24) In SA, Case is assigned uniformly to the right 

This is illustrated in the structure given below, in which the 

arrows serve to indicate the direction of Case-marking: 

(25) 
xp ------ I P ----- I ' I----- --------------vP 

~NP- ~ ~ 
V .. NP nom 

obj 

Consider the sentence given in (26), together with its 

corresponding structure in (27), 

(26) ?akal l-walad t~ffaq.a 

apple eat3SGmpast the-boy 

'The boy ate an apple' 

(27) xp ------- I P -----I ' _____ _ 

I':--- -"/VP~ 
1 NP- /" ~ 

V. NP 
1 I 

?akal l-walad t~ffal:la 

Being the feature of all the analyses at issue, V-to-I movement 

in (27) is obligatory in order to support I. What is more, the 

subject NP - i.e. the one immediately dominated by VP - is a 

specifier of VP, where it is governed and Case-marked by I. 
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In short, from the three analyses we have looked at 

regarding V-fronting, we are tempted to favour the 'Fassi 

Fehri-approach' for two reasons: Firstly, it only involves one 

movement -i.e. V to I, and the subject moves to a preverbal 

position to give us SVO sentences. The 'Barriers-analysis' 

involves two movements: V to I and I to C, and the subject 

moves to the CP-specifier position in the case of SVO 

sentences. We also have a two-step movement on the 'Adjunction

analysis': V-to-I movement and adjunction to IP, and the 

subject moves to the CP-specifier position to derive SVO 

sentences. Secondly, it is a more symmetrical analysis in the 

sense that it has a VP specifier position. What we have argued 

for in this section is that an analysis of V-fronting along 

Fehri's lines is more likely to be right. 

Having looked at how VSO sentences should be analyzed and 

reviewed three analyses of verb-fronting, the following section 

will be mainly concerned with the analysis of Verbless Clauses 

in Syrian. 

2.3. Verbless Clauses 

2.3.0. Introduction 

The main purpose of this section is a study of a body of 

Syrian clauses which look rather like what are referred to in 

the literature as 'Small Clauses'. SCs, as we shall see, 

involve NP, AP, PP and VP predicates, since they lack both 

complementisers and I-constituents. Before we undertake any 

such step, it is appropriate to give an indication of the sort 
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of data we are concerned with throughout this section: 

(28) a. Rami 

Rami 

qa~i 

judge 

'Rami is a judge' 

b. l-qa~~r kbeer 

the-palace big 

'The palace is spacious' 

c. ?ax-u b 

brother-3SGrn in the-work 

'His brother is at work' 

In section 2.3.1., we look at how SCs are analysed in Eng-

lish, offering some criteria for distiguishing SCs from other 

types of clause structure in English. In section 2.3.2., we 

look at the distribution of verbless clauses in Syrian. Section 

2.3.3. offers an analysis of Syrian VCs. In section 2.3.4. we 

present further data involving pronominal subjects in VCs. A 

further analysis is presented in 2.3.5., as to what the status 

of Syrian VCs is. Finally, some complications are highlighted 

in 2.3.6. 

2.3.1. Small Clauses in English 

2.3.1.1. Differences between SCs & Ordinary Clauses 

As noted earlier, small clauses lack both complementisers 

and I-constituents - i.e. C and I nodes. As a result, it is 

assumed that they have the following structure: 

(29) SC ____ 
NP---- XP 
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(29) is one possibility. There are two others. Some people, for 

example, Chomsky in Barriers (1986b), thinks SC is another XP 

(30a). Others, for example, Stowell (1981) , thinks the 

predicate is an X' (30b). However, some proponents of GB reject 

SCs, e.g., Williams (1983:287-308), and claim that putative SCs 

are two separate constituents: 

(30) a. -,XP 
NP""""""- -----XP 

b. NP~XP----X' 

where XP= NP, AP, PP, and VP, as illustrated in the following 

examples: 

(31) a. We consider [John a genius] 

b. They find [mountaineering risky] 

c. I want [you out of my office] 

d. We saw [him leave] 

Radford (1988b:7) claims that SCs, unlike Ordinary and 

Exceptional clauses, lack a C-system - hence cannot have CP 

status. Firstly, they cannot be introduced by overt complement-

isers, as the ungrammaticality of the following illustrates: 

(32) a.*Swimming keeps [that you in shape] 

b.*Let [for there be a solution] 

Secondly, they can never contain preposed auxiliaries - hence 

the ungrammaticality of the following: 

(33) *Let [be there a solution] 

And thirdly, SCs, unlike their finite clause counterparts, 

cannot contain an initial Wh-phrase in pre-subject position, as 

demonstrated by the following contrast: 
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(34) a. We considered [how stupid Cynthia was] 

b.*We considered [how stupid Cynthia] 

Moreover, since SCs have no I-system either, they cannot 

contain the infinitive particle !2, or a Modal such as can -

hence the following are ruled out: 

(35) a.*Let [there to/can be a solution] 

b.*We consider [the castle to/can a beauty] 

The absence of I also has its bearing on the system of negation 

employed in SCS. Finite ordinary clauses, for example, can be 

negated by a negative auxiliary - such as can't/won't/shan't/ 

don't - the natural position of which is I. But, as we have 

seen with (35), if we cannot have moda1s in SCs, we would not 

expect negative moda1s. SCs are negated by the negative 

particle ~ so that negative SCs are of the following form: 

[NP ~ XP]. The following illustrate: 

(36) a. We consider [boxing not a pleasant sport] 

b. We found [the players not fit enough] 

c. We consider [that film not in good quality] 

d. They might let [ you not cross the border] 

Thus, these examples show that SCs are invariably negated by 

the negative particle not, - whereas Ordinary Clause s can be 

negated via a negative auxiliary positioned in I. The following 

illustrate: 

(37) a. We found that the chair wouldn't be fixed 

b. We are told that the meeting won't take place 

c. The police found out that the story couldn't be 

true 
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Another noticable difference between ordinary clauses and 

SCs is that the latter may not contain verbs reflecting Tense 

and Agreement, since, as already noted, SCs lack an I 

constituent. It is in the I constituent that properties of 

Tense and Agreement are located. Thus, in SCs we can only have 

nonfinite verbs in their base, gerundial, and participial 

forms. The following contrasts illustrate the point: 

(38) a. Don't let [Bill have/*has any more biscuits] 

b. We didn't like [him swimming/*went against the 

current] 

On the other hand, since ordinary clauses contain an I 

constituent exhibiting Tense and Agreement features, we can 

expect them to really have finite verbs, as illustrated in the 

following: 

(39) a. They said that he went there alone 

b. The boss suggested that we changed the plan 

A further difference between SCs and ordinary clauses is 

that in the former - being void of I - we can have non-verbal 

elements (40a-c), whereas in the latter - containing a finite 

I with AGR - verbs are required to exist. What we are assuming 

here is that I only takes a VP complement (41a-b). 

(40) a. Many MPs consider [Thatcher a cheat] 

b. I find [your idea quite gripping] 

c. You've got [your plan in a mess] 

(41) keep calm 

a. We really should *very calm 

*good boys 
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Keep calm 

b. We want you to *very calm 

*good boys 

In short, what the examples in (41a-b) suggest is that I must 

take a VP complement irrespective of whether it is finite -

i.e. contains a modal auxiliary like should, or -nonfinite -

i.e. contains the particle 12. 

Yet another crucial difference between SCs and Ordinary 

Clauses is that their subjects are assigned Case differently. 

That is, in finite ordinary clauses, subjects are assigned 

Nominative Case via AGR within a finite I (42a). On the other 

hand, subjects in SCs are assigned Objective Case Exceptiona

lly (44b). This is true of Exceptional clauses as well. 

(42) a. I consider that [Robson should be fit for the 

match] 

b. I consider [Robson fit for the match] 

A simple tes t like replacing Robson by a pronomina I clearly 

shows how Case-marking works with respect to the examples in 

(42). Naturally, what we would expect is the Nominative form he 

in (43a), whereas the Objective form in (43b): 

(43) a.I consider that [he/*him would be fit for the 

match] 

b.I consider [him/*he fit for the match] 

Why is this contrast? 1vell, the standard position is that the 

subject NP in (43a) is assigned Nominative Case by AGR within a 

finite I, as already remarked. But, in the SC (43b) thera is 

no obvious I constituent to assign case to the Subject NP. 
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Within GB, the subject concerned receives its Case from the 

immediately preceding transitive verb consider, and since 

transitive verbs assign Objective Case to NPs immediately 

following them, the SC subject is assigned Exceptional 

Objective Case in (43b). This contrast in Case-marking follows 

from the assumption that ordinary clauses contain an I but SCs 

do not, since only a clause containing a fini te AGR wi thin I 

assigns NOMINATIVE Case to its subject. 

For a fuller picture, SCs do not allow PRO subjects, nor do 

they occur in cases where the clause containing PRO acts as a 

subject - hence the ungrammaticality of the following: 

(44) a.*The police want [PRO alive] 

b.*[PRO famous] would be great 

The data in (44) is a further reason for thinking that there is 

no C-system in SCs, as we have seen. If there were, the subject 

posi tion would not be governed and a PRO subject would be 

possible. 

We can now summarize the relevant facts about ordinary 

clauses and SCs as follows: 

(45) Since Ordinary Clauses have a C-system, 

i. Ordinary clauses may be introduced by Complement
izers, SCs may not 

ii. Ordinary Clauses may contain preposed auxiliaries, 
SCs may not 

iii. Ordinary Clauses may contain preposed Wh-phrases, 
SCs may not 

(46) Since Ordinary Clauses contain an I-system, 

i. Ordinary Clauses may contain infinitival ~, or a 
Modal, SCs may not 

ii. Ordinary Clauses require a VP predicate, SCs do not 
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Thus, the two fundamental properties that draw the line between 

Ordinary Clauses and SCs are that the former contains both a C-

system and an I-system, whereas the latter contains neither. 

Remaining unexplained so far, however, is the question of 

the categorial status of SCs. We will not enter into this 

matter, as this would take us further afield: see Radford 

(1988:515-20), Stowell (1981:259), Chomsky (1986a:93; 1986b:-

20), and McCloskey & Chung (1987:175-89) for various views on 

this issue. 

2.3.2. A Distribution of Verbless Clauses 

As noted at the outset, Syrian verbless clauses look rather 

like English SCs. The predicates involved may be of any sort -

i.e. nominal, adjectival, or prepositional, as illustrated in 

the following examples, where non-pronominal subjects are used: 

(47) i. Nominal Predicates 

a. Hasan 
v • 
s~r~1 

Hasan policeman 

'Hasan is a policeman' 

b. Lay1a s~r~~yyeh 

Lay1a policewoman 

'Lay1a is a policewoman' 

ii. Adjectival Predicates 

a. Salma qaseera . 
Sa1ma short 

'Sa1ma is short' 
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b. Talal taweel 

T.1&.1 tall 

'Talal is tall' 

iii. Prepositional Predicates 

a. l-wlad b l-mad~rseh 

the-boys in the-school 

'The boys are at school' 

b.l-banat b l-beit 

the-girls in the-house 

'The girls are at home' 

Having looked at this basic data, the most obvious similar-

ity holding between VCs in Syrian and SCs in English involves 

the fact that both do not contain a finite verb. 

He can now show that VCs have the same distribution as 

ordinary clauses (unlike English SCs). In other words, like 

ordinary clauses, VCs in Syrian can firstly appear as 

complements of Verbs, Nouns, and Adjectives. Secondly, they can 

be preceded by Wh-phrases and complementisers. And thirdly, 

they can appear as main clauses. 

Let us consider first some data involving VCs as complem-

ents of VERBS. 

(48) a. by~9t .. ber ~nnu Layla 
., 

maznooneh 

consider3SGm that Layla crazy 

'He considers that Layla is crazy' 

b. by~9t~ber Layla ma~nooneh 

consider3SGm Layla crazy 

What is characteristic about the examples in (48a-b) is that 
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they both contain a non-pronominal subject in the complement 

position. (48b) shows that a comp1ementizer is optional in VC 

complement of a verb. 

We can now move on to consider cases where Syrian VCs are 

complements of NOUNS. Consider the following: 

(49) a. q~~~~t ~nnu Fu?ad b 1-m~stasfa t;:,1get 

story that Fuad in the-hospital appear3SGf 

t;)rkeebeh 

fix-up 

'The story that Fuad was in hospital turned out to be a lie' 

b.*q~ssat Fua?ad b l-m~sta~fa t~1get t~rkeebeh . . 
story Fuad in the-hospital appear3SGf fix-up 

'The story that Fuad was in hospital turned out to be a lie' 

Both these examples contain a non-pronominal subject, but (49a) 

differs from (49b) in that the former contains a complementiz-

er, whereas the latter does not. The point to note is that the 

obligatoriness of a complementizer with a noun is like English. 

The following illustrate the point: 

(50) a. The fact that John was late upset them 

b.*The fact John was late upset them 

Finally, we can now proceed to see what the data is going 

to look like with VCs as complements of ADJECTIVES. 

(51) a. ?ana m~t?akked ~nnu 

I sure that 

Saleem 

Saleem 

gabi 

foolish 

'I (am) certain that Saleem (is) foolish' 

b. ?ana m~t?akked Saleem gabi 

I sure Saleem foolish 
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In much the same way, both (5Ia-b) have non-pronominal 

subjects. They seem to highlight no difference at all, 

irrespective of the presence or absence of complementizers. 

As stated above, verbless clauses in Syrian can also be 

introduced by Wh-phrases with complementizers, as illustrated 

by the following: 

( 52) a. 9 r~ f ~ t meen IIi Na~er xayef 

knowlSGpast who that Naser afraid 

'I knew who Naser was afraid of' 

b. *9r~f~t meen Naser xayef 

m~nn-u 

from-3SGm 

m~nn-u 

knowlSGpast who Naser afraid from-3SGm 

(52a-b) have non-pronominal subjects, but (52a) contains a 

complementizer, whereas 

cal. 

(52b) does not, and it is ungrammati-

VCs in Syrian can be main clauses as well -i. e. their 

existence in isolation is quite legitimate, as the following 

demonstrate, repeated here as (53): 

(53) a. Hasan 

Hasan 

s~rti 

policeman 

'Hasan is a policeman' 

b. Layla qa~eera 

Layla short 

'Layla is short' 

c. l-wlad b l-mad~rseh 

the-boys in the-school 

'The boys are at school' 
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In (53a), we have a nominal predicate; in (53b) an adjectival 

predicate; and in (53c) a prepositional predicate all 

functioning independently. 

Having demonstrated what verbless clauses in Syrian look 

like, the question to ask here is how exactly they should be 

analyzed. 

2.3.3. An Analysis 

As already noted, Syrian VCs are rather like ordinary 

clauses. But, the question is: how similar are they? There are 

these two possible analyses: 

(54) _____ I P _____ 
NP _____ I ' _____ 

I _____ VP _____ 
NP ____ V'--.......... 

V XP 
I 
e 

(55) 
NP ----- I P ------ I ' 

I ----- -----XP 
NP ---- ----- X ' 

In (54) we have an IP involving a VP complement with an empty 

V, whereas in (55) an IP containing an XP complement. The 

reasons we favour the former are: Firstly, it does make VCs 

look like ordinary clauses with related past tense verbs, 

Secondly, it allows us to maintain the assumption that I only 

takes a VP complement. The point is that VCs have essentially 

the same analysis as ordinary clauses - i.e. they are IPs at 

least sometimes embedded in CPs. In 2.3.5., we will argue that 

VCs are 'bare' IPs. 

Since, as we have seen, Syrian VCs can be introduced by 
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complernentizers, it is clear that we have the following 

structure: 

(56) ____ CP _____ 

XP C' 
C ---- ----- I P 

NP ---- ----- I ' ~~ I ____ VP ____ 

NP ~V'______... 
V XP 

Our task in the following section is to show what happens 

if we have pronominal subjects in VCs. 

2.3.4. Pronominal Subjects in ves 

We can consider first some data: 

(57) a. Nada bt~9t~ber ~nnu huwweh 9abqari 

Nada consider3SGfpres that he genius 

'Nada considers that he is a genius' 

b.*Nada btg9t~ber huwweh 9abqari 

Nada consider3SGfpres he genius 

Given just this data, (57a) is an example of a VC containing a 

pronominal subject introduced by a cornplementizer. Unlike 

(57a), (57b) is an example of a VC containing a pronominal sub-

ject introduced by no complementiser, and it is ungrammatical. 

Let's highlight some further data: 

(58) a. Nada bt~9t~br-u (huvweh) 9abqari 

Nada consider3SGf-3SGm he genius 

'Nada considers him a genius' 

b.*Nada bt~9t~br-u ~nnu huwveh 9abqari 

Nada consider3SGf-3SGm that he genius 

(58a) is a grammatical counterpart of (57b). The contrast in 

(58a-b) provides a good deal of evidence that in Syrian we do 
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not have a clitic with a complementizer following - hence the 

ungrammaticality of (58b). Unlike the situation with VCs 

containing non-pronominal subjects, complementizers in VCs 

containing pronominal subjects are obligatory, unless there is 

a clitic. 

Summing up, When the subject of a VC is a pronoun, we can 

have either a clitic without a complementizer or a complementi-

zer with no clitic, but not both. 

Let's see what sort of analysis will capture the 

generalization highlighted above. 

2.3.5. A Further Analysis 

Assuming with Borer (1984) that the combination of host and 

clitic must govern the associated NP, this calls into question 

the validity of the CP-analysis. That is, The combination of 

host and clitic fails to govern the associated NP in the 

schematic form [NP V+CL COMP NPl. The following slightly 

modified structure corresponding to (56) demonstrates the 

point: 

(59) V' 
V ------ -----C P 

/ "'" I V l CL _____ C' ____ 
C IP 

---_------~> NP ----- ---- I' 
no government 

Note that CP, as we shall see in Chapter Five, is a barrier, 

thus preventing the associated NP being governed. 

The question then is: how do we account for the appearance 

of clitics with some examples involving VCs? A plausible answer 

would be that some VCs are 'bare' IP complements. So, if we 
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get cli tics alone in the form [NP V+CL NP[ +PRO]], we would 

expect Syrian verbless clauses to have the following structure: 

(60) _____ V '- ___ _ 

/V'-... ;::.IP .............. 
V \ ~ CL ,/' ~ 
~ NP I' ------~') government 

As noted earlier, the combination of host and clitic must 

govern a coindexed category be it NP or pronoun. This 

suggests that the subject position within IP is governed by the 

preceding verb, as indica ted by the arrow. If we want to 

maintain this principle, we have to have a bare-IP structure 

like (60) to account for Syrian VCs. The point is that VC 

complements are 'bare' IPs when there is no overt 

complementizer. In the next section, we will consider cases 

where we have neither a clitic nor a complementizer. 

2.3.6. Some Complications 

It is useful to highlight the contrast holding between 

(61a) and (61b) : 

(61) a. Layla qalet huwweh 9abqari 

Layla say3SGfpast he genius 

b. b~9t;lbr-u (huwweh) 9abqari 

consider1SGm-3SGm he genius 

One important difference between the sentences concerned is 

that in an example like (61a) we do not have a clitic on the 

verb, as the gloss indicates, whereas in (6lb) we do have a 

clitic attached to the verb. Another important difference is 

that in the former the pronominal subject is obligatory, 

whereas it is, as noted earlier, optional in the latter - hence 
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the ungrammaticality of the following: 

(62) *Layla qalet 

Layla say3SGfpast 

9abqari 

genius 

The complementizer ~nnu is optional in (61a), whereas impossib

le with a clitic preceding in (61b), as already remarked. But, 

what we can say about cases such as (61a) is that verbs like 

gal 'said' always have a CP complement even if there is not any 

visible complementizer. On the other hand, verbs like y~9t~ber 

'consider', yz~n 'think' have just an IP complement when there 

is no overt complementiser. In other words, normally where we 

have a VC as a complement of verb, it is a CP if there is an 

overt complementiser or Wh-phrase except with the Syrian 

counterpart of say. 

Another complication arises with respect to VCs acting as 

complements of adjectives. Consider the following: 

(63) a. ?ana m~t?akked ~nnu 

I sure that 

huwveh 

he 

gabi 

foolish 

'I (am) certain that he (is) foolish' 

b. ?ana m~t?akked 

I sure 

There are two possibilities here: 

huwweh 

he 

either we 

gabi 

foolish 

have a CP with 

empty complementizer, or clitics just do not attach 

adjectives. We leave this issue open. 

We can summarize the relevant facts about Syrian 

containing pronominal subjects as follows: 
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(64) 

COMP NO COMP 

CLITIC X V 

NO CLITIC V Adjectives 
gal 

Thus, we hope to have achieved a sort of analysis as far 

as Syrian verbless clauses are concerned - an analysis tha t 

rests on the distribution of VCs, and the distinction we have 

made between the CP and the 'bare' IP analyses. 

2.4. Summary 

By way of recapitulating the points made above, we began 

this Chapter by considering how VSO sentences should be 

analysed. Then, in 2.2., we looked at the nature of verb-

fronting, reviewing three analyses. In 2.3., we concerned 

ourselves with Syrian clauses that look rather like English 

SCs. We discussed how SCs are treated in English. We also 

considered Syrian VCs, highlighting their distribution and 

providing an analysis to the effect that VCs have essentially 

the same analysis as ordinary clauses. Then, we considered the 

situation with pronominal subjects, providing a further 

analysis to the effect that VC complements of verbs are 'bare' 

IPs. We concluded with two exceptional cases as regards the 

Syrian counterpart of English 'say', and the situation with VCs 

serving as complements of adjectives. 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER TWO 

1. Using Standard Arabic data, Hasan (1990:32-39) has utilized 

binding theory data to account for an underlying S [VO] word 

order. 

2. Relying on evidence from binding, word order, NP-movement, 

and control constructions in Jacaltec, Niuean, Chamorro, and 

Berber, Woolford (1991) assumes tha t VSO languages have VP

internal subjects. This approach assumes that the subject and 

object are sisters, given the flat structure analysis of VSO 

languages. 

3. For similar views advancing the VFA of various languages, 

see Koopman (1984) and Sproat (1985), among others. 

4. For further evidence in favour of VP in VSO languages, see 

Hasan (1990:43-53) and Shlonsky (1989:105). Shlonsky gives the 

following structure to support his preference for verb raising 

to I: 

NP~IP-----I' 
V+I~ -----VP 

NP ------ ---- VP tv/"" ----NP 

5. Pollock (1989:398) notes that we have movement of V to I in 

the case of auxiliary be and have, and I to V in the 

case of other verbs. Chomsky (1991) adopts this position. 

6. It is worth noting that Berber (cf. Choe (1986:83)), which 

is known to be a VSO language, shows no SVO basic order, 

thus not respecting Greenberg's (1966) Universal (6): 'All 

languages with dominant VSO order have SVO as an alternative or 

as the only alternative basic order'. A similar proposal is 

made for Irish (cf. McCloskey (1983)). 
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CHAPTER THREE 

SUBJECTLESS FINITE CLAUSES 

3.0. Introduction 

What we intend to do in this chapter is to investigate a 

phenomenon referred to in the GB literature as the 'Null 

Subject Parameter' (Perlmutter 1971; Chomsky & Lasnik 1977; 

Borer 1981; Chomsky 1981,1982; Jaeggli 1982; and many others). 

It is also known (somewhat· confusingly) as the 'pro-drop 

Parameter', and McCloskey & Hale (1984) speak of a more general 

'Null Argument Parameter,.l 

Here is some indication of the sort of data we will be 

concerned with throughout the chapter: 

(1) a. e baget s~yyart-a 

sell3SGfpast car-3SGf 

'(She) sold her car' 

b. e ntazarna b l-mhattah . 
wait1plpast in the-station 

'(We) waited at the station' 

c. e b~t)n e rah 9a 
., .., .'" z-ze1S 

think1SGpres g03SGmpast on the-army 

'(I) think (he) joined the army' 

This chapter is organized as follows: In section 3.1., we 

outline some of the basic properties of Null Subject Languages 

(henceforth NSLs) as proposed in Chomsky (1981). In section 

3.2., we sketch some proposals on the nature of the element 

allowed to occupy the missing subject position in Null Subject 
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Languages. In particular, we consider two positions: Chomsky's 

Lectures-position (1981), and Chomsky's Concepts & Consequen

~-position (1982), presenting how the Phonologically-Null 

Element in Null Subject Languages is analyzed as the pronominal 

anaphor PRO in the former, but as the pure pronominal pro in 

the latter, considering the question of what exactly determines 

the distribution of Null Subjects, and the mechanism by means 

of which they are assigned Case. In section 3.3., we focus on 

Syrian as a Null Subject Language, illustrating the presence of 

an empty category in subject position of finite clauses, 

highlighting its distribution, and showing the role of 

agreement in triggering the appearance of the EC in subject 

position of finite clauses. We argue that the EC in Syrian 

subjectless finite clauses is pro and not PRO. 

3.1. Basic Properties of Null Subject Languages 

Chomsky (1981:240) suggests that Null Subject Languages 

have a cluster of properties. For our present purpose, we can 

concentrate on three of them: 

(2) i. missing subject(i.e. in simple finite clauses) 
ii. free inversion in simple sentences 

iii. apparent violations of the *[tbat-t] filter 

Chomsky illustrates the properties in (2) with Italian 

(3) a. ho trovato il libro 

("I found the book") 

b. ha mangiato Giovanni 

("Giovanni ate") 

c. chi credi [che partira] 

("who do you think [(that) will leave]lt) 
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In (3a), unlike English and French, the grammar of Italian 

allows zero subject pronouns. In (3b), it permits the subject 

to appear at the end of VP freely. And finally in case (3c), it 

illustrates that the subject of a that clause may be extracted 

by Wh-movement. 

Having presented some Syrian data and looked at some of the 

crucial features of NSLs, we can move on to consider how null

subject sentences should be analyzed, reviewing how the 

'missing subject' in NSLs is handled both in Lectures (1981) 

and Concepts & Consequences (1982). 

3.2. Analyses 

3.2.1. The Lectures-Position (1981) 

In essence, the Lectures-analysis tries to capture the 

presence of an empty subject position and of postverbal 

nominative Case assignment. Relying on the 'Avoid Pronoun 

Principle,2 which imposes a choice of PRO over an overt 

pronoun, Chomsky (1981:256) relates the distinction between 

NSLs and non-NSLs to the fact that in the former PRO 'may be 

used instead of a pronoun in subject position'. It is because 

Chomsky suggests that the EC is PRO that he thinks it must be 

ungoverned. 

Wha t is more, Chomsky proposes a rule tha t assigns the 

'elements of INFL to the initial verbal element of VP'. He 

calls this rule .! - a rule attaching INFL to the following 

verb, applying either in the phonological component or in the 

syntactic component of the grammar. In other words, either 

before or after S-structure (at which Binding Theory and hence 
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the requirement that PRO is ungoverned is applicable). 

(4) R may apply in the syntax 

To illustrate how the rule in (4) works, consider the following 

structures: 

( 5 ) 
~s~ 

NP IbFL /VP" 

~R] V ~ •• 

a. 

b. NP---- S ------- VP 

/ 
/V~ 

V INFL 
[AGR] 

=====) 

(Sa) indicates that INFL governs the subject before it is 

lowered, but not after. Hence, the subject is governed at s-

structure if R applies in the phonology, but not if it applies 

in the syntax - hence PRO is permitted to appear in subject 

position in (5b). The application of rule R produces (5b) 

irrespective of whether or not R applies in the syntax. 3 

Chomsky's (ibid:258) position on the nature of the EC 

occupying the subject position of a tensed clause is summed up 

as follows: 

(6) The subject of a finite clause is PRO if and 
only if R has applied in the syntax 

Given Binding Theory, Pronominals, as we have seen, have to be 

free (i.e. not bound from an A-position) in their governing 

categories, while at the same time Anaphors must be bound in 

their governing categories. Since, as already noted, PRO is 

both a pronominal and an anaphor, it follows that PRO may not 
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appear in a governing category without violating one or the 

other of these requirements hence may not appear in a 

governed position. If R may apply in the syntax, non-pronominal 

NPs will be possible in subject position and so will traces if 

they can be antecedent-governed. 

For Chomsky, PRO is 'base-generated' in subject position of 

NSLs. Presumably, it need not be' , we can have subjectless 

passive sentences. They presumably involve a moved PRO. He 

stresses the point that R may be able to apply in the syntax. 

On the other hand, if R does not apply in the syntax, then we 

would expect phonologically realized elements to appear in 

subject position. 

Let's see how Chomsky discusses free inversion. Consider 

the following schematic derivation, where the arrows involved 

indicate some sort of movement. This is in fact Rizzi's (1982, 

Ch. 4) analysis: 

(7) i. [CP C [IP NP VP] ] ===) 

ii. [CP C [IP t· [VP VP NPi ]]] ---) ---
1 

iii. [CP NP· 1 
C [IP t . 

1 [VP VP til]] 

The trace left after NP-movement has applied in (7ii) is 

reinterpreted as PRO. But, the postverbal trace in (7iii) is 

regarded as the real trace in the sense that it is a properly 

governed position - hence extraction is possible. What Chomsky 

suggests is that extraction does not start out from the 

'subject' position, but rather from the 'postverbal' position 

in which subjects may appear, conforming to (2ii). Thus, (7) is 

an example of an NP-postposing rule in an NSL like Italian. 
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We can now turn to explain how Chomsky accounts for the 

occurrence of that-trace filter in NSLs. Informally, the filter 

simply says that in English any structure containing the 

complementizer that followed by the trace of a subject NP is 

ruled out as ungrammatical. The question to ask in this context 

is why NSLs allow that-trace violation. The observation that 

they do goes back Perlmutter (1971). A feasible answer is that 

they allow free inversion. 

Essentially, ~-movement of the subject in NSLs, which 

seems to be a possible violation of the *[that-t] filter, 

starts out from the postverbal rather than the subject 

position; and thus does meet the requirements of the *[that-t] 

filter. Chomsky (ibid:254) illustrates with an example from 

Italian: 

(8) chi pensi che parlera 

("who do you think (that) will speak") 

(9) chi i pensi [S' che [S PROi parlera ei ]]] 

He uses (9) to show that it is this subject-postposing process 

that allows apparent violations of the *[that-t] filter. 

3.2.2. The Concepts & Consequences-Position (1982) 

At core, Chomsky in Concepts & Consequences (1982) argues 

that it is unsatisfactory to analyze the empty subject position 

in NSLs as PRO. This has prompted Chomsky to seek an 

alternative element to occupy the empty subject position 

concerned. He claims this element is an EC, carrying the 

features [-anaphor,+pronominal]; which he labels as pro. The 

reason Chomsky prefers pro rather than PRO to occupy the empty 
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subject position in NSLs is that the former reflects all the 

fundamental properties of pronouns with the exception of 

'lexical content'. The null subject of a subjectless finite 

clause does not have to have an antecedent or be interpreted as 

arbitrary in reference as PRO does. For Chomsky, then, pro is a 

pure pronominal, conforming only to principle B of the binding 

theory. 

To support his claim, Chomsky (1982:79) offers the follow

ing examples from Italian: 

(10) a. e parI a 

'he is speaking' 

b. e arriva un ragazzo 

'there arrives a boy' 

The EC e in (lOa), for Chomsky, shares definiteness in 

reference with its corresponding element in translation - i.e. 

in this case he; and in (lOb) the EC acts in just the same way 

as the dummy or expletive element of the translation. 

Chomsky proceeds to sugges t tha t the EC cannot be PRO 

because it can be governed in some languages. 

To substantiate this assumption, Torrego (1981), cited in 

Chomsky (1982:82), claims that Spanish interrogative construc

tions undergo 'obligatory' verb fronting, by means of which the 

subject can be governed by the 'fronted' verb. This holds true 

of both direct and embedded questions, as illustrated in 

Torrego's own examples: 
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(11) a. con 
. , 

podra qU1en Juan ir a Nueva York 

with whom will be able Juan go to New York 

'with whom will Juan be able to go to New York' 

b. no me acuerdo a qUien presto Juan el diccionario 

not I know to whom lent Juan the dictionary 

'I don't know to whom Juan lent the dictionary' 

Torrego claims that the position occupied by Juan can be 

governed. In addition, it is regarded as an available position 

for an EC missing subject to fill in NSLs. The following 

illustrate: 

(12) a. con ., 
qU1en podra e ir a Nueva York 

with whom will be able go to New York 

b. no me acuerdo a quien presto e el diccionario 

not I know to whom lent the dictionary 

This is impossible if the EC in (12a-b) is treated as PRO, 

because if we have PRO in this position, it will be governed in 

violation of the binding theory. On the other hand, pro is 

permi t ted in tha t posi tion, because it can be governed and 

Case-marked. 

We can now proceed to consider how the 'content' of pro 

is de termined. 

identified' 

Chomsky assumes that pro must be 'locally 

i.e. (normally) governed by AGR. For Chomsky 

(1982:85), AGR is a component of INFL at all levels - so that 

it can act as a governor of the empty subject position. 

Following Rizzi (1982), Chomsky stresses the point that if INFL 

is not attached to the matrix verb in the syntax, then the 

subject position will be governed and consequently the content 
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of pro can be determined by it. This, of course, will prevent 

PRO appearing in governed positions. 

With respect to the Null Subject Parameter, Chomsky goes 

along with the line of inquiry adopted by Taraldsen (1978b) in 

taking a pure pronominal EC subject to be associated with 

inflectional specifications, as noted above. To put it another 

way, the inflection on the verb spells out the grammatical 

properties of the empty subject. He handles the richness of the 

morphological system of a given null subject language in terms 

of 'Case theory'- i.e. AGR is treated as an element containing 

a bundle of grammatical characteristics such as, person, 

number, gender, and Case. That is, the EC subject in NSLs is 

governed by AGR, providing AGR includes Case. Chomsky suggests 

tha t in an NSL, pro, if Case-marked, can occupy the empty 

subject position governed by AGR. Hence, the determination of 

the content of the empty subject is maintained via AGR wi th 

Case. 

The need for 'local determination' seems crucial, since the 

content of dummy or expletive pro is determined differently -

i.e. by the properties of the postverbal element with which it 

is associated. This is achieved in NSLs via raising the empty 

category so that the higher verb "agrees" with the postverbal 

element, as demonstrated in the following example, taken from 

Chomsky (1982:87): 

(13) pro sembro [t essere io] 

'it seems to be me' 
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sembroin (13) is first person singular. pro is identified with 

the pronoun io, but we still need agreement. Chomsky observes 

that such nonlocal identification is not sufficient to sanction 

pro subjects, or else we would expect null expletive subjects 

in non-null-subject languages. 

Furthermore, for Chomsky (1981:241), "a language might have 

a mixed system, permitting subject drop in some constructions 

but not in others". Among the languages cited in the relevant 

literature are Irish and Hebrew. 4 McCloskey & Hale (1984:489) 

show the situation that exists in Irish by giving the paradigm 

in (13), representing the conditional of the verb cuir 'put' in 

Ulster dialect: 

(14) S1 chuirfinn 

S2 chuirfea 

MS3 chuirfeadh se 

he 

FS3 chuirfeadh si 

he 

PI chuirfimis 

P2 chuirfeadh sibh 

you(PL) 

P3 chuirfeadh siad 

they 

For them, the synthetic forms - ones with agreement morphology

in this paradigm include the S1 'I would put', S2 'you would 

put', and PI forms 'we would put'. The analytic forms - ones 

lacking agreement morphology, however, are the S3, P2 and P3 

involving independent pronominal subjects. 

The paradigm given in (14) is unusually rich in the sense 

that it has, according to McCloskey & Hale (ibid:492), "an 

unusually large number of synthetic forms". Much more typical 
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is the sort of data illustrated in (15), where the paradigm has 

just one synthetic form and the rest are analytic with 

independent pronoun subjects: 

(15) SI cuirim 

S2 cuireann tu 

you 

MS3 cuireann se 

he 

FS3 cuireann si 

she 

PI 

P2 

P3 

cuireann sinn 

we 

cuireann sibh 

you(PL) 

cuireann siad 

they 

The point is that where we have AGR on a verb we have a null 

subject, and where we have not we have an overt subject. Thus, 

the Irish data supports the idea of local government in the 

sense of Chomsky's (1982) Concepts & Conseguences-approach. 5 

Having looked at the way the Concepts & Conseguences

approach handles the empty subject position in NSLs, it seems 

quite plausible to conclude that the Lectures-approach is 

incorrect in taking the empty category in subject position of 

NSLs to be PRO. Thus, if the EC is a [+pro,-ana] element as 

adopted in the Concepts & Conseguences-analysis, it will fill 

a gap in the typology of ECs - i.e. it makes the theory neater. 

Following Chomsky's (1982) Concepts & Consequences-approach, we 

will argue in the next section that the EC in Syrian 

subjectless finite clauses is pro. 
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3.3. Syrian as an NSL 

After this brief sketch of the relevant theoretical ideas, 

let's turn now to consider what exactly the empty subject in 

Syrian is, looking at both its distribution - i.e. the variety 

of sentence positions which it can and cannot occupy; and its 

interpretation -i.e. specification as to when it is thought of 

as 'arbitrary', 'expletive', or 'definite' (the latter will be 

our main concern as the discussion progresses). 

Syrian Arabic is an NSL with respect to all the criteria 

listed in (2). It allows empty subjects in tensed finite 

clauses. Consider the following examples: 

(16) a. katbu l-wazeefeh . 
wrote3plpast the-homework 

'They did the homework' 

b. k~nna b l-beit 

belplpast in the-house 

'We were at home' 

c. rahet 9a l-bah~r . . 
go3SGfpast on the-sea 

'She went to the sea' 

d. kasar s-s~bbak 

break3SGmpast the-window 

'He broke the window' 

The reason subject pronouns can be left empty in the presence 

of a verb in the examples above is, everyone believes, the 

b · b eement Wh1'ch in Syrian Arabic obligatory su Ject-ver agr , 

requires agreement in person, number, and gender. As a result, 
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the verb morphology recovers the information provided by the 

subject pronoun concerned. In other words, the verb is 

inflectionally marked for person, number, and gender features 

of its subject. In essence, the pronoun is allowed to be empty 

in a given sentence only if some features of its reference can 

be retrieved from other parts of the sentence. In a language 

like Syrian, the subject of a fini te clause may be null, 

because the agreement marking on a finite verb is sufficiently 

rich to determine the reference of a null subject. 6 

Syrian also permits the subject to appear after the verb 

and its complements freely, as illustrated by the following: 

(17) a. Fay~al haka ma9 Reem 

Faysal speak3SGmpast with Reem 

'Faysal spoke to Reem' 

b. haka ma9 Reem Faysal . 
speak3SGmpast with Reem Faysal 

A last, equally important feature of the language, involves 

the *[that-trace] phenomenon, where an overt complementizer 

does not prevent subject extraction. The following illustrates: 

(18) bitz~n (IIi) . e· 1 
saraq s-s;>yyarah 

who think2SGmpres that steal3SGmpast the-car 

'Who do you think (that) stole the car?' 

let's now look at how the person/number properties on a 

fini te verb in Syrian allow the occurrence of pro as the 

subject of finite clauses. Consider the following set of 

examples in which a past tense finite verb in Syrian copies the 

person/number inflections: 
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(19) a. ?ana w~~l-~t mbare~ ('I arrived yesterday') 

b.(i) ?~nti w~~l-ti mbare~ ('You [sg.f.] arrived 

yesterday') 

(ii) ?~nta ws~l-t mbare~ ('You [sg.m.] arrived 

yesterday') 

c.(i) huwweh w~~~l mbare~ ('He arrived yesterday') 

(ii) h~yyeh w~~l-et mbare~ ('She arrived yesterday') 

d. n~hna ws~l-na mbareh ('We arrived yesterday') 

e. ?;»ntu w~~l-tu mbareh ( 'You [pl. ] arrived . 
yesterday') 

f. h~nneh w:»~l-u mbareh ('They arrived yesterday') . 
The underlined subject in each of the examples above is a 

definite pronoun used emphatically; and the verbs involved 

conform in number and person to their corresponding subject 

pronouns. That is, the number and person of the subject 

triggers the type of inflection a given verb allows. 

pro can freely appear as the subject of finite clauses in 

Syrian. Consider the following examples corresponding to (19) 

above: 

(20) a. ££2 w~~l-~t mbare~ ('I arrived yesterday') 

b.(i) ££2 w~~l-ti mbare~ ('You [sg.f.] arrived 

yesterday') 

(ii) ££2 w~~l-t mbare~ ('You [sg.m.] arrived 

yesterday') 

c.(i) ££2 w~~~l mbare~ ('He arrived yesterday') 

(ii) ££2 wd~l-et mbare~ ('She arrived yesterday') 

d. ££2 w~~l-na mbare~ ('We arrived yesterday') 
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e. E!Q w~~l-tu mbare~ ('You [pl.] arrived yesterday') 

f. E!Q w~~l-u mbare~ ('They arrived yesterday') 

What the data in (20) suggests is that argument/referential pro 

requires local identification by AGR. Since the verbs in (19) 

and (20) are inflected for person and number, it would follow 

straightforwardly that the morphology of subject~verb agreement 

is sufficiently rich to identify the missing subject. In (20a), 

for example, the verb ws~l-G)t 'arrived' carries first person 

singular inflection -:;,)t. That is, we would expect the pro 

subject of the verb to carry the grammatical property 'first 

person singular'. In contrast, pro cannot occur in subject 

position in English because English has an 'impoverished' 

agreement system i. e. English verbal morphology does not 

uniformly identify the person and number of the missing 

subject. 

Moreover, Null Subjects in Syrian, as in other null-subject 

languages, are not restricted to subject positions in main 

clauses. They can also occur in the subject position of 

complement and relative clauses, as illustrated in the examples 

given below: 

saf (21) a. E!Q b~~n 

think1SGpres see3SGmpast 

Layla 

Layla 

, ( I) think (he) saw Layla' 
., 

b. EE.2 rna ba9ref iza E!Q saf 

not know1SGpres if see3SGmpast 

'(I) don't know whether (he) saw Layla' 
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c. l-b~nt IIi ., 
saf-a 

the-girl that see3SGmpast-3SGf 

'The girl who (he) saw' 

Furthermore, Null Subjects in Syrian are also allowed in a 

varie ty of construct ions where person/number marking is not 

involved, thus requiring identification in some other way. For 

example, expletive subjects can often be phonologically 

unrealized without the requirement for the presence of 

agreement inflections on the verb (22a) 

subjectless verbless clause (22b): 

or adjective in the 

(22) a. £!£ y~~har ~nnu Kamal m~r9-an 

seem3SGpres that Kamal ill 

'(It) seems that Kamal (is) ill' 

b • .£!:.2. ?al:lsan 

better 

la-k xalles bakkeer 

to-2SGm finish2SGmpres early 

'(It) is better for you to finish early' 

The examples in (22) suggest that agreement is not necessary. 

The data we have considered so far highlights the richness 

of the person/number morphology of the licenser of pro - i.e. 

the licenser is a fundamental factor in deciding whether or not 

pro can be treated as a definite pronoun. In other words, like 

Italian and many other NSLs, wherever pro is an argument, not 

an expletive, we need associated agreement in Syrian. On the 

whole, pro is grammatically identified via the relevant 

agreement inflections on the licenser concerned. The assumption 

that agreement marking in Syrian allows us to have a pro 

subject within a finite clause arises from the fact that we 
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cannot have an argument pro in verbless clauses because it 

requires agreement. The following demonstrate: 

(23) a. huwweh t~9ban 

he tired 

'He (is) tired' 

b.*.E!..Q. t~9ban 

tired 

c. huwweh kan t~9ban 

he be-past tired 

'He was tired' 

d • .E!..Q. kan t~9ban 

be-past tired 

'(He) was tired' 

But, we can have an expletive pro (22b) because it does not 

require local identification by AGR. The exception arises when 

it seems that we have an extraposed clause. In this case, the 

EC is an expletive pro associated with a postverba1 clause. 

Given GB assumptions, unlike PRO, pro occupies positions 

where it can be both governed and Case-marked. In other words, 

pro cannot occur in Caseless and ungoverned positions. Consider 

the following example: 

(24) 9a1i 

Ali 

baddu 

want3SGmpres 

[Cp e [IP E.!:2 

Lit. 'Ali wants it to rain' 

tmatter]] . . . 
rain3SGpres 

Since the subordinate verb is finite, pro is governed by AGR. 

Thus, pro here is in a governed and Case-marked position. Rizzi 

(1986:546), quoted by Radford (1988c:32), assumes pro to be 
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formally licensed via Case-marking by a 'designated head'. Or 

as Radford put it: 

(25) pro is licensed only if Case-marked by an 
appropriate head 

Following Rizzi (ibid), Radford (ibid) further suggests that 

languages vary with respect to the types of head category by 

means of which pro can be licensed. For example, in Syrian, pro 

is governed and Case-marked by a finite I containing AGR, a 

transitive verb hosting a c1itic, a noun hosting a clitic, or a 

preposition hosting a c1itic (in Chapter Four, we will discuss 

other positions associated with c1itics), as illustrated below: 

(26) a. 1?£.2. darboo-na E!.2 

hit3p1past-lp1 

'They hit us' 
., 

b. 1?£.2. saf-a E!.2 

see3SGmpast-3SGf 

'He saw her' 

pro in Syrian can also be licensed by clitics attached to 

Nouns: 

(27) x.,uf-a 

fear-3SGf 

m 1-9at~m 

from the-dark 

'Her fear of the dark' 

Wha t is more, pro in Syrian can be licensed by a 

assigning' preposition. Consider the following example: 

(28) mu sah~l t~hki . ma9-u 

not easy ta1k2SGpres with-3SGm 

'It is not easy to talk with him' 
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What this implies is that the licensers for pro in Syrian are 

I, the c1itic attached to V, the c1itic attached to N, and the 

c1itic attached to P. In other words, the combination of 

Head+C1itic acts as a licenser for pro in Syrian. That is, 

certain head categories license the presence of pro in certain 

positions of a given language. 

3.4. Summary 

In this chapter, we looked at Subjectless Finite Clauses. 

1\Te began by introducing some of the basic characteristics of 

NSLs. Then we reviewed two positions Chomsky's (1981) 

Lectures-position and Chomsky's (1982) Concepts & Conseguences

position on the nature of the element occupying subject 

position in NSLs, noting that it is PRO in the former, whereas 

pro in the 1a t ter. In 3.3., we focused on Syrian as an NSL, 

arguing that the EC in subject1ess finite clauses is pro, and 

showing the role agreement plays in the appearance of the EC 

concerned. 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER THREE 

1. Radford (1988c:37, fn. 11) criticizes the term 'E££-drop 

language' for being confusing. He observes that its replacement 

by 'null subject language' is not viable either, since a 

variety of languages permit pro to appear both in subject 

and object positions. Radford also notes that the term 'null 

argument language' (argument being a covert term for subject 

and complement) does not hold either because it does not draw 

the line between pro and PRO. 

2. Chomsky (1981: 65) proposes this principle to account for 

the contrast between (i) and (ii): 

(i) Johni prefers [PROi going to the movies alone] 

(ii)*Johni prefers [his i going to the movies alone] 

Bouchard (1985:474-475) contests this principle by employing 

what he labels 'the Elsewhere Principle', according to which a 

pronoun should not be used in a position where an anaphor is 

possible in that position. For him, this principle accounts for 

the state of affairs in the examples given below, and in the 

examples above if PRO is an anaphor: 

(iii) [PROi/his i going to the movies] always relaxes Johni 

(iv) [Johni thinks that [PROi/his i going to the movies 

every week] would be fun 

3. Shlonsky (1989:105) argues that INFL LOWERING to V is not 

appropriate for VSO sentences. For him, in order for the 

subject to appear between the verb and its complements, it 

would have to be moved down into a position inside VP. Given 

the PrPr and Case assignment, this would leave an array of 

problems in its way - hence the undesirability of the structure 

given below: 
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4. Borer (1986,1989) highlights an important observation in 

Hebrew to the effect that thematic null subjects are not 

allowed in the present tense clauses. For her (1989:95), 

present tense AGR in Hebrew is identical to tensed AGR in 

English: "it is not sufficiently rich, and hence it cannot 

I-identify pro". However, in the past or future tenses, it 

is assumed that agreement is rich enough to trigger identi

fication -i.e. it allows thematic subjects to be null, as 

illustrated in the following examples: 

(i) ?ani ?axalti/?oxal ?et ha-banana 

the-banana I ate / will-eat-SG ACC 

'I ate/will eat the banana' 

(ii)*?ani 

I 

?oxelet 

eat 

Jaeggli & Safir (1989:37) 

examples like (ii) on the 

?et 

ACC 

ha-banana 

the-banana 

explains the ungrammaticality of 

basis that the present tense is 

'defective in person marking'. 

5. Languages like Japanese, Chinese, and Korean call the noti

on of 'richness' into question. These show no person-number 

inflection. Yet, they allow null thematic subjects as well 

as null expletive ones. However, Raposo (1989:288) observes 

that despite the availability of the unique inflectional 

paradigm, null subjects are prohibited in Portuguese inflected 

infinitive constructions. In other words, rich agreement seems 

to be neither necessary nor sufficient: 

(i)*Eu vi [pro a roubar(em) 0 automovel] 

I saw pro stealing the car 

(ii) Eu vi [pro a roubarem 0 automovel] 

I saw pro to-steal-Agr the car 

6. As noted in the text, null subject languages have rich verb 

morphology which makes the missing subject recoverable. For 

discussion of a wide range of languages, see Jaeggli & 

Safir (1989). 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

CLITIC CONSTRUCTIONS 

4.0. Introduction 

The main focus of this chapter is to highlight the 

important role clitics play in Syrian, their behaviour in NPs, 

PPs, and clauses, and their relevance to a discussion of empty 

categories. 

The chapter is organized as follows. In section 4.1., we 

present the basic data. In 4.1.1., we highlight two analyses, 

namely (i) A movement process, and (ii) An agreement analysis. 

In 4.1.2., we give objections to the movement analysis. We 

present in 4.1.3. some further data involving what we will call 

'prepositional clitic doubling'. Our next step will involve a 

consideration of the theoretical implications of clitic 

structures. We will be arguing tha t 'Kayne's Generalization' 

(KG) is untenable, and hence that Borer's (1984) 'Case 

absorption' analysis (BA), which assumes the correctness of KG, 

is also untenable. In other words, the former is a theoretical 

proposal and the latter a description of the (alleged) facts. 

Then, we will be considering Lyons' approach (1990) as an 

alternative analysis. 

4.1. The basic data 

We can summarize the basic data fairly briefly. We can 

begin by noting that there are situations in which we cannot 

replace a non-pronominal NP by a pronoun. We can first illustr-

ate this with verbs: 
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(1 ) a. Kamal bas Layla mbareh 

Kamal kiss3SGmpast Lay1a yesterday 

'Kamal kissed Lay1a yesterday' 

b.*Kamal bas h~yyeh mbareh 

Kamal kiss3SGmpast she yesterday 

c. Kamal bas-a mbareh . 
kamal kiss3SGmpast-3SGf yesterday 

'Kamal kissed her yesterday' 

As is evident from the data above, with verbs a c1itic appears 

instead of a pronoun as an object. 

We can now demonstrate with nouns (2) and prepositions (3): 

(2) a. 1~9bet Rami 

toy Rami 

'Rami's toy' 

b.*la9bet huwweh 

toy he 

c. 1~9~bt-u 

toy-3SGm 

'His toy' 

(3) a. m~n l-wlad 

from the-boys 

'from the boys' 

b.*mgn h nneh 

from they 

c. mgnn-on 

from-3pl 

'From them' 
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The point to note here is that with nouns a clitic appears 

instead of a pronoun as a possessor and that with prepositions 

a clitic appears instead of a pronoun as an object. 

We can summarize the data above as follows: 

(4) i. X NP [-PRO] 

ii.*X NP [+PRO] 

iii. X CL 

Given the pattern in (4), (i) clitics appear instead of a 

pronominal object in subject-initial clauses. (ii) clitics 

appear instead of a pronominal object of a preposition. And 

(iii) clitics appear instead of a pronominal 'possessor' in 

NPs. 

Clitics in Syrian have the following basic forms conforming 

to the personal pronouns involved in the chart below: 

( 5 ) PERSONAL PRONOUNS 

?ana (lSG) 'I' 
n~~na (lpl) 'we' 

?~nta (2SGm) 'you' 

?:>nti (2SGf) 'you' 

?~ntu (2pl) 'you' 

hQnneh (3pl) 'they' 

huwweh (3SGm) 'he' 

h~yyeh (3SGf) 'she' 

V+CL N+CL P+CL 

-ni -i -ni 

-na -na -na 

-k -k -k/ak 

-ki/ek -ek -ek 

-kon -kon -kon 

-on -on -on 

-u -u -u 

-a -a -a 

4.1.1. Movement and Agreement analyses 

From this data alone, two analyses are plausible: 

(i) A movement analysis: one in which the clitic is the result 

of a process which turns a pronoun into a suffix (comparable to 

the process that turns an auxiliary into a suffix in English, 

which is obligatory). The following illustrate: 
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(6) a. He is a genius 

b. He's a genius 

This suggests that English contracted auxiliaries start out as 

independent auxiliaries in the syntax, and are turned into 

suffixes in the phonological component of the grammar. 

A similar analysis was developed for French by Kayne (1975) 

and for Serbo-Croat by Browne (1974). Spencer (1991:384) 

presents the distribution of clitics in these languages by 

claiming that they function as objects. In other words, they 

start out as objects in the D-structure, and then are moved by 

a movement operation to the position which they occupy superfi-

cially. We can illustrate the pOint by offering the following 

examples 

results 

(7) 

from French and Syrian, 

from the (a) ones: 

a. Jean voit Ie 

b. Jean [Ie-1 
voit] 

John him see 

'John sees him' 

assuming that the (b) examples 

e-1 

(8) a. Kamal ;af huwweh 

b. Kamal 

Kamal see3SGmpast-3SGm 

'Kamal saw him' 

e-1 

(ii) An agreement analysis: one in which the c1itic is a kind 

of agreement marker associated with an empty pronoun -i.e. the 

clitic agrees with an empty argument NP. This is an assumption 

which Borer (1984) and Jaeggli (1986) explicitly adopt. 
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(9 ) a. Kamal 
., 
starah-on mbareh 

Kamal buy3SGmpast-3pl yesterday 

'Kamal bought them yesterday' 

b. mfateeh-u kanu b s-s~yyarah 

keys-3SGm be3plpast in the-car 

'His keys were in the car' 

c. m~n-ni ?axdu 

from-lSG take3plpast the-money 

'(It) (was) from me that they took the money' 

The clitics on the verb, noun, and preposition in (9) reflect 

agreement in person, number, and gender. We will have the same 

sort of structure as on the movement analysis, but it will not 

be transformationally derived. 

( 10 ) ______ X" ____ 

~X.............. NP i 
X eLi pro 

4.1.2. Objections to the Movement Analysis 

Examples which show a wh-phrase with a clitic appear to be 

a problem for the first analysis. 

(11) a. meen IIi Q.9bbeit-a? 

who that like2SGmpast-3SGf 

'Who did you like?' 

h. meen IIi ?ax-u h;:>reb m s-s~z~n? 

who that brother-3SGm flee3SGmpast from prison 

'Whose brother fled from prison?' 

c. meen (IIi) rah ma9-u 9a l-mubarah? . 
who that go3SGmpast with-3SGm on the-match 

, 'ilio did he go to the match with?' 
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The clitics involved in the examples above are obligatory -

hence the ungrammaticality of the following: 

(12) a.*meen IIi Q.~bbeit? 

who that like2SGmpast 

b.*meen IIi ?ax h~reb 
v m s-s~z~n? 

who that brother flee3SGmpast from prison 

c.*meen (IIi) rah ma9 9a I-mubarah? . 
who that g03SGmpast with on the-match 

The Wh-phrase has apparently originated in the complement 

position from which the pronoun has started out, and thus has 

two element s which occupy the same posi tion simul taneously. 

Lyons (1990:53, fn.2) notes that the rejection of the movement 

analysis of cliticization is triggered by the facts of 

doubling, since it seems implausible for a clitic to have moved 

from an already occupied position. But, examples like (lla-c) 

are not a problem if one assumes that wh-movement can leave 

behind a pronoun (which can then be turned into a suffix), e.g. 

Engdahl (1985). 

More important than examples where a wh-phrase is associat

ed with a clitic are examples of the following form (which 

might be called cases of 'simple clitic doubling'): 

(13) X CL NP [+PRO] 

A pattern like (13) poses a real objection to the movement 

analysis in the sense that clitics in Syrian cannot start out 

as independent pronouns. The clitics cannot be suffixed 

pronouns if they can occur with pronouns. 

Clitics in Syrian are attached to a preceding word with the 
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possi bili ty of an independent pronoun being present, as the 

following examples demonstrate: 

(14) a. 9 "I • za aZ-n1 ?ana 

annoy3SGmpast-lSG I 

'(He) annoyed me' 

b. mfateeh-ak . ?anta 

keys-2SGm you 

'Your keys' 

c. m~nn-a 

from-3SGf she 

'From her' 

As we have shown earlier, such examples can appear with no 

independent pronouns - i.e. when there is no emphasis on the 

object - and will consequently involve an empty category on GB 

assumptions. The situation contrasts with the situation with 

clitic auxiliaries - hence (15) is ruled out. 

(15) *He's is a genius 

To illustrate the pattern in (13), here is some further 

data: 

(16) Kamal "I saf-a 

Kamal see3SGmpast-3SGf she 

'kamal saw her yesterday' 

mbareh . 
yesterday 

As we have already seen, in subject-initial clauses we cannot 

replace a non-pronominal object NP by a pronoun. The point to 

stress here is that we can have an independent pronoun with a 

clitic, and the pronoun can be in an ordinary NP position -

i.e. it cannot be a case of right dislocation. 
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Still highlighting the sequenCe in (13),we can now consider 

further examples involving clitics in noun+'possessor' NPs. We 

have already seen some of this data in (2): 

(17) x~uf-u huwweh m s-sbaha . 
fear-3SGm he from the-swimming 

'His fear of swimming' 

As we said earlier, with nouns a clitic appears instead of a 

pronoun as a possessor. 

Let's finally look at further examples which involve 

clitics associated with prepositions: 

(18) m~nn-u huwweh 9r~fna l-q~~~ah 

from-3SGm he knowlplpast the-story 

'(It) (was) from him (that) we knew the story' 

Again, with prepositions a clitic appears instead of a pronoun 

as an object. 

The examples we have considered so far provide a strong 

argument against the movement analysis and in favour of the 

agreement analysis. In other words, they show the untenability 

of the movement analysis for handling the behaviour of clitics 

in the combinations concerned, and suggest that the agreement 

analysis is a more satisfactory alternative. 

This gives rise to the following question: what is the 

nature of the empty category? It cannot be a trace if there is 

a lack of a movement process. It must be either PRO or pro. 

But, it cannot be PRO because it is a position which is 

governed. The only available option is tha tit is a base

generated empty category -i.e. pro. 
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It is in fact easy to demonstrate that the clitic-e combin-

ation behaves as 

terms: 1 
a non-anaphoric pronominal in Binding Theory 

(19) a.*Raneemi 
., 
saf~t-a 

Raneem see3SGfpast-3SGf 

'Raneem saw her yesterday' 

b. Raneemi bitz~n (~nnu) 

e· 1 mbareh 

yesterday 

., 
safuww-a ei mbareh 

Raneem think3SGfpres that see3plpast-3SGf yesterday 

'Raneem thinks they saw her yesterday' 
'IV 

c. r-r~zzal IIi 1aqa s- sa9a i xabbah-a 

the-man that find3SGmpast watch hide3SGmpast-3SGf 

ei fawran 

at once 

'The man who found the watch hid it immediately' 

d. ba9~t-on e 

sel13SGf-3pl 

'(She) sold them' 

In (19a), the empty object ~ is bound by Raneem - and hence is 

ruled out as ungrammatical, as it violates condition R of the 

binding theory - showing that it does not behave as an anaphor. 

In (19b), ~ is bound by an argument occupying a posi tion 

outside its governing category (which is the immediate clause), 

satisfying condition B by being free in its governing category. 

And in (19c), it is coindexed with a non-c-commanding argument 

- hence not bound - indicating that it is not an anaphor. In 

(19d), ~ does not have an antecedent in the sentence, again 

showing that it is not an anaphor thus supporting our 
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assumption that the EC involved is pro. 

Assuming now that the agreement analysis is the right one, 

we have, as shown earlier, various combinations of a lexical 

category and clitic followed by a pronoun, which is often but 

not always empty. An important question here is: What is the 

relation between the host-eli tic and the EC? One might suppose 

that the pronoun is always a sister of the combination of 

lexical category and clitic, as represented in the structure 

below: 

(20) XP _____ 
X------ NP 

x/ "'CL l 
where X stands for V, N, or P. However, examples in which the 

clitic is associated with the subject of a verbless clause 

suggest that this is not the case. Consider the following 

examples: 

(21) a. mn~9t~ber Kamal gabi 

consider1plpres Kamal fool 

'(We) consider Kamal a fool' 

b. mn~9t_br-u (huwweh) 

consider1plpres-3SGm he 

'(We) consider him a fool' 

c.*mn~9t~ber huwweh 

consider1plpres he 

gabi 

fool 

gabi 

fool 

In this situation, the obvious suggestion is that the pronoun, 

though optionally null, must be governed by the combination of 

a lexical category and clitic. This is essentially Borer's 
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(1984) position, as noted in Chapter Two. The following 

representation illustrates this: 

(22) VP 
I 

government 
e I VP 

Thus, clitics in Syrian appear when there is a lexical category 

governing an immediately following pronoun, which may be empty 

and wi 11 be if there is no emphasis. Hence, the relation 

between a pronoun and the combination of a lexical category and 

clitic is one of government rather than sisterhood. 

4.1.3. Prepositional Clitic Doubling 

Having dealt with all this, we can go on to consider the 

following pattern of data (We might label the grammatical 

examples as instances of 'prepositional eli tic doubling,):2 

(23) i.* X CL NP [-PRO] 

ii. X CL 1a NP [-PRO] 

We can illustrate the pattern in (23) first with verbs: 

(24) a.*Kamal dayya9-on l-mfateeh . mbareh . 
Kamal lose3SGmpast-3pl the-keys yesterday 

b. Kamal dayya9-on la l-mfatee~ mbare~ 

kamal lose3SGmpast-3pl to the-keys yesterday 

'Kamal lost the keys yesterday' 

(24a) is ruled out because we cannot have the combination of a 

lexical category and clitic, which is followed by a non

pronominal NP. The grammatical example in (24b) suggests that 
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we can only have the combination concerned to be followed by a 

non-pronominal NP if the preposition la is present. 

The pattern listed in (23) can also apply to examples 

involving clitics in noun+'possessor' NPs: 

(25) a.*beit-u l-muhami bitt~l 9a I-wadi 

house-his the-lawyer 100k3SGpres on the-valley 

b. beit-u la l-muhami bitt:>l 9a I-wadi 

house-3SGm to the-lawyer 100k3SGpres on the-valley 

'The lawyer's house overlooks the valley' 

(23i) rules out (25a) for the same reason stated above. (25b) 

is grammatical on the basis that the preposition sanctions the 

[lexical category+clitic] combination to co-occur with a non-

pronominal NP. 

What we need to point out here is that we can have preposi-

tional clitic doubling where the noun has a complement. 

(26) a.*ktab-u Kamal 9an l-har:i)b . 
book-3SGm Kamal about the-war 

b. ktab-u la Kamal 9an 

book-3SGm to Kamal about the-war 

'Kamal's book about war' 

Again, (26a) is ruled out because we cannot have [lexical 

category+clitic] combinations followed by non-pronominal NPs. 

It is the presence of the preposition that makes (26b) grammat

ical. We will see the implications of such data later in this 

chapter. 

Moreover, the sequence in (23) extends to examples which 

involve clitics associated with prepositions: 
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(27) a. *safar~t ma9-u Kamil 9a s-sam mbareh 

travel1SGpast with-3SGm Kami1 on Damascus yesterday 

b. safar~t ma9-u la Kami1 9a 
., ., 

mbareh s-sam 

travel1SGpast with-3SGm to Kami1 on Damascus yesterday 

'(I) travelled with Kamil to Damascus yesterday' 

Likewise, (27a) is ruled out. Instead, we have in (27b) a 

clitic which is associated with a preposition and the combina-

tion is followed by the preposition 1a together with an immedi

ately following non-pronominal NP. 

It should be noted here that examples involving a 'bare' 

preposition followed by an independent pronoun are impossible: 

(28) a.*sa?luww-a la h~yyeh 9an balad-a 

ask3plpast-3SGf to she about country-3SGf 

'They asked her about her country' 

b.*9amm-u la huwweh ttasal mbareh 

uncle-3SGm to he telephone3SGmpast yesterday 

'His uncle telephoned yesterday' 

c.*r~q.na ma9-on la h~nneh 9a n-nadi mbareh 

golplpast with-3pl to they on the-club yesterday 

'We went with them to the club yesterday' 

Thus, in prepositional clitic doubling, clitics appear in 

addition to a non-pronominal NP providing the preposition 1a is 

inserted. As we will see later in this Chapter, this looks very 

much like the pattern that Borer (1984) and Jaegg1i (1986) 

focus on. 

We can argue that the host+clitic does not govern the non-

pronominal NP in the cases of preposi tional cli tic doubling. 
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Consider the following structure: 

(29) _____ V ' ______ 
~V, ~ PP _______ 

V CL P NP 
[-PRO] 

Here, the combination of a lexical category and clitic 

cannot govern an NP[-PRO], given that PP is a barrier, and 

hence blocks government. In other words, it can only govern an 

NP if it is [+PRO]. 

Drawing on Shlonsky (1989:62), Egyptian Arabic like 

Modern Standard Arabic - differs slightly from Syrian because 

of it not having the preposi tion la hence there is the 

impossibility of clitic doubling, as illustrated in the 

following example: 

(30) *Mona 

Mona 

~aafit-hui 

saw-him 

il-walad 

the-boy 

We can now consider some of the implications for Kayne's 

generalization and Borer's Case absorption analysis, and Lyons' 

approach of the Syrian data we have looked at so far. 

4.2. Theoretical Implications 

4.2.1. Kayne's Generalization & Borer's Analysis 

Kayne's observational generalization states that doubling 

is only possible if an NP is preceded by a preposition. This is 

often referred to in the GB literature as Kayne's Generaliza-

tion because it was first made by Kayne: 

(31) A lexical NP may be doubled by a clitic only 
if it is preceded by a preposition 

Here is an example of the sort of data standardly cited in 

support of the generalization, taken from Spencer (1991:386): 
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(32) Lo vimos a Juan 

c1 we-saw to Juan 

'We saw Juan' 

The c1itic 10 and the complement a Juan are coreferentia1 - and 

hence must be coindexed. To illustrate (31), here are some 

further Syrian examples: 

In 

(33) a.?axadnah-on 1a 1-w1ad 9a 1-masrah mbareh 

the 

. . 
take1p1past-3p1 to the-boys on the-theatre yesterday 

'We took the boys to the theatre yesterday' 

b. sarqu s~yyart-u 1a Malek mbareh l-masa . 
stea13p1past car-3SGm to Malek yesterday evening 

'They stole Malek's car yesterday evening' 

c. ral)et ma9-u 1a Kami1 9a 1-masbah s-s;>b;>h . .. . 
g03SGfpast with-3SGm to Kami1 on the-pool morning 

'She went with Kami1 to the swimming pool this morning' 

constructions above, the c1itic doubles the direct 

object, taking into account that the nonpronominal object NP is 

always associated with a preposition - i.e. 1a. The absence of 

the preposition concerned would lead to generating ungrammati-

cal examples such as the ones given below: 

(34) a.*?axadnah-on 1-wlad 9a 1-masrah . mbareh 

take1p1past-3p1 the-boys on the-theatre yesterday 

b.*sarqu sgyyart-u Malek mbarel). 

stea13p1past car-3SGm Malek yesterday 

'they stole Malek's car yesterday' 

c.*ral)et ma9-u 

g03SGfpast with-3SGm 
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The Syrian data suggests that KG is too strong. One way to 

criticize it is to provide some counterexamples, where we have 

clitic doubling without th d f e nee or a preposition to 

immediately precede the doubled NP. To clarify this, consider 

the following examples: 

(35) a. huwweh sayeq s~yyara mbareh 

seelSGpast-3SGm he driving car yesterday 

'I saw him driving a car yesterday' 

b. dammru beit-na n~l:lna l-?~ sboo9 l-madi 

destroy3plpast house-1p1 we the-week the-past 

'They destroyed our house last week' 

c. ?axdu l-ma9loomat mann-u huwweh mbareh 

take3plpast the-information from-3SGm he yesterday 

'they took the information from him yesterday' 

There are problems with Kayne's approach in the sense that 

it fai Is to predict the gramma ticali ty of the sentences in 

(35). Again, the examples in (35) suggest that Kayne's 

generalization is false on the basis that, as we have seen, we 

have doubling without a preposition - providing the doubled NP 

is [ +pronominal] • 

Borer (1984:35), inspired by doubling phenomena in the 

Romance languages (River Plate Spanish, Romanian) and in Modern 

Hebrew which conform to KG, and attempting to explain the 

(alleged) facts of KG, proposes an analysis of clitics in 

which the clitic governs a coindexed category. She further 

assumes that the clitic is a morphological realization of the 

Case-assigning features of the verb or noun - hence Case is 
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spelled out as a clitic, making the point that clitics 'absorb' 

Case -i.e. strip the doubled NP of its Case. For her, clitics 

are base-generated in clitic position and coindexed with the 

empty argument position: 

(36) X" 

____ x~ ~NP. 
X~ ~CL. 1 

1 

where X stands for V, N, or P. The clitic can either precede or 

follow the head it is associated with. The NP in (36) need not 

be a daughter of X" if the requirement is government. What is 

important for Borer is that the NP can be either empty or 

lexical. Consider Borer's (ibid:33-4) own examples: 3 

(37) a. beit-o 'omed 'al ha-giv'a 

house-his stands on the-hill 

'his house stands on the hill' 

b. beit-oi 
." 
sel ha-morei 'omed 'al ha-giv'a 

house-his of the-teacher stands on the-hill 

'the teacher's house stands on the hill' 

She points out that in (37a), the possessor is expressed once, 

by the possessive clitic attached to the head noun. However, in 

a construction like (37b), a possessor is expressed twice, by 

the possessive clitic .2. attached to the head noun of the NP 

beit, and by the NP ha-more. Thus, 

following non-pronominal NP. 

we have a clitic and a 

Regarding (37b), moreover, the presence of the preposition 

se14 before the doubled NP is necessary so tha t Case can be 

assigned to the coindexed NP i . The absence of sel would lead to 
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the ungrammaticality of the following example, taken from Borer 

(ibid:49): 

(38) * beit-ai ha-morai 

house-her the-teacher 

Since the Case filter requires that all NPs with phonetic 

content have Case of some sort, Borer accounts for the 

impossibility of having any lexical element in the NPi position 

in (36). This is why the absence of this 'dummy' Case-marker 

makes (38) ungrammatical. For her, a schematic representation 

like (39) is ruled out by the Case filter. 

(39) * X + CL NP[+pronominal] 

But, the Syrian data suggests that Borer's approach is 

untenable since we have clitic doubling in all the [X+CL] 

combinations we have considered. Here are some further 

examples, where the doubled NP is an independent pronoun - i.e. 

[+pronominal]: 

(40) a. leis sa?loo-k ?~nta 9an sabab l-~ades 

why ask3plpast-2SGm you about cause the-accident 

'why did they ask you about the cause of the accident' 

b. s~yyart-a t9attlet mbareh . 
car-3SGf she breakdown3SGfpast yesterday 

'her car broke down yesterday' 

c. r~hna 9a d-dei9a ma9-on 
. ., 

h~nneh ssah~r l-madi . 
golplpast on village with-3pl they month the-past 

'we went with them to the village last month' 

The striking point about the data in (40) is that, as in the 

earlier data, the complement pronominal NPs are not preceded by 
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any preposition, nor does there seem to be any Case-assigning 

device other than the verb in (40a), the noun in the possessive 

construction (40b), and the preposition in (40c). Hence, we 

seem to have direct evidence against the Case absorption 

account of clitic doubling. On the whole, simple clitic 

doubling suggests that the generalization is- not true of 

Syrian, and the analysis, therefore, is not a viable one. 

We can now consider whether Borer's analysis is really 

untenable -i. e. whether there is any way of reconciling the 

Syrian data with it. One possibility that one might consider is 

that pronouns (for some reason), unlike non-pronominal NPs, do 

not need to be Case-marked i.e. they appear in various 

positions where ordinary NPs do not. 

What predictions will this make? One false prediction is 

that pronouns, unlike ordinary NPs, should be able to appear in 

controlled subject positions: 

(41) *Kama1 hawa1 huwweh/Ta1a1 yry~b Lay1a 

Kamal try3SGmpast he / Ta1a1 like3SGmpres Layla 

*'Kama1 tried he/Ta1a1 to like Lay1a' 

Under this prediction, pronominal NPs should be possible in a 

controlled subject position - hence the falsity. 

It is generally assumed that Case-assignment requires 

adjacency. It is because of this tha t the proposal makes the 

predict ion tha t pronouns, unlike ordinary NPs, need not be 

adjacent to the associated head. Consider the following 

examples: 
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(42) a.*Hasan 
., 
saf mbareh Talal . 

Hasan see3SGmpast yesterday Talal 

*'Hasan saw yesterday Talal' 

b.*Hasan 
y 
saf mbareh huwweh 

Hasan see3SGmpast yesterday he 

*'Hasan saw yesterday him' 

(42a-b) are ruled out in the sense that neither Talal nor 

huwweh is adjacent to the head which assigns Case to them. That 

is, (42a-b) are ruled out because we need adjacency for Case-

assignment. We can conclude that the proposal is not viable. 

Another possible analysis that one might consider is that 

apparent independent pronouns are really another type of clitic 

i.e. we would expect them not to require Case. 

Coordination, however, argues against calling independent 

pronouns associated with clitics as additional clitics. The 

following illustrate the point: 

(43) a. s~f;)t Fay~al w Naser . 
see1SGpast Faysal and Naser 

'I saw Faysal and Naser' 

b. huwweh w Naser . ., f . sa oo-nl 

he and Naser see3plpast-1SG 

'He and Naser saw me' 

c. s~ft-u huwweh w Naser 

see1SGpast-3SGm he and Naser 

d.* s~ft-u pro w Naser . 
see1SGpast-3SGm and Naser 

, I saw him and Naser' 
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e. s~ft-u ma9 Naser 

seelSGpast-3SGm with Naser 

'I saw him with Naser' 

The presence of the independent pronoun in (43c) shows that the 

pronoun cannot be a cli tic because it is conjoined wi th an 

ordinary NP. (43d) makes it clear that we cannot conjoin ero 

with a non-pronominal NP, thus showing a difference between pro 

and overt pronouns. We need the Syrian counterpart of English 

with in order for (43e) to be licit. 

4.2.2. Lyons' Analysis 

But, perhaps KG and BA really are untenable (as Lyons 

(1990) argues)). Lyons rejects both KG & BA. For him, clitics 

do not absorb Case. He claims that clitics are agreement 

markers, comparable to subject-verb agreement. But, what about 

the status of PPs considered in KG and BA? He proposes tha t 

these are adjuncts. That is, the doubled phrase is a PP in an 

adjunct position, duplicating an empty argument pro. Given his 

account, the PP, then, is not in an argument position 

associated with the clitic. In support of his approach, he 

illustrates with Hebrew, among other languages. The example 

given below is taken from Borer (1984:49): 

(44) beit-a sel ha-mora 

house-her of the-teacher 

'The teacher's house' 

For Lyons, a possessive NP like (44) has the following corres-

ponding structure (ignoring details): 
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(45) 

Here, the phrase sel ha-mora is an adjunct PP. The NP within PP 

is said to r~inforce the empty NP. 

Borsley (p.c.) has observed that Lyons' analysis of 

prepositional clitic doubling is not viable either. Consider 

the following data, with (46a) being repeated for convenience: 

(46) a. ktab-u la Kamal 9an l-har;:)b . 
book-3SGm to Kamal about the-war 

'Kamal's book about war' 

b.*ktab-u 9an l-har~b la Kamal . 
book-3SGm about the-war to Kamal 

Data like (46) poses a problem for Lyons' analysis. The doubled 

phrase la Kamal in (46a) is not an adjunct, since it cannot 

follow a complement, as shown by the ungrgmmaticality of (46b). 

Also relevant to the issue at hand are cases where we can 

have prepositional doubling with the verb taking a complement: 

(47) a. Rasha n;)s;:)t-on la l-masari b s-s~yyara . 
Rasha forget3SGfpast-3pl to the-money in the-car 

'Rasha left the money in the car' 

b.*Rasha ne»s~t-on b s-s;Jyyara la l-ma~ari 

Rasha forget3SGfpast-3pl in the-car to the-money 

Again, the data in (47) poses a further problem for Lyons' 

account. If the doubled phrase la l-masari in . (47a) is an 

adjunct, it should not have to precede a complement. Like 

(46b), the ungrammaticality of (47b) is triggered by the fact 
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that the doubled phrase must precede the other complement. 

Thus far, we have considered the range of possibilities 

that exist in Syrian c1itic constructions. If we say that 

c1itics 'absorb' Case, we will rule out the structure in 

(23i), but we will also rule out simple c1itic doubling unless 

we say that pronouns do not require Case. But, we have given 

two reasons for rejecting this. We have shown that this way of 

reconciling the Syrian data with BA is untenable. Hence, 

neither KG nor BA is borne out on the Syrian data. We have also 

shown tha t Lyons' approach is not viable ei ther. However, we 

have not managed to suggest an alternative way of handling the 

data. This is an area that requires further research. 

4.3. Summary 

We focused in this Chapter on C1itic Constructions. We 

began by briefly summarizing the data, highlighting two 

analyses, giving objections to the movement analysis. Then, we 

presented some further data involving prepositional c1itic 

doubling. Finally, we considered, in the light of KG and BA 

and Lyons' approach, some of the theoretical implications of 

c1itic Constructions. We argued against KG and BA and Lyons' 

approach, but we did not propose any precise account of the 

data. 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER FOUR 

1. Borer (1984) calls c1itic-e a 'discontinuous pronoun', in 

which the clitic provides person, number, gender and Case 

features and ~ marks the argument position. Aoun (1985) labels 

the EC associated with a clitic a non-A-anaphor -i.e. an 

anaphor bound from a non-argument position. 

2. It is noted in Lyons (1990:50) that Berber does not have a 

prepositional object marker. Yet, it has doubling in PP. This 

is achieved via repeating the head preposition before the 
doubled NP: 

(i) zg-s zg teddart 

from3s from house 

'from the house' 

(ii) in-s n Munat 

of3s of Munat 

'of Munat' , 'Munat's' 

3. These are traditionally referred to as 'Construct States'. 

For an extensive discussion of these constructions, see Borer 

(1984, Ch.2) and Ritter (1986, 1988), among others. 

4. Shlonsky (1989:65) notes that unlike Egyptian Arabic (EA) 

and Lebanese Arabic, ~el, the case saving device in Hebrew, has 

a limited distribution. It shows up only in NPs, never in PPs 

or VPs: 

(i) a. kaniti et sifr-o· 1 sel Dan· 1 

I bought ACe book-his of Dan 

b.*dibarti 'im-o· -1 
sel Dan. 

1 
(cf. dibarti ' im Dan) 

I spoke with-him of Dan I spoke with Dan 

, I spoke with Dan' 

c.*ra'aiti oto· -1 
se1 Dan (cf. ra'aiti et Dan) 

I saw him of Dan I saw ACC Dan 

, I saw Dan' 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

WH-MOVEMENT CONSTRUCTIONS 

5.0. Introduction 

The main focus of this chapter is ECs in Wh-movement 

constructions - i.e. constructions which normally involve wh

movement- namely, Wh-Questions, Relative Clauses, and Topicali

zation sentences. Such a study essentially involves identifying 

the variety of positions ECs can be found in such constructi

ons, and then examining in the light of this the theoretical 

questions that they raise. An important question is whether the 

empty categories are always Wh-traces, or sometimes empty 

resumptive pronouns (ERPs). As has been noted earlier, Hh

traces count as R-expressions and hence obey condition C of the 

binding theory. 

This Chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1. provides 

a survey of the basic data. Beginning with wh-questions, we 

firstly consider subject, object, and prepositional object ECs. 

Then, we look at Possessor ECs. Moving on to relative clauses, 

we also highlight subject, object, prepositional object ECs 

both in main and subordinate clauses, and possessor ECs as 

well. We conclude this survey with a brief look at topicaliza

tion sentences, looking again at possessor ECs. Section 5.2. is 

devoted to some of the issues that arise with respect to the 

data concerned. Specifically, questions related to the nature 

of the empty category and the requirement of clitics in such 

constructions are of particular interest to us. 
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5.1. The basic data 

5.1.1. Wh-Questions 

A notable feature of ~·fu-questions is that they involve a 

variety of positions in which empty categories can occur. The 

following examples involve Subject ECs: 

(1) a. meen (IIi) saraq l-masari? 

who that stea13SGmpast the-money 

'who stole the money?' 

b. meen (IIi) r~beh l-mubarah? 

who that win3SGmpast the-match 

'who won the match?' 

In (1), meen functions as the subject of a main clause. Hence, 

given GB assumptions, specifically the Subject Principle, we 

have an EC in subject position. The complementiser IIi in these 

examples is optional. 

It is useful to point out here that Syrian, among other 

languages (Norwegian, Bavarian, Modern Irish), allows overt 

complementisers to follow wh-elements. Rather than going into 

detail about this, we shall simply mention that in general, 

complementisers are optional in wh-questions with subject ECs. 

We can now illustrate with examples involving Object ECs: 

(2) a. ?ayya walad tbannet Lay1a? 

which boy adopt3SGfpast Layla 

'which boy did Lay1a adopt?' 

b. ?ayya walad tbannet? 

which boy adopt3SGfpast 

'which boy did (she) adopt?' 
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c. ?ayya walad IIi tbann~t-u? 

which boy that adopt3SGfpast-3SGm 

'which boy did (she) adopt?' 

The wh-phrase in (2) functions as the object of a verb - hence 

we have an empty category in object position. Examples (2a-b) 

involve nei ther complement isers nor cli tics. (2c), however, 

involves both a complementiser and clitic - the complementiser 

IIi being obligatory hence the ungrammaticality of the 

following: 

( 3) a.*meen '1/ 
s~ftuww-a? 

who see2plpast-3SGf 

'who did (you) see? ' 

b.*?ayya b~nt 
y 

saf-a? 

which girl see3SGmpast-3SGf 

'which girl did (he) see?' 

c.*?ayya 
., 

rzal 
'II 
s~ftuww-on? 

which men see2plpast-3pl 

'Which men did (you) see? ' 

What seems to be important here is that the clitic in (2c), 

which is realised on the main verb, is triggered by the 

presence of the complementiser IIi - i.e. we can only have a 

clitic if we have the complementiser IIi. 

To indicate what is involved in object ECs more fully, 

let's consider some further ungrammatical combinations: 

(4) a. *? a yya suwar . 
which pictures 

IIi 

that 

l).arqet? 

burn3SGfpast 

'Which pictures did (she) burn? 
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b.*?ayya k~tob IIi ba9? 

which books that sel13SGmpast 

'Which books did (he) sell?' 

What the data above clearly shows is that we cannot have a 

complementiser without a clitic. 

To summarize the facts we have been discussing, the diagram 

given below will help facilitate identifying the wide range of 

combinations involved in object ECs: 

( 5) 

complementiser no complementiser 

clitic V"' X 

no clitic X v" 

Let's consider some examples involving Prepositional Object 

ECs: l 

(6) a. meen IIi rkadQt ma9-u mbareh? 

who that run2SGmpast with-3SGm yesterday 

'Who did (you) run with yesterday?' 

b. meen IIi s?al~t 9ann-u mbareh? . 
who that ask2SGmpast about-3SGm yesterday 

'Who did (you) ask about yesterday?' 

In (6), meen functions as the object of a preposition - hence 

we have an empty category in prepositional object position. 

(6a) is just like (6b). What should be stressed is that the 

clitics on the prepositions concerned are obligatory - hence 

the ungrammaticality of the following: 
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( 7) a.*meen IIi rkade>t ma9 mbareh? . 
who that run2SGmpast with yesterday 
, tolho did (you) run with yesterday?' 

b.*meen IIi s? ala t 9an mbareh? 

who that ask2SGmpast about yesterday 

'Who did (you) ask about yesterday? '-

The complementizer is also necessary - hence the ill-formedness 

of the following: 

(8) a.*meen rkad~t ma9-u mbareh? . 
who run2SGmpast with-3SGm yesterday 

'tfuo did (you) run with yesterday?' 

b.*meen s?al~t 9ann-u mbareh? 

who as k2SGmpas t Itl:.ou.t,- 3 SGm yesterday 

'tiho did (you) ask about yes terday? ' 

As is evident from the data, the basic point to note about 

the examples considered so far is that they all involve an 

empty category of some form. In (1), for example, the EG is 

subject of a matrix clause; in (2) it is the object of a finite 

verb; and in (6) it is a matrix clause prepositional object. 

Other points that should be noted involve clitics and 

complementisers. In (1), we only have an EG with no associated 

clitic - the complementiser being optional. In (2), we can have 

both a complementizer and a clitic or neither. In (6), we have 

an EC associated with a clitic the complementizer being 

obligatory. Thus, The situation with prepositional object EGs 

in (6) is much simpler than it is wi th object EGs in (2). 

Moreover, an important difference between the examples in (6) 
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and those in (2) is that in the former the clitic is obligatory 

- hence (7a-b) are ruled out. 

The fact that a wh-phrase can be both an NP and a PP means 

that there are often two different wh-questions that are 

equivalent. (9) illustrates this. 

(9) a. ?ayya r~zzal IIi hkeit ma9-u? 

which man that talk2SGmpast with-3SGm 

'Which man did (you) talk to?' 

b. ma9 ?ayya r~zzal hkeit? 

with which man talk2SGmpast 

The following provide a further illustration where we have two 

options: either the whole wh-PP or the wh-NP only can appear in 

clause-initial position: 

(10) a. 9a meen d~hek . . Kamal? 

on who 1augh3SGmpast Kamal 

'At whom did Kamal laugh?' 

b. meen IIi ~~gek Kamal 9layy-on? 

who that laugh3SGmpast Kamal on-3pl 

'Who did Kamal laugh at?' 

The preposition in (lab) hosts a clitic. Again, the complement

izer IIi is obligatory • ........... 
Still highlighting the notable feature of wh-questions, the 

subjects of ~-phrases can be a variety of categories. They can 

easily involve Possessor ECs -i.e. postnominal NPs.2 

(11) a. meen IIi h~bbeit . ?dxt-U? 

who that like2SGmpast sister-3SGm 

'Whose sister did (you) like?' 
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b.*meen IIi h;)bbeit ?~xt ? 

who that like3SGmpast sister 

c. meen IIi y 
tz~wwaz.t bant-a? 

who that marry2SGmpast girl-3SGf 

'Whose daughter did (you) marry? ' 

d.*meen IIi ¥ 
tz~wwazdt b.,nt? 

who that marry2SGmpast girl 

The ungrammaticality of (lIb) and (lId) clearly shows the 

obligatoriness of the clitics involved. In the grammatical 

examples, the complementiser IIi should always be introduced -

hence the ungrammaticality of the following: 

(12) a.*meen h~bbeit ?~xt-u? 

who like2SGmpast sister-3SGm 

b.*meen 
., 

tz.,~waz~t b~nt-a? 

who marry2SGmpast girl-3SGf 

One point to note here is that in the cases involving a 

possessor EC, there is always another way of saying the same 

thing. The following illustrate this point: 

(13) a. meen IIi sta9art ktab-u? 

who that borrow2SGmpast book-3SGm 

'Whose book did (you) borrow?' 

b. ktab meen sta9art? 

book who borrow2SGmpast 

'Whose book did (you) borrow?' 

What should be noted is that this is like the situation with 

examples involving a prepositional object EC. 
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We can now move on to highlight some further data involving 

wh-questions with ECs in subordinate clauses - more precisely 

examples where the EC is in the subordinate clause and the wh

expression in the main clause. We can first illustrate with 

Subject ECs: 

(14) a. 

b. 

me en bitzO)n bas Layla? 

who think2SGmpres kiss3SGmpast Layla 

'Who do (you) think kissed Layla?' 

meen IIi bit~.,n !;~reb l-haleeb? 

who that think2SGmpres drink3SGmpast the-milk 

'Who do (you) think drank the milk?' 

The EC in (14a-b) is subject of a subordinate clause. 

We can look next at some data involving Object ECs: 

(15) a. meen bitzan kamil bih~b? . 
who think2SGmpres Kamil like3SGmpres 

'Who do (you) think Kamil likes?' 

b. meen IIi bitz~n Kamil bih~bb-a? . . 
who that think2SGmpres Kamil like3SGmpres-3SGf 

'Who do (you) think Kamil likes?' 

In (ISa-b), the EC is object of a subordinate clause, with the 

(b) example involving a clitic. We have both a complementizer 

and a clitic or neither (as in main clauses). The clitic in 

(lSb) is obligatory hence the ungrammaticality of the 

following: 

(16) * meen IIi bitz~n . Kamil 

who that think2SGmpres Kamil 

bil}~b? 

like3SGmpres 

'Who do (you) think Kamil likes?' 
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Again, the complementizer IIi in (lSb) is obliga tory - hence 

the following is ruled out: 

(17) a.*meen bitz~n . Kamil bih~bb-a? . 
who think2SGmpres Kamil like3SGmpres-3SGf 

'Who do (you) think Kamil likes?' 

Let's now look at some examples involving Prepositional 

Object EGs: 

(18) a. meen IIi bitz~n . Layla haket . ma9-u? 

who that think2SGmpres Layla talk3SGfpast with-3SGm 

'Who do (you) think Layla talked to?' 

b.*meen IIi bitz~n . Layla haket ma9? 

who that think2SGmpres Layla talk3SGfpast with 

The EG in (18a) is prepositional object of a subordinate 

clause. The absence of the clitic leads to the ungrammaticality 

of (18b). Again, the complementizer IIi is obligatory, as the 

ungrammaticality of the following illustrates: 

(19) *meen bitz~n . Layla haket . ma9-u? 

who think2SGmpres Layla talk3SGfpast with-3SGm 

'Who do (you) think Layla talked to?' 

All in all, the ungrammaticality of both (18b) and (19) shows 

that a clitic is obligatory if we have a complementiser. That 

is, the complementiser and the clitic go hand in hand. 

We can now consider some further examples involving 

Possessor EGs. 
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(20) a. meen IIi bitz~n 9azbna karam-u? 

who that think2SGmpres admire2plpast generosity-3SGm 

'Whose generosity do (you) think (we) admired?' 

b.*meen IIi bitz~n 9azabna karam? 

who that think2SGmpres admire2plpast generosity 

The EC in (20a) is possessor of a subordinate ~lause. Again, 

the clitic on the possessive NP in (20a) is compulsory - hence 

the ungrammaticality of (20b). The complementizer IIi is 

obliga tory as well, as the ungramma ticali ty of the following 

illustrates: 

(21) *meen bitz.,n . 9azabna karam-u? 

who think2SGmpres admire1p1past generosity 

We can now summarize the relevant facts about Syrian wh-

questions as follows: 

the 

(22) i. In subject position, we have an EC with no 
associated clitic. IIi is optional. 

ii. In object position, we have either an EC with 
an associated clitic and a complementizer or an 
EC with no associated clitic and no complement
izer. 

iii. In object of a preposition position, we have 
an EC associated with a clitic and IIi is 
obligatory. 

iv. In the possessor position, we have an EC 
associated with a clitic and IIi is obligatory. 

v. It does not make any difference if the wh-phrase 
is in the higher clause. 

Having considered the range of ECs wh-questions have, and 

behaviour of complementisers and clitics in such 

constructions, we can proceed now to look briefly at Relative 

Clauses. 
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5.1.2. Relative Clauses 

Let us begin by considering some examples: 

(23) a. l-?~staz IIi ba9 s~yyart-u 

the-teacher that sel13SGmpast 

'The teacher who sold his car' 

car-3SGm 

b 
.,., 

• s-s~qqa IIi stareituww-a 

the-flat that buy2plpast-3SGf 

'The flat that (you) bought' 

c.l-mara IIi hkeina ma9-a 

the-woman that talklplpast with-3SGf 

'The woman that (we) talked to' 

In (23a), the EC is a relative clause subject; in (23b), it is 

a rela ti ve clause object; and in (23c), ita rela t i ve clause 

prepositional object. The clitics in (23b-c) are obligatory -

hence the ungrammaticality of the following: 

(24) a.*s-s~qqa IIi stareituww 

the-flat that buy2plpast 

b.*l-mara IIi 1)keina ma9 

the-woman that talklplpast with 

(24a-b) are different from Wh-questions in that the clitic here 

is obligatory. The complementiser IIi is obligatory in all such 

constructions - hence the following are ruled out: 

( ) *"'., 25 a. s-s~qqa 

the-flat 

b.*l-mara 

., 't starel uww-a 

buy2plpast-3SGf 

hkeina . 
the-woman talk1plpast 

ma9-a 

with-3SGf 

What about Possessor ECs in relative clauses? Here are 
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some examples: 

(26) a. I-mara IIi 9azabna karam-a matet 

the-woman that admirelplpast generosity-3SGf die3SGf 

'The woman whose generosity (we) admired died' 

b.*l-mara IIi 
., 

9azabna Karam matet 

the-woman that admirelplpast generosity die3SGfpast 

c.*l-mara 9a~abna karam-a matet 

the-woman admirelplpast generosity-3SGf die3SGfpast 

In (26a) we have a possessor EC. The clitic involved is 

obligatory - hence the ungrammaticality of (26b). Likewise, the 

complementiser is necessary, as the ungrammaticality of (26c) 

clearly illustrates. 

We can look next at some further examples involving 

subordinate clause ECs: 

(27) 
v." 

IIi Naser qal habb Layla a. r-r~zzal . . 
the-man that Naser say3SGmpast like3SGmpast Layla 

'The man that Naser said liked Layla' 

b. I-mara IIi Kamal qal h~bbeit-a 

the-woman that Kamal say3SGmpast like2SGmpast-3SGf 

tzawzet 

marry3SGfPASS 

'The woman that Kamal said (you) liked got married' 

c. l-bant IIi Kamal qal nam 

the-girl that Kamal say3SGmpast sleep3SGmpast 

ma9-a nxa~bet 

with-3SGf engage3SGfPASS 

'The girl that Kamal said he slept with (her) got engaged' 
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The EC in (27a) is a subordinate clause subject; in (27b), it 

is object of a subordinate clause; and in (27c), it is 

prepositional object of a subordinate clause. As in main clause 

rela ti ve clauses, the cl1' t' 'th I b 1CS 1n e examp es a ove are 

obligatory - hence the ill-formedness of the following: 

(28) a.*l-mara IIi 

the-woman that 
., 

tzawzet 

marry3SGfPASS 

b.*l-b~nt IIi 

Kamal 

Kamal 

Kamal 

qal 

say3SGmpast 

qal 

l:~bbeit 

like2SGmpast 

nam ma9 

the-girl that Kamal say3SGmpast sleep3SGmpast with 

nxatbet . 
engage3SGfPASS 

What the examples in (28) together with those in (25) do 

suggest is that in relative clauses a clitic associated with an 

object or prepositional object EC is obligatory. Again, the 

complementiser IIi in (27) is necessary hence the 

ungrammaticality of the following: 

(29) a.*l-mara Kamal qal h.,bbeit-a 

the-woman Kamal say3SGmpast like2SGmpast-3SGf 

., 
tzawzet 

marry3SGfPASS 

b.*I-bQnt Kamal qal nam ma9-a 

the-girl Kamal say3SGmpast sleep3SGmpast with-3SGf 

nxatbet . 
engage3SGfPASS 

~ve might say that relative clauses look like lfu-questions 
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with ill minus the Wh-phrase. 

In the following section, we will consider further data 

involving Topicalization sentences. 

5.1.3. Topicalization 

As noted at the outset, topicalization sentences are just 

another type of what can be called wh-movement constructions. 

We can now look at some examples: 

(30) a. Kamal, (IIi) Layla l)abb~t-u 

Kamal that Lay1a like3SGfpast-3SGm 

'Kamal, Layla liked' 

b. l-ma~ari, (IIi) Reem bitztJn Kamal . 
the-money that Reem think3SGfpres Kamal 

?axad-on 

take3SGmpast-3pl 

'The money, Reem thinks Kamal took' 

The EC in (30a) is object of the main clause; in (30b), it is 

object of a subordinate clause. Again, as is the case with 

relative clauses, the clitics in the examples above are 

obligatory - hence the absence of clitics leads to the ill

formedness of the following: 

(31) a.*Kamal, (IIi) Layla habb~t . 
Kamal that Layla like3SGfpast 

b.*l-ma~ari, (IIi) Reem bit~~n Kamal ?axad 

the-money that Reem think3SGfpres Kamal take3SGmpast 

Unlike the case with object ECs in wh-questions, the complemen-

tizer in (30a-b) is optional. 

Let's consider examples involving Prepositional Object ECs: 
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(32) a. Kamal, (IIi) Layla rahet . ma9-u 

Kamal that Layla go3SGfpast with-3SGm 

b. Kamal, (IIi) Reem bitzan Layla rahet 

Kamal that Reem think3SGfpres Layla go3SGfpast 

ma9-u 

with-3SGm 

In (32a), the EC is prepositional object of a main clause; it 

is prepositional object of a subordinate clause in (32b). 

Again, the clitics involved are necessary - hence the following 

are ruled out: 

(33) a.*Kamal, (IIi) Layla rahet . ma9 

Kamal that Layla go3SGfpast with 

b.*Kamal, (IIi) Reem bitz~n . Layla rahet 

Kamal that Reem think3SGfpres Layla go3SGfpast 

ma9 

with 

We can now consider some further examples involving 

Possessor ECs: 

(34) a. Kamal, sta9arna ktab-u 

Kamal borrow1p1past book-3SGm 

'Kamal, we borrowed his book' 

b.*Kamal, sta9arna ktab 

Kamal borrow1plpast book 

The clitic on the possessive NP in (34a) is obligatory - hence 

the ungrammaticality of (34b). 

For the sake of completeness, let's consider some further 

data: 
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(35) Deema, 

Deema 

v 
su 9tei~uww-a? 

what give2plpast-3SGf 

'Deema, what did you give to her?' 

The fact that such examples are possible suggests that topics 

are in pre-CP position and not in the CP-specifier position. 

Having devoted the previous sect ions to showing the wide 

range of ECs Syrian wh-movement constructions allow and to 

highlighting what the presence or absence of clitics or 

complementisers entails in such constructions, the following 

section is devoted to elaborating on how these constructions 

might be analyzed, and to developing an ECP-based analysis. 

5.2. Towards an Analysis 

The fact that clitics are involved in the wh-movement 

constructions we have considered so far is an important matter. 

This compels us to question the nature of the empty categories 

in wh-movement constructions associated with clitics. 

One possible analysis is that wh-movement constructions ECs 

associated with clitics are ERPs. One might then ask if there 

are any reasons for thinking that these are ERPs. The idea is 

attractive because it offers an explanation for the appearance 

of clitics. We know that pronouns in certain positions have to 

be associated with clitics. Analyzing the ECs that co-occur 

with clitics as ERPs would provide an explanation for the 

occurrence of the cli tics, since pronouns in these posi tions 

are accompanied by clitics (and normally are null). 

An essential question we should ask here is: What other 

predictions does the proposal that these Ees are ERPs make? The 
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standard assumption is that ERPs do not involve movement. The 

assumption that these ECs are ERPs leads to the prediction that 

there should be no Subjacency effects with ERPs. A Subjacency 

effect is an ungrammatica1ity resulting from a violation the 

Subjacency condition. It is generally assumed that movement 

is subject to Subjacency hence it obeys various island 

constraints which are a consequence of Subjacency. 

Before seeing whether or not the above prediction is 

confirmed, we need to explain what is meant by Subjacency, and 

consequently the sorts of example ruled out by it. 

Subjacency is not a condition on ECs, but it restricts the 

re1a tion between the traces and their antecedent s because it 

restricts Move oc. On the face of it, the Subjacency Condition 

is quite simple. Following Borsley (1991:184), We can formulate 

it as follows: 

(36) A movement operation cannot cross the boundary of 
more than one bounding node/barrier 

Rather than enter into the details of the definition of 

Barrier, we will have some rough idea about this approach if we 

define a barrier as follows (Borsley (ibid:184)): 

(37) A maximal projection other than VP is a barrier
3 unless it is the complement of a verb or adjective 

The Subjacency Condition provides an account of various 

island constraints, but for our purpose, we will refer to only 

one of them - namely, the wh-Island Condition - the condition 

that a wh-element cannot move across the boundary of a 

subordinate wh-question. Consider the following structure: 
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(38) wrOi did [IP you wonder [CP whatj [IP he did ej to ji]]] 

who is moved in one swoop because the clause-initial position 

in the subordinate clause is occupied by what. This movement 

crosses two IPs, both of which are barriers because they are 

not complements of a verb or adjective - hence we have a 

violation of Subjacency. 

We can now consider whether the Subjacency condition is 

operative with respect to other sorts of Syrian examples. We 

can consider whether or not examples with an EC associated with 

a cli tic are sensi ti ve to the lib-Island Constraint. We will 

consider three constructions: Wh-questions with a complement-

iser, relative clauses, and topicalization sentences. 

Consider first examples involving Wh-questions: 

(39) a.*meeni IIi [IP t9~zzab~t [CP meen [IP saf-u ei]]]? 

who that wonder2SGmpast who see3SGmpast-3SGm 

*'who did (you) wonder who saw?' 

b.*meeni IIi 

who that wonder2SGmpast 

ma9-u ei]]]? 

with-3SGm 

who 

haka . 
talk3SGmpast 

*'who did (you) wonder who talked to?' 

The data given in (39) shows that the proposal that the ECs 

involved are instances of ERPs is untenable. That is, (39a-b) 

should be grammatical if the ECs associated with clitics are 

ERPs. 4 

Let's look at further data involving Relative Clauses: 
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(40) *l-b~nti IIi [IP t9al!ab [CP §u [IP 9amaIl-a ei J ]] 

the-girl that wonder3SGmpast what d03SGmpast-3SGf 

*'The girl that wondered what he did to' 

What is important here is that (40) is the kind of example 

which should be grammatical if the EC associated with the 

clitic is an ERP. 

Finall y, we can consider some further example s involving 

Topicalization sentences: 

Nada wonderlSGpast what d03SGmpast-3SGf 

*'Nada, (I) wondered what he did to' 

Again, all that is really important is that (41) is the sort of 

example that should be grammatical if the EG associated with 

the clitic is an ERP. 5 

Having illustrated the fact that all three constructions 

show Subjacency effects -i.e. obey island constraints, the view 

that the EGs involved are ERPs seems untenable. It predicts 

that certain examples should be acceptable, but they are not -

hence it is not a tenable proposal. 

Having rejected the idea that the EGs are ERPs, another 

possible analysis is that they must be Wh-traces. We may well 

ask if there is any way of explaining the obligatoriness of the 

clitic without assuming that the EGs are ERPs. Given GB, one 

possibility is that clitics are required for proper government. 

As we have seen, verbs, nouns and preposi tions in Syrian 

can have a wh-trace as their complement, but whereas a noun or 

preposition must always have a clitic, this is only sometimes 
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necessary for a verb. Ignoring for the moment the situation 

with verbs, we might suggest that c1itics are required when the 

antecedent is too far away from the trace. It seems plausible 

to suggest that this is a result of the ECP. 

As we have seen in Chapter One, the ECP requires that 

traces be properly governed. 

To understand this, we need to know what is meant by proper 

government (cf. 1.2.3.1.). We can repea t the Lectures (1981) 

formulation for convenience: 

(42) oc is properly governed if and only if ex is governed 
by an XOotber than AGR or a coindexed category 

As noted in Chapter One, in (42), we have two' types of 

government: (i) lexical government by an associated head, and 

(ii) antecedent government by a coindexed category. How exactly 

does the ECP work? Given GB assumptions, a head always governs 

its complements hence traces in complement position are 

properly governed by an associated head, but traces in subject 

position are only properly governed if governed by a coindexed 

category. 

In English, a preposition alone may act as a proper 

governor. In Syrian, we can suggest that only a combination of 

P+CL can act as a proper governor. We can also sugges t tha t 

only a combination of N+CL can act as a proper governor. This 

is what we are suggesting as a basis for an analysis of Syrian. 

A similar position is developed by Hendrick (1988:217) in 

connection with Welsh and Breton, as illustrated below: 
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(43) Welsh 

a. y dyn. 
1 a ddisgwyliwn 

the man PRT wait-PAST-lSNG 

[pp amdano 

for-3SNG 

'The man that I was waiting for' 

b.*y dyni a ddisgwyliwn 

the man PRT wait-PAST-1SNG for 

'The man that I was waiting for' 

(44) Breton 

a. ar baotredi a c'houlenn ar merc'hed [pp ganto 

the boys PRT ask-PRES the women 

[eli] deskin brezhoneg 

study Breton 

with-3PL 

'The boys that the women ask to study Breton' 

b.*ar baotredi a c'houlenn ar merc'hed [pp gant 

the boys PRT ask-PRES the women 

[eli] deskin brezhoneg 

study Breton 

with 

'The boys that the women ask to study Breton' 

Hendrick (1988:216) suggests that a preposition on its own is 

not a proper governor and that agreement on the preposition is 

necessary for proper government. He, in fact, proposes that it 

is not the combination of P+AGR that properly governs the 

trace, but just AGR; and he suggests that this is a case of 

antecedent government. He assumes a version of the ECP which 

involves antecedent government alone, but we do not need to 

follow him in this. 
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Stump (1989) takes a different position in connection with 

Breton. The difference between Stump and Hendrick is that for 

Hendrick agreement ~lone is an antecedent governor, whereas for 

Stump P+AGR is a lexical governor. 

Following Stump (ibid), we assume that P+AGR counts as a 

lexical governor, but not P alone. We also assume that N+AGR is 

a proper governor, but not N alone. The same assumption seems 

necessary in Welsh. Borsley (p.c.) has provided me with the 

following Welsh example involving a possessor EC to support the 

assumption that a noun on its own does not act as ~ proper 

governor hence the need for a clitic to ensure proper 

government: 

(45) a. PWYi Y gwelaist ei frawd 

who Comp saw-2SG 3SGM brother 

'Whose brother did you see?' 

b.*PwYi Y gwelaist 

who Comp saw-2SG 

frawd 

brother 

t . 
1 

t· 1 

We can now proceed to consider traces in Verbal Object 

position. We will look first at topicalization examples. We can 

repeat the following example for convenience: 

(46) a. Kamal, 

Kamal 

Layla 

Layla 

habb~t-u . 
like3SGfpast-3SGm 

'Kamal, Layla liked' 

b.*Kamal, 

Kamal 

Layla 

Layla 

habb~t . 
like3SGfpast 

As noted earlier, the topicalized NP is adjoined to CP. The 

following structure illustrates the point: 
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(47) CP 
NP ---- ----- C P 

Following Borsley (p. c. ), we might use this to explain the 

difference between questioning and topicalizing an object. We 

might say that the Topic is further away from the object EC 

than the Wh-phrase. More precisely, we might suggest that the 

CP prevents the topic from antecedent governing its trace. 

As for relative clauses, we can propose that IIi blocks 

antecedent government. This assumption will account for the 

following data, repeated here for convenience: 

(48) a. s-s~qqa IIi Y t . s are1tuww-a 

the-flat that buy2plpast-3SGf 

'The flat that (you) bought' 
., ., 

b.*s-s~qqa IIi 
., . 
stare1tuww 

the-flat that buy2plpast 

It will also account for the obligatoriness of a clitic in Wh-

questions involving IIi. 

Two further questions arise here: (i) Why is a clitic not 

possible without IIi? (ii) How is a subject trace following IIi 

properly governed? Consider the following examples, repeated 

here for convenience: 

(49) 
., ., 

*s-s~qqa 

the-flat 

(50) l-?~staz 

stareituww-a 

buy2plpast-3SGf 

IIi ba9 

the-teacher that sel13SGmpast 

s~yyart-u 

car-3SGm 

'The teacher who sold his car' 

(49) gives rise to (i). We do not have any satisfactory 
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explanation for this. As for (ii), we suggest that in examples 

like (50), subject traces are governed by (AGR)eement features 

on INFL. This is not a new idea, since it has been assumed in 

Pica110 (1984) that AGR i C 1 nata an properly governs subject 

traces. 

We have now proposed what seems to be a broadly 

satisfactory analysis which accounts for most of the data. It 

involves the following assumptions: 

(51) i. PP and NP boundaries block antecedent government 

ii. CP blocks antecedent government in Topicalization 
Sentences, given that the Topic is outside CP 

iii. A category in the CP-specifier position can 
antecedent-govern a trace in subject or object 
position 

iv. IIi blocks antecedent government 

v. Subject traces are governed by (AGR)eement 
features on INFL 

(51i-ii) seem reasonable assumptions and any analysis of these 

phenomena is likely to incorporate them. (51iii) may be a 

problematic assumption because there are two maximal 

projections -i.e. IP and VP - between the CP-specifier position 

and the object position. (51iv) is similar to the assumption 

made in the Barriers-framework that that blocks antecedent 

government. The analysis proposed, then, seems a firm basis for 

future research. 

5.3. Summary 

This Chapter has been concerned with what can be called Wh

movement constructions. We began by looking at Wh-questions, 

considering the variety of positions in which ECs occur. Then, 

we looked briefly at other Wh-movement constructions -i.e. 
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Relative clauses and Topicalization sentences. In 5.2., we 

developed an ECP-based analysis which seems to provide a 

largely satisfactory account of the data. 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER FIVE 

1. Unlike Syrian and 

(1989:65-66) notes that 
other dialects of Arabic, 

it is a peculiarity of Hebrew 

allow clitics altogether: qu~stions do not 

(i) a.*mai xasavti 

what I thought 
'al-avi 

about-it 

t ·? 
l' 

'What did I think about it?' 
b * . • m1i 

who 

ra'iti 

I saw 

2. See note 1, above. 

et 

ACC 
im-oi ti? 

mother-his 

Sh10nsky 

that Hh-

3. For Chomsky (1986b), VP is a barrier, but adjunction makes 

it possible to avoid certain barriers. Given the adjunction 

process to VP, (i) is derived as (iii), not as (ii). 

(i) We wondered [where 

(ii) Wherei [S John [VP 
(iii) Wherei [S John [vp 

John went] 

went e.] 
1 

ei [VP went 

4. Hasan (1990) claims that there are no island constraint 

effects in Standard Arabic Wh-movement constructions with a 

clitic (which he calls a resumptive pronoun or an intrusive 

pronoun) • 

5. Ci ting Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) and Egyptian Arabic 

(EA) data, Shlonsky (1989) claims that relative clauses and 

topicalization sentences employ the resumptive pronoun 

strategy. He assumes that the EC in the 'doubled' position in 

the constructions concerned is pro, or that the clitic itself 

is the resumptive pronoun. However, Wh-questions, for him, are 

always triggered via movement - hence the EC associated with a 

moved Rh-phrase is a trace. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

APPARENT RAISING CONSTRUCTIONS 

6.0. Introduction 

Our primary concern in this chapter and the next will be to 

look at possible NP-Movement sentences in Syrian. Possible 

NP-Movement principally means raising sentences and passives. 

It may also refer to ergative and middle structures (Cf. 

Radford 1988a:446). We will be mainly concerned throughout the 

chapter wi th sentences which look rather like Raising 

Constructions - i.e. sentences which involve movement from a 

subordinate clause subject position to a matrix clause subject 

position. Syrian examples like those in (1) will frequently be 

cited: 

(1 ) a. Kamil y~zhar ~nnu by~krah l-g~s 

Kamil seempres that hate3SGmpres the-cheating 

'Kamil seems to hate cheating' 

b. Kamil y~~har by~krah l-g~s 

Kamil seempres hate3SGmpres the-cheating 

Our goals in this chapter are fourfold. We begin wi th an 

explanation of a raising sentence in grammatical theory, and 

focus on the difference between Raising and Control sentences. 

In 6.2.1., we consider some basic Syrian data, and give a 

number of typical examples, with an indication of their 

significant features. We build on these examples in 6.2.2. by 

focussing on three constituents: (i) 'pleonastic' pronouns -i.e. 

pronouns lacking semantic content; (ii) 'idiom-chunks' -i.e. 
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parts of idioms; and (iii) clausal subjects, and show that it 

seems that in such constructions anything can be in the subject 

posi tion if it rna tches the complement of the sentence. The 

concluding remark, in 6.3., concerns the implications of these 

examples and the problem they cause for GB. The argument will 

show that the crucial sentences are not raising sentences, but 

cases of topicalization with an empty pleonastic subject. Word 

order and agreement facts provide evidence against a raising 

analysis and in favour of a topicalization analysis. 

6.1. What is a RaiSing Sentence? 

The term 'raising sentence' is used in connection with a 

variety of languages, but we will illustrate it with English. 

It simply refers to those constructions whose subjects origin-

ate as the subject of a subordinate clause and are subsequently 

raised into the main clause subject position via NP-Movement. 

Consider the derivation in (2): 

(2) [NP Robson] seems [IP e to be fit ] 

t 
NP-Movement 

The idea here is that Robson originates as the subject of the 

bracketed subordinate IP complement - i.e. is its original 

posi tion, and it is subsequently moved to the main clause 

subject position 

which it is moved. 

i.e. the landing-site - the position to 

The question we might ask here is why we should assume that 

S-structures like the one given in (2) should be analyzed 

accordingly. What gives rise to this question is the fact that 
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we get similar English constructions - i.e. sentences involvin~ 
a 

the following elements: [subject+verb+infinitive] - which are 

analyzed differently. Consider the following examples: 

(3) a. Bill seems to win 

b. Bill tries to win 

First, we should refer to the derivational difference - the 

fact that there is movement in (3a), but not in (3b). Turning 

now to the thematic difference, a wide range of contrasts, 

would seem to indicate that the matrix subject position in (3a) 

is not an argument of the matrix verb. By an argument, as we 

have seen, we mean an NP in an A-position which is 9-marked. As 

noted in Chapter One, we should bear in mind here that 

movement is always from a 8-position (argument) to a 9'-

position (non-argument), so that the 9-Criterion is respected. 

This requires each syntactic argument to be assigned one and 

only one e (thematic)-role, and each 9-role to be assigned to 

one and only one syntactic argument. In contrast, in (3b) the 

subject of the upper clause is an argument of the matrix 

predicate. Expletive or dummy elements may occupy the subject 

position of seem, but not that of ~. This supports the claim 

that the subject of seem is non-thematic. The following 

examples corresponding to those in (3) illustrate: 

(4) a. There seems to be no solution to this problem 

b.*There tries to be no solution to this problem 

c. It seems to be clear that there will be a strike 

d.*It tries to be clear that there will be a strike 
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Moreover, expletive clements arc thought to come into play 

from one of two possibilities: they may be compatible with the 

complement with which they are associated (as in ( 4 ) ) , or they 

may be compatible with the matrix verb itself (as in ( 5) ) : 

( 5) a. It seems that Bill will win 

b.*It tries that Bill will win 

\V"e should stress that in (4) we have a raising verb, and 

consequently a raising sentence involving a non - fini te 

subordina te clause, whereas in (5) we only have a raising 

predicate involving a finite subordinate clause. The former is 

the more important. 

Let's consider further examples involving no 

predicates: 

(6) a. It is raining 

b. It is clear that he did it 

raising 

The examples in (6) have corresponding sentences with seem, but 

not with !!Z, as shown earlier. 

McCloskey (1984:445) suggests that the crucial test which 

would determine whether or not a given verb assigns a 9-role to 

its subject would be to see whether or not it permits dummy 

elements to occupy the subject position in question. The 

standard view assumes that any position which allows such 

elements is not a e-position. Consider McCloskey's own examples 

to see the possibility of it and that of raising to subject 

position: 

(7) a.Pascal appears to be playing well 

b.lt appears that Pascal is playing well 
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What should be noted with respect to the test given above 

is that there are raising verbs, e.g. tend, that do not allow 

the combination of dummy subject and finite clause complement, 

although we have similar things with seem (Borsley p.c.). The 

point is that a raising sentence can have any type of subject 

as long as it is compatible with the infinitive. This includes 

dummies, idiom chunks, and clauses: 

(8) a. John tends to annoy Mary 

b. It tends to rain on Mondays 

c.*It tends that John annoys Mary 

(8b) allows a dummy subject on the basis of it being compatible 

with the infinitive, whereas (8c) does not since we have a 

dummy subject with a following finite clause - hence the incom-

patibility. 

Moreover, Radford (1988a:441) provides another piece of 

evidence to show that the matrix subject of a raising constru-

ction originates in the subordinate clause. He offers what is 

referred to in the GB literature as "subject idiom chunks" -

i.e. constituents bound to occupying the subject position of a 

given raising predicate, as the following parallels illustrate: 

(9) a. The cat is out of the bag 

b. The cat has got his tongue 

(10) a. The cat seems to be out of the bag 

b.*The cat tries to be out of the bag 

c. The cat seems to have got his tongue 

d.*The cat tries to have got his tongue 

The parallels ensure that the idioms in (9) have corresponding 
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sentences with a raising verb like seem, but not corresponding 

sentences with a control verb 1ike!!y. Like the examples 

which show dummies, these again illustrate the point that any 

subject is possible in a raising sentence as long as it is 

compatible with the complement. 

Another property of raising sentences is that if the 

infini ti ve allows a clausal subject, the raising verb or be 

will permit a clausal subject: 

(11) a. That he is generous seems to be obvious 

b. That he is generous is likely to be obvious 

Again, this shows that any subject is possible as long as it is 

compatible with the infinitive. These, of course, have no 

related sentences with control verbs and adjectives: 

(12) a. *That he is generous tries to be obvious 

b. *That he is generous is eager to be obvious 

For a fuller picture of the data, it is worth mentioning 

that in English there are raising constructions which have a 

non-verbal complement, as in (13b). This is not true of control 

constructions hence the ungrammaticality of (13c), (cf. 

Borsley (1991, 10.5, 11.5)): 

(13) a. John seems to be clever 

b. John seems clever 

c.*John tries clever 

It seems clear that the cluster of contrasts we have 

considered indicates that the main clause subject of a raising 

verb functions as the subject of the complement clause. 
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Having defined the variety of contrasts that characterize 

the raising relation and as a consequence of this the differen

ces between Raising and Control sentences, we will now attempt 

to look at the form adopted by the apparent raising 

relationship in Syrian, via a sizable set of examples. 

6.2. Apparent Raising Sentences in Syrian 

6.2.1. The basic data 

There are a number of sentence-types in Syrian tha t look 

rather like raising constructions. However, they are unlike 

English raising sentences because they do not involve non

finite complements, but have finite complements, as illustrated 

in (1). Consider the following typical examples: 

(14) a. ?ahmad y~~har ~nnu by~krah l-k~z~b 

Ahmad seempres that hate3SGmpres the-lying 

'Ahmad seems to hate lying' 

b. ?ahmad y~~har by~krah 1-k~z~b 

Ahmad seempres hate3SGmpres the-lying 

The examples in (14) clearly indicate that in Syrian the appa

rent raising sentence has a constituent of some kind containing 

a finite verb in the complement position. Note that it is 

possible to find related sentences which have a full 

subordinate clause compatible to It seems that ••• sentences, 

as illustrated by the following: 

(15) y~~har ~nnu ?ahmad by~krah 1-k:>z~b 

seempres that Ahmad hate3SGmpres the-lying 

'(It) seems that Ahmad hates lying' 

(14a-b) also suggest that an NP starts out as the complement 
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clause subject, and then is raised into the matrix clause 

subject position. The point to note here is that this is an 

analysis which looks plausible, although we are eventually 

going to argue against it. The following D-structure correspon

ding to (14a) summarizes this analysis: 

(16) [NP ?ahmad] y~zhar [CP e [IP f . e by~krah 1-k~z~b] 
I 

NP-Movement 

(16) il1ustra tes tha t y~ ~bar takes a CP complement whose D

structure subject is ?aQmad. We will be analyzing this way as 

further evidence is given in the discussion. 

We can now consider some further data: 

(17) a. Rami y~~har ~nnu bih~b Reem 

Rami seempres that 1ike3SGmpres Reem 

'Rami seems to like Reem' 

b. Rami y~~har bih~b Reem 

Rami seempres 1ike3SGmpres Reem 

c. Marwan kan waseq ~nnu Maha 

Marwan be-past certain that like3SGmpres Maha 

'Marwan was certain to like Maha' 

d. Marwan kan waseq bih~b Maha 

Marwan be-past certain 1ike3SGmpres Maha 

(17a-d) will make it clear that the examples are alike since 

they involve only one complement with both y~~bar and waseq -

the only difference being that (17a) and (17c) contain 

complementizers. 
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To complete this discussion, we can note that in Syrian we 

have apparent raising sentences with a non-verbal complement, 

as the following examples illustrate: 

(18) a. Sameer y~~har 
• y .., 

b ~nnu magsoos halu 

Sameer seempres that deceiver in himself 

'Sameer seems to be a traitor to himself' 

b. Sameer y~~har 
• y ., 

b halu magsoos 

Sameer seempres deceiver in himself 

c.*Sameer hawal 
• y ., 

b l)alu magsoos 

Sameer try3SGpast deceiver in himself 

*'Sameer tried to be a traitor to himself' 

What is characteristic of (18a-b) above is the presence of only 

one verb. They differ from (1) since there is an NP in (18b). 

The ill-formedness of (18c), however, shows that we cannot have 

control predicates with non-verbal complements. 

6.2.2. Tests for Raising Sentences 

Having introduced the sentence types that we need to 

consider here, we can proceed by providing some further 

evidence to support the claim made at the outset that we can 

have anything at all in the subject position of apparent 

raising sentence in Syrian as long as it is compatible with the 

complement with which it is associated. To substantiate this, 

let's first consider some examples containing the Syrian 

counterparts of some dummy elements such as it in the main 

clause subject position. 

As already noted in Chapter Three, Syrian allows phonologi

cally-null elements in the subject position of tensed clauses. 
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The important point here 1'S that th S . e yr1an counterpart of 

dummy it is always phonologically null. This is clearly 

exhibited in (19a-b) below: 

(19) a. 9amtmatter 

rain3SGprog 

'(It) (is) raining' 

b. y~~har (~nnu) 9amtmatter 

seempres that rain3SGprog 

'(It) seems to be raining' 

c. *thawel tmatter . 
try3SGpres rain3SGpres 

*'(It) tries to be raining' 

(19a-b) do not allow overt subjects. From the characteristics 

observed, one might be led to assume that in the Syrian 

counterparts of English dummy it sentences there is no way of 

knowing whether they involve a raised dummy or two base-

generated dummies -i.e. of knowing whether they are comparable 

to It seems to be raining, where movement has taken place; or 

It seems that it is raining, with no movement being involved. 

Thus, there is no obvious way to decide because we do not know 

whether we have the former with movement or the latter with no 

movement. We can conclude that it is not a control sentence 

because of the ungrammaticality of (19c). 

Having looked at the Syrian counterparts of dummy it, and 

seen that it does not provide evidence that the crucial 

examples are raising sentences, we can turn now to consider 

some cases which seem to provide evidence for a raising 
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analysis, namely idiom-chunks and clausal subjects. 

As we have seen, a characteristic of raising sentences, 

unlike control sentences, is that they allow idiom-chunks in 

subject posi tion. We have Syrian examples which seem to have 

idiom chunks, where part of the idiom is in subject position. 

Consider first the following idiomatic examples which do not 

contain what looks like a raising verb: 

(20) a. l-q~~ bala9-lu lsan-u 

the-cat swallow3SGpast-3SGm tongue-3SGm 

Lit. 'The cat swallowed his tongue' 

= unable to speak freely 

b. I-far 1~geb b-9~bb-u 

the-mouse play3SGpast in-heart-3SGm 

Lit. 'The mouse played in his heart' 

= to guess that something wrong is happening 

c. seert-u 9a lsan 

story-3SGm on every tongue 

Lit. 'His story (is) on every tongue' 

= He is very famous 

d. l-kalb ma bidoos deil-u 

the-dog not tread3SGpres tail-3SGm 

Lit. 'A dog does not tread on its tail' 

_ kinship is a strong tie 

To complete the picture, let's turn now to consider how the 

above idioms will look with what look like raising verbs: 
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(21) a.l-q~~ y~~har (~nnu) bala9-1u 1san-u 

the-cat seempres that swa11ow3SGpast-3SGm tongue-3SGm 

Lit. 'The cat seems to have swallowed his tongue' 

= he seems to be unable to speak freely" 

b.*l-q~~ yry.awel bala9-lu lsan-u 

the-cat try3SGmpres swallow3SGpast-3SGm tongue-3SGm 

c.l-far y~zhar l~geb b-9~bb-u 

the-mouse seempres play3SGpast in-heart-3SGm 

Lit. 'The mouse seems to have played in his heart' 

= he seems to be dubious about something 

d. seert-u y~~har 9a k~l lsan 

story-3SGm seempres on every tongue 

Lit. 'His story seems to be on every tongue' 

= he seems to be very famous 

e. l-kalb y~~har rna bidoos deil-u 

the-dog seempres not tread3SGpres tail-3SGm 

Lit. 'The dog does not seem to tread on its tail' 

= kinship seems to be a strong tie 

As noted in Chapter Two, idioms form a unit at D-structure. 

Thus, it seems reasonable to assume that l-q~t starts out as 

the subordinate clause subject of bal9-lu lsan-u, and then is 

moved into the superficial subject position, as demonstrated in 

(22) below: 

(22) [NP l-g~e] y~~har [CP e [IP e bala9-lu lsan-u) 

t 
NP-Movement 
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(2lb) shows that idioms with what look like raising verbs have 

no corresponding sentences which have control predicates. 

As noted earlier, another feature of raising sentences is 

that they, unlike control sentences, allow a clausal subject. 

We have Syrian examples which seem to involve clausal subjects: 

(23) a.~nnu Kamal kan l-qatel y~~har mazboot 

that Kamal be-past the-killer seempres right 

'That Kamal was the killer appeared to be true' 

b.~nnu Kamal kan l-qatel mumken ykoon mazboot 

that Kamal be-past the-killer possible be-pres right 

'That Kamal was the killer was likely to be true' 

These have no related control sentences. 

6.3. Implications 

6.3.1. An Apparent Problem for GB 

So far, we have looked at the basic data, utilizing three 

tests to support our claim that we can have anything at all in 

the subject position of what looks like a raising sentence. An 

obvious question to ask at this point, however, is what the 

implications of these examples are, and consequently how they 

pose a problem for GB. 

From the set of examples we have considered, it follows 

that Syrian has what look like Raising Sentences with a comple

ment comprising a finite verb instead of the infinitive. Take 

the following structure corresponding to (17a): 
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(24) ~ IP _____ 
NP i ____ I ' _______ 

Rami 

I· VP 

[+A~Rl /' I 
NP· 1 

y~~har e 

/V' 
V· '-.......CP 

J I 
~C''-.... 

C ,....,... I P ____ 
NP i ____ I ' ____ 

Ik VP 
[+AGR] ~ I 

I NP i ..".,... V ' ~ 

I Vk NP 
I I e e e bih~b e e Reem 

Since this is a surface structure, V has been moved to I in 

both clauses for tense and agreement purposes, as the indices 

indicate - [j,j] in the case of the upper clause, and [k,kJ in 

the case of the lower one. In addition, since we accept Fassi 

Fehri's analysis, in which subjects begin as VP-specifiers, ECs 

appear in both VP-specifier positions. In other words, the NP 

has been moved three times, whereas each verb has been moved 

once. 

As noted in Chapter One, NP-traces count as anaphors, and 

anaphors obey condition A of the binding theory which 

requires that they are bound in their governing category. If 

this stipulation is correct, then the apparent Syrian raising 

sentences pose a problem for GB - since the governing category 

for the NP-trace will be the subordinate clause and consequent-

1y it will not be bound in its governing category. 

Returning now to the point made earlier, the trouble with a 

structure like (24) is that the NP-trace is governed in the 

subordinate clause, and the governing category is the lower IP 
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- the governor of the NP-trace being [+AGR]. If the trace in 

(24) is governed by [+AGR] in the subordinate clause, then, the 

subordinate IP will be its governing category and it will not 

be bound in its governing category. Therefore, we have a 

violation of condition A of the binding theory. 

Having demonstrated what the problem is, and consequently 

diagnosed what the symptoms are, our next step will essentially 

involve looking for a cure for this problem. We will use two 

arguments - namely, Word Order and Agreement facts - to argue 

that the crucial sentences are not in fact raising sentences. 

6.3.2. A Solution to the Problem 

6.3.2.1. Word Order Facts 

We intend to argue here that, in the apparent Syrian 

raising sentences, the apparent subjects are really topics and 

that there is a null expletive subject. 

We will first introduce topics with some straightforward 

sentences -i.e. sentences that have an overt subject and do not 

involve anything resembling a raising verb. The following 

illustrate this: 

(25) a. Kamal, Salwa habb.t-u . 
Kamal Salwa like3SGfpast-3SGm 

'Kamal, Salwa liked' 

b. Kamal, Salwa haket ma9-u 

Kamal Salwa talk3SGfpast with-3SGm 

'Kamal, Salwa talked to' 

c. Kamal, Salwa fakk~rt-u s~me9 

Kamal Salwa think3SGfpast-3SGm hear3SGmpast story 
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'Kamal, Salwa thought heard the story' 

We can now consider related examples with null subjects, since 

a topic will sometimes look like a subject in such examples. 

The following, for example, demonstrate: 

(26) a. Kamal, ~abb~t-u 

b. 

c. 

Kamal like3SGfpast-3SGm 

'Kamal, (she) liked' 

Kamal, haket ma9-u . 
Kamal talk3SGfpast with-3SGm 

'Kamal, (she) talked to' 

Kamal, fakk~rt-u so>me9 

Kamal think3SGfpast-3SGm hear3SGmpast 

'Kamal, (she) thought heard the story' 

l-q~~1?a 

the-story 

In these cases, the interpretation makes it clear that the 

clause-initial NP is not a subject. We should ask, however, 

whether anything else shows that these NPs are not subjects. 

The answer is that the fact that they cannot appear after the 

verb shows this - hence the ungrammaticality of the following: 

(27) a. * habb~t-u Kamal 

like3SGfpast-3SGm Kamal 

b. * haket Kamal ma9-u . 
talk3SGfpast Kamal with-3SGm 

c. * fakk~rt-u l-q~1?~a 

think3SGfpast-3SGm Kamal hear3SGmpast the-story 

We can now show that the same is true of the clause

initial NP in an apparent raising sentence. Consider the 

following examples which involve both an apparent subject and 
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what looks 

(28) 

like a raising verb: 

a. Salwa y~~har ;>nnu b.t\l;>b Kamal 

Salwa seempres that like3SGfpres Kamal 

'Salwa seems to like Kamal' 

b. Salwa y~~har ;)nnu l)aket ma9 Kamal 

Salwa seempres that talk3SGfpast- with Kamal 

'Salwa seems to have talked to Kamal' 

c. Salwa y~~har ;>nnu fakkret Kamal s;)me9 

Salwa seempres that think3SGfpast Kamal hear3SGm 

l-q~~~a 

the-story 

'Salwa seems to have thought Kamal heard the story' 

Again, wha t look like subjects in (28a-c) cannot follow the 

main clause verb and precede a complementizer - hence the 

ungrammaticality of the following: 

(29) a.*y;)~har Salwa ~nnu Kamal 

seempres Salwa that like3SGfpres Kamal 

b.*y"~har Salwa ~nnu \laket ma9 Kamal 

seempres Salwa that talk3SGfpast with Kamal 

c.*y~~har Salwa ~nnu fakkret Kamal s~me9 

seempres Salwa that think3SGfpast Kamal hear3SGm 

l-q~~~a 

the-story 

The data in (29) clearly shows that the apparent subjects are 

not really subjects. They are topics and there is a null 

expletive subject. It should be noted that in these examples 

where an NP precedes what might be a raising verb, the NP must 
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be a topic because it is not associated with a subject 

position. 

There are related sentences where there clearly is a null 

expletive. The following illustrate: 

(30) a. y~zhar ~nnu Salwa b~th~b Kamal 

seempres that Salwa like3SGfpres Kamal 

b. y~~har ~nnu Salwa 1)aket ma9 Kam::ll 

seempres that Salwa talk3SGfpast with Kamal 

c. y~zhar ~nnu Salwa fakkret Kamal s~me9 

seempres that Salwa think3SGfpast Kamal hear3SGm 

l-q;,~~a 

the-story 

These have corresponding sentences where it is possible to 

topicalize an object out of the complement of such a clause, as 

illustrated by the following: 

(31) a. 

b. 

c. 

Kamal, y;,~har 

Kamal seempres 

'Kamal, (it) 

Kamal, y=>~har 

Kamal seempres 

'Kamal, (it) 

Kamal, y;)~har 

Kamal seempres 

l-qa~~a 

the-story 

~nnu b~t1)~bb-u 

that 1ike3SGfpres-3SGm 

seems that (she) likes' 

~nnu 1)aket ma9-u 

that ta1k3SGfpast with-3SGm 

seems that (she) talked to' 

~nnu fakkert-u s~me9 

that think3SGfpast-3SGm hear3SGm 

'Kamal, (it) seems that (she) thought heard the story' 
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For the sake of completeness, we need to consider some 

examples which look like raising sentences with a non-verbal 

complement. Examples like the following demonstrate: 

(32) a. Kamal y~zhar ~nnu m~rdan 

Kamal seempres that ill 

'Kamal, (it) seems that he (is) ill' 

b. Kamal y~~har m~r~an 

Kamal seempres ill 

'Kamal, (it) seems he (is) ill' 

These could, as we have seen, be analyzed in the same way as 

raising sentences, but they could also be analyzed as involving 

topicalization out of a verbless clause. The fact that we do 

not get things like (33) argues against the raising analysis: 

(3~) * y~~har Kamal ~nnu m~rdan 

seempres Kamal that ill 

This is like the data in (29) in that the apparent subjects 

cannot follow a main clause verb and precede a complementiser. 

From the da ta we have looked at, it follows tha t clause

initial NPs in apparent raising sentences are not subjects, but 

topics, bearing in mind that topics can only occur in clause-

initial positions. We have illustrated the facts with 

straightforward examples involving overt and null subjects with 

no raising verbs. The same facts have been illustrated with 

examples involving apparent subjects with what might be raising 

verbs. We have also considered examples which resemble raising 

sentences, but with a non-verbal complement. All these conspire 

to substantiate our proposal that a clause-initial NP in an 
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apparent raising sentence in Syrian is not a subject. 

The fact that the apparent raised subjects we are concerned 

with cannot follow the verb suggests that they are topics in 

just the same way as the fact that the apparent that clause 

subjects in English cannot follow a preposed auxiliary suggests 

that they are really topics. l Koster (1978:53) offers the 

following examples to illustrate this point: 

(3~) That the doctor came surprised me 

(35) *Did that John showed up please you? 

In line with our assumption for apparent Syrian raising 

sentences, the example in (3') undermines the claim tha t the 

element occupying the sentence-initial position in (3ft.) is a 

subject. Assuming it is, then we would normally expect 

sentence-initial Ss to be able to follow verbs. But, (35) shows 

this is not the case. In other words, the subject's inability 

to follow the verb clearly implies that what looks like a 

subject in (34) is really a Topic, as is the case with the 

apparent raising sentences of Syrian. 

So far, we have looked at word order facts to support our 

assumption that what seems to be a subject in apparent Syrian 

raising sentences is really a TOPIC. We will now consider 

another argument to do with agreement facts. 

6.3.2.2. Agreement Facts 

As we said in Chapter Three, Syrian, among other languages, 

has subject-verb agreement in person, number and gender. 

Consider the following examples: 
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( 36) a. Naser bih~b s-sbaha . 
Naser like3SGmpres the-swimming 

'Naser likes swimming' 

b.*Na ger bih~bbu s-sbaha 

Naser like3plpres the-swimming 

c. l-wlad i)aku ma9 Reem 

the-boys speak3plpast with Reem 

'The boys talked to Reem' 

d.*l-wlad haka . ma9 Reem 

the-boys speak3SGmpast with Reem 

(36a) is grammatical because the predicate bih~b s-sbaha is 

compatible with the subject Naser. (3'b) is ruled out on the 

basis that the predicate bib.,bbu s-sbaha does not have the 

right corresponding subject. Likewise, (36c) is well-formed 

because the head verb baku contains the right sort of subject -

i.e. l-wlad. But, (36d) is ungrammatical because the head verb 

concerned fails to pick out a corresponding subject. 

Let's see how this proposition fits into our earlier 

assumption that what seems to be a subject in apparent Syrian 

raising sentences is just a Topic. We can first illustrate with 

examples involving overt subjects, but with no apparent raising 

verbs being used: 

(31) a. Nawal Kamal 
.., 
saf-a 

Nawal Kamal see3SGmpast-3SGf 

'Nawal, Kamal saw' 

b. Nawal l-wlad ~aku ma9-a 

Nawal the-boys speak3plpast with-3SGf 
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'Nawal, the boys talked to' 

As seen from the glosses, the clause-initial NP in the examples 

above is not a subject. In (37a), the form saf-a appears with a 

third person singular masculine subject -i.e. Kamal. In (31b) 

the form baku shows up with a third person plural subject -i.e. 

l-wlad. The point is that the verb agrees with -the subject, not 

with the topic. Note that Nawal is feminine - hence we get a 

third person singular clitic on the verb in (31a) and on the 

preposi tion in (37b). The point is tha t when both topic and 

subject are overt, the verb agrees with the subject. 

We can now consider some related examples involving 

topicalized objects with simple transitive verbs • 

(3S) a. Nawal 

Nawal 

., 
saf-a 

see3SGmpast-3SGf 

'Nawal, (he) saw' 

b. Nawal haku 

Nawal speak3plpast 

ma9-a 

with-3SGf 

'Nawal, (they) talked to' 

Again, the examples in (3&) resemble those in (37) in that the 

verbs concerned do not agree with the clause-initial NP - i.e. 

Nawal. They are just like their overt subject counterparts in 

that they provide further evidence to show that the element 

occupying the sentence-initial position is not a subject. The 

data in (38) suggests that when only the topic is overt, the 

verb still agrees with the subject. 

Let's consider some related examples involving topicalized 

objects out of the complement of what resembles a raising verb: 
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C&q) a. Nawal YW)~har :lnnu saf-a 

Nawal seempres that see3SGmpast-3SGf 

'Nawal, (it) seems that (he) saw her' 

h. l-wlad Y:lzhar :lDnU haku ma9-a 

the-boys seemprs that talk3plpast with-3SGf 

'The boys, (it) seems that (they) talked to her' 

We can now consider some relevant examples to test whether 

or not the same holds true of clause-initial NPs in what look 

like raising sentences. We illustrate with cases involving 

topicalization with what looks like a raising verb. 

(40) a. Kamal y~~har :lnnu saf Nawal 

Kamal seempres that see3SGmpast Nawal 

'Kamal, (it) seems that he saw Nawal' 

b. l-wlad y~~har ~nnu haku ma9 Nawal 

the-boys seempres that speak3plpast with Nawal 

'The boys, (it) seems that they talked to Nawal' 

As the glosses indicate, the verb y~~har does not agree with 

the clause-initial NP. All this tells us is that the apparent 

raising verbs in the above examples do not change in form, 

despite the type of subject concerned - hence helping our 

earlier assumption gain further ground -i.e. what looks like a 

subject in apparent Syrian raising sentences is not a subject, 

but rather a TOPIC. 

To support our argument even further, we can show that 

idiom chunks and clauses can appear in the form of topics. 

Consider the following examples: 
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l-kalb bz~n . rna bidoos deil-u 

the-dog thinklSGmpres not tread3SGmpres tail-3SGm 

Lit. 'The dog, (I) think, does not tread on its tail' 

= Kinship is a strong tie 

(4t)~nnu Kamal Layla, k~llna mna9ref 

that Kamal like3SGmpres Layla all1pl know1plpres 

'That Kamal likes Layla, (we) all know' 

The topicalization of an idiom chunk in (4t) and that of a 

clause in (4?.) suggests that the apparent raising sentences 

with idiom chunks in (21) and clauses in (23) as the apparent 

subjects can be analyzed as instances of topicalization. 

Given all the arguments for analyzing apparent Syrian rais-

ing sentences as cases of topica1ization, we can now provide a 

somewhat modified structure corresponding to (24): 

_____ CP ____ 
NP

i 
____ CP _____ 

C ,.,-- I P _____ 
NP· I' 

J~ 
____ CP"-

NP j ~ CP"",,-

C /IP" 

(41) 

NPi~ 

i bih"b Reem Rami e e y~~har e e 

t I t _____ --' 
Details aside, the structure above clearly shows that Rami is 

in topic position adjoined to CP with an empty subject. In 

other words, we have topicalization out of a subordinate 

clause, as the solid arrows indicate. 
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6.4. Summary 

In this Chapter, we looked at Apparent Syrian Raising 

sentences. We began by explaining what is meant by a raising 

sentence in gramma tical theory. Then, we presented the basic 

Syrian data, offering tests for raising sentences - mainly, 

dummy elements, idiom-chunks and clausal subjects. In 6.3, we 

considered the implications of the Syrian data, i11ustating how 

it posed an apparent problem for GB, offering a good solution 

to the problem, showing that we were not dealing with raising 

sentences, but rather with instances of topica1ization. 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER SIX 

1. Borsley (1991:86, fn.3) contests this claim by giving 

examples with a whether clause: 

(i) Is whether (or not) Ben did it of any importance. 

(ii) I think that whether (or not) Ben did it is of no 

importance. 

These show that at least some clause-types can show up in 

subject position. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

PASSIVE CONSTRUCTIONS 

7.0. Introduction 

Passives, like raising sentences, are a type of sentence 

which normally involves NP-movement -i.e. movement of an NP 

into an empty subject position, as has already been noted in 

various places. Such movement, as all movements in GB, 

crucially involves leaving a trace behind to keep track of the 

position from which an element will have been moved. These, as 

noted in earlier chapters, are referred to as NP-traces - and 

count as anaphors within GB and obey condition A of the binding 

theory. 

We begin this chapter by examining the fundamental proper

ties of the passive construction and how they are handled 

within standard GB assumptions, paying close attention to the 

distinction between Lexical and Transformational passives. 

Then, we consider Syrian Passives including Impersonal Passi

ves. Finally, we consider whether there are Transformational 

Passives in Syrian. What look like Pseudo-passives are 

important here. We argue, utilizing four arguments, two of 

which have already been advanced in connection wi th, apparent 

Syrian raising sentences -i.e. Word Order and Agreement facts, 

that Apparent Syrian Pseudo-Passives are instances of 

topicalization, and hence that there is no NP-movement. 
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7.1. The Nature of Passive Sentences 

In a typical passive sentence, a postverbal NP is missing 

and the subject is interpreted like the postverbal NP of the 

related active. The following illustrate the point: 

(1) a. John murdered Bill 

b. Bill was murdered 

(2) a. John believes Bill to be mad 

b. Bill is believed to be mad 

(3) a. John impressed Bill 

b. Bill was unimpressed 

Each of the passives has the character that we have just 

described. Thus, if we describe passive in this way, we are 

not committed to any analysis. 

We can look next at how Passives are analyzed in standard 

GB. A crucial property of this approach is that Passives 

involve movement. Two questions arise here: (i) Why is movement 

possible? and (ii) Why is movement necessary? 

Wi th respect to (i), it is the fact that the subject 

position is not assigned a 9-role that makes movement into it 

possible. The important pOint is that no NP can have more than 

one 9-role - hence movement, as we have seen, is only possible 

to a posi tion to which no 9-role is assigned. Consider the 

following example: 

(4) The carrot was eaten by the rabbit 

In the S-structure in (4), the 9-role is assigned to trace and 

inherited by the moved NP. In other words, what we have here is 

a surface subject of a passive construction corresponding to 
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the object of a verb. What is important, of course, is that 

there is no 8-role assigned to the subject position. 

Moving to (ii), the passive participle in English does not 

assign Case to an NP which it governs. This need not be a 

complement, as we shall see. In the D-structure representa

tion (5), underlying John was kissed, the object is not 

assigned Case: 

(5) [NP e] was kissed John 

John must undergo movement so that the Case Filter - which, as 

we have seen, requires that phonologically realized NPs have 

Case - is satisfied. Thus, NP-movement is forced by the Case 

theory, which ensures that movement obligatorily takes place in 

constructions where a violation of the Case Filter arises -

hence the following are ruled out because of their 

ungrammaticality: 

(6) a.*It was impressed Bill 

b.*It was unimpressed Bill 

(6a-b) are ungrammatical versions of the examples in (3). Given 

GB asssumptions, these NPs will not be assigned Case by the 

passive participle - hence they violate the Case Filter. 

However, the Case theory also ensures that clausal 

complements in English do not require Case - hence correctly 

predicts that movement is not required in sentences such as 

(7), as is given in Chomsky (1981:125): 

(7) It was believed (held, reasoned, ••• ) that the 

conclusion was false 
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Given GB assumptions that categories other than NPs do not 

require Case, (7) is unaffected by Case theory. 

Summing up, the passive participle in GB has two basic 

properties. Firstly, it does not assign a g-role to the 

subject - i.e. it does not have an external 8-role. Secondly, 

it lacks the ability to assign Case. 

The following subsection shows that passives can be 

lexical. 

7.1.1. Lexical VS Transformational Passives 

7.1.1.1. Lexical Passives 

The basic idea underlying lexical passives would be that in 

situations where the subject of the passive corresponds to the 

object of the active, a lexical analysis is a potential 

alternative to a transformational one. A lexical rule could 

modify the subcategorization frame and change the 8-role 

assignment - i.e. the 8-role that would have been assigned to 

the object is now assigned to the subject. 

Wasow (1977:338-41) was the first to systematically distin

guish between the two types of passive; one which has lexical 

properties, and another that exhibits transformational proper

ties. More precisely, he argues that English has adjectival 

passives which are purely lexical, as well as verbal passives 

which are transformational. First, we can show that English has 

adjectival passives. Then, we can show that the restrictions on 

adjectival passives can be explained if they are purely 

lexical. 
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There are various kinds of evidence that English has 

adjectival passives i.e. passives where the passive 

participle is an adjective. One argument involves degree 

modifiers like very (cf. Borsley (1991:131, fn. 15». Consider 

the following examples: 

(8) a.*He very impressed me 

b. I was very impressed by him 

c. He was very impressive 

(8a) shows that the verb impress cannot be preceded by very. 

However, In (8b), the passive participle is preceded by very. 

(8c) shows that very combines easily with adjectives. Thus, 

the data in (8) suggests that the passive participle in C8b) is 

an adjective. 

Another argument that some passive participles are adjecti

ves involves the negative prefix ~. This is discussed at 

length in Wasow (1977). Consider the following data: 

(9) a.*He unimpressed me 

b. I was unimpressed by him 

c. He was unimpressive 

Here, the negative prefix ~ in (9a) does not combine with 

the verb impress. However, it does combine wi th the passive 

participle in (9b). It also combines easily with adjectives, 

giving us (9c). Hence, the data in (9) suggests that the 

passive participle in (9b) is an adjective. 

Having shown tha t adjectival passives exist, we can now 

consider the restrictions to which they are subject. 
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Some restrictions on adJ·ect1·val . paSS1ves are a direct 

consequence of their adJ"ectival nature - . 1.e. they appear in 

positions where adjectives would normally appear 

contrast below: 

- hence the 

(10) a. John was told the truth 

b.*John was untold the truth 

The contrast between (lOa) and (lab) can be seen as a result of 

the fact that untold, unlike told, is an adjective. (lOb) is 

ungrammatical in the same way as *John is afraid spiders and 

*John is fond Mary, which show that adjectives do not take NP 

complements. 

Other restrictions on adjectival passives are a consequ-

ence of their purely lexical nature. Consider the following: 

(11) a. The answer is unknown 

b.*Yeltsin is unknown to be a maverick 

(12) a. He was unconsidered 

b.*He was unconsidered to be a spy 

We know that unknown and unconsidered are adjectival passives. 

The ungrammaticality of the (b) examples show that we do not 

have adjectival passives where the subject corresponds to the 

subject of a subordinate clause in the active. The subject of 

an adject i val passi ve always corresponds to an active 

complement. This is explained if adjectival passives are purely 

lexical. 

From contrasts like those, it is plausible to conclude that 

English adjectival passives are purely lexical - i.e. they can 
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never allow NP-movement. Pt' h u 1n t e simplest terms, in an 

adjectival passive such as, 

(13) John was unimpressed 

the sentence sub ject NP [John] is base-genera ted - i. e. doe s 

not start out in postverbal object position. Hence, (13) is not 

any different from a sentence containing a genuine adjectival 

phrase (14), where no movement has taken place, except that the 

adjective in (13) is derived from a verb: 

(14) John was unintelligent 

What we have done in this subsection has been to look at 

the environments in which adjectival passives occur in English. 

We have shown that certain restrictions on the distribution of 

English adjectival passives can be explained if they are purely 

lexical and not transformational. The natural question to ask 

here is: Are there only lexical passives? The answer, as 

already assumed, is no, as there are equally important reasons 

for believing that verbal passives are transformational, to 

which we turn in the following subsection. 

7.1.1.2. More on Transformational Passives 

Unlike lexical passives, by transformational passives we 

mean constructions that would normally involve the application 

of NP-movement. But, the question is how to decide if we have a 

transformational passive. Given GB, a passive must be 

transformational where its subject does not correspond to an 

active complement. Examples like (ISb), (16b) and pseudo-

passives are two examples of this. 
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Let's first consider some cases where the subject in the 

passive would correspond to the subordinate subject in the 

active. Consider the following examples: 

(15) a. They believed Mary to be a beauty 

b. MarYi was believed e· 1 to be a beauty 

(16) a. They considered Marya beauty 

b. MarYi was considered e· 1 a beauty 

(15a-b) are instances of exceptional clauses. (16a-b) are, as 

we have seen in chapter Two, examples which involve Small 

Clauses, and thus provide an argument against analyzing all 

passive participles as lexical. 

Turning now to pseudo-passive, we expect syntactic passives 

to exhibit the direct object becoming the subject. But this is 

surely not a crucial characteristic of passives, as has already 

been illustrated in (15) and (16), or in the following: 

(17) a. John slept in the bed 

b. The bedi was slept in ei 

In (17b), the passivized subject has been extracted out of its 

underlying position marked e into - subject position. The 

position of the trace bears a 9-role in the same way as its 

corresponding active does. Such constructions as (17b) are 

often referred to as pseudo-passives or prepositional passives. 

The importance of pseudo-passives follows from the fact that 

they differ from ordinary passives in that the missing element 

is superficially a complement of a preposition instead of the 

verb. 1 
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Thus far, the two constructions we have looked at provide 

sufficient evidence that verbal passives are not lexical. Our 

next move involves looking at Syrian Passives and seeing what 

they look like. 

7.2. Syrian Passives 

The passive of simple verbs in Syrian is generally formed 

by the prefixation of n-. Here are some examples to illustrate 

this point: 

(18) ACTIVE PASSIVE 

a. Kamil darab s.yyart-u ndarabet 

Kamil smash3SGmpast car-3SGm car-3SGm smash3SGfPASS 

'Kamil smashed his car' 'His car was smashed' 

b. Reem haret qamee~-a qamee~-a nhara 

Reem wear3SGfpast shirt-3SGf shirt-3SGf wear3SGrnPASS 

'Reem wore out her shirt' 'Her shirt was worn out' 

c. Huwweh gasal tyab-u tyab-u 

he wash3SGmpast clothes-3SGm clothes-3SGm wash3plPASS 

'He washed his clothes' 'His clothes were washed' 

Passives in Syrian are of two types:(i) Personal passives; 

and (ii) Impersonal passives. 

In Personal passives, the subject of a verb in the passive 

corresponds to the object of the active verb. The following 

illustrate the point with non-pronominal subjects being used: 

(19) a. ?ahmad bas Layla mbareh 

Ahmad kiss3SGmpast Layla yesterday 

'Ahmad kissed Layla yesterday' 
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b. Layla nbaset mbareh . 
Lay1a kiss3SGfPASS yesterday 

'Layla was kissed yesterday' 

c. nbaset Lay1a mbareh . 
kiss3SGfPASS Layla yesterday 

(19a) is a Syrian active sentence; (19b) is the passive 

counterpart of (19a); and (19c) shows that we can have the 

subject following the verb. This is what we would expect, given 

that Syrian allows a VSO order. 

Now, we can illustrate the same set of data with pronominal 

subjects: 

(20) a. ?ahmad bas-a (hgyyeh) mbareh 

Ahmad kiss3SGmpast-3SGf she yesterday 

'Ahmad kissed her yesterday' 

b. hgyyeh nbaset mbareh 

she kiss3SGfPASS yesterday 

'She was kissed yesterday' 

c. nbaset h~yyeh mbareh 

kiss3SGfPASS she yesterday 

Apart from the presence of pronominal subjects, the data in 

(20) is just like (19). Again, (20c) allows for a pronominal 

subject to follow the verb. 

It is clear that the pronoun in (20c) is a subject. As we 

have seen in chapter Four, a pronominal object is always 

associated with a clitic. The absence of the clitic shows this 

- hence the ungrammaticality of (21) where a feminine clitic is 

attatched to the verb. 
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(21) * nbaset-a h~yyeh mbareh 

kiss3SGfPASS-3SGf she yesterday 

We can now turn to Impersonal Passives. Consider the 

following examples: 

(22) a. rna hada 
y 

s~reb b ha l-1(aseh 

not somebody drink3SGmpast in this the-glass 

'Nobody has drunk out of this glass' 

b. rna 
y 

nsarab b ha l-kaseh 

not drink3SGPASS in this the-glass 

This data suggests that we have impersonal passives only with 

verbs tha t take a PP complement. Hence, an example of an 

impersonal passive with an NP complement is ruled out as 

ungrammatical. The asterisked example illustrates this point: 

(23) a. r-rta1 nqatlu 

the-men kil13plPASS 

'The men were murdered' 

b. nqat1u 
., 

r-rzal 

kill3p1PASS the-men 

c.*nqata1 
'I 

r-rzal 

kil13SGPASS the-men 

(23a) has the personal passive in (23b), but not the impersonal 

passive in (23c). 

We have looked at some basic examples involving personal 

and impersonal passives. In the following section, we will 

consider whether or not Syrian has any subjects in the passive 

which do not correspond to the objects in the active. We are 

doing this to decide whether Syrian has syntactic passives. 
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7.3. Does Syrian have Transformational Passives? 

To answer this question, we need to consider the two 

constructions that are widely assumed to provide support for a 

mo verne n t ana 1 ys is 0 f pas s i ve s, ass h own ear 1 i e r - name 1 y , ( i ) 

passive constructions where the subject corresponds to the 

subject of a subordinate clause in the active; and (ii) pseudo

passives, where the subject corresponds to a prepositional 

object. 

Now, to consider the first type of construction, we need to 

look at further examples where a verb takes a verbless clause 

as its complement. 

(24) a. kamal by~9t~ber Layla 9abqar~yyeh 

Kamal consider3SGmpres Layla genius 

'Kamal considers Layla a genius' 

b.*Layla n9tabret 9abqaroyyeh 

Layla consider3SGfPASS genius 

'Layla was considered a genius' 

c.*n9tabar ~nnu Layla 

Layla 

9abqar~yyeh 

consider3SGPASS that genius 

(24a) involves a verb taking a VC as a complement; (24b) is its 

personal passive counterpart; and (24c) is its impersonal 

passive counterpart. The ungrammaticality of (24b) suggests 

that Syrian has no transformational passives. But, then, the 

ungrammaticality of (24c) suggests that verbs that take a 

clausal complement do not have passive forms. 

We can give some examples of the paradigm in (24) with 

other verbs to show that the Syrian counterpart of consider is 
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not an isolated case. Consider the following examples: 

(25) a. Kamal biz~n Lay1a 9abqar~yyeh 

Kamal think3SGmpres Lay1a genius 

'Kamal thinks Lay1a is a genius' 

b.*Lay1a n~anet 9abqar~yyeh 

Lay1a think3SGfPASS genius 

'Layla was thought to be a genius' 

c.*nzan ~nnu Layla 9abqar~yyeh 

think3SGPASS that Layla genius 

The data in (25) is like thatin (24). Again, the 

ungrammatica1ity of (25b) suggests the nonexistence of 

transformational passives in Syrian. (25c) suggests that verbs 

that take a clausal complement do not have passive forms -

hence the ungrammaticality. 

We can now consider some further data: 

(26) a. Kamal qal Lay1a 9abqar~yyeh 

Kamal say3SGmpast Layla genius 

'Kamal said Lay1a was a genius' 

b.*Layla nqalet 9abqar~yyeh 

Layla say3SGfPASS genius 

'Lay1a was said to be a genius' 

c.*nqal ~nnu 

say3SGPASS that 

Lay1a 

Lay1a 

9abqar~yyeh 

genius 

Yet again, the ungrammatica1ity of (26b) suggests that Syrian 

has no transformational passives. The i11-formedness of (26c) 

suggests that verbs that take a clausal complement do not have 

a passive form. 
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Given that the (c) examples are ungrammatical, we do not 

expect the (b) examples to be grammatical even if Syrian has 

transformational passives. Unless there is good evidence for 

transformational passives in Syrian, there are not any. 
Let's look next at what 1 k 1 0 k d 00 1 e pseu o-passives in 

Syrian. Consider the following examples: 

(27) a. haku ma9 9ali 

speak3plpast with Ali 

'They spoke to Ali' 

b. 9ali nhaka 
0 

ma9-u 

Ali speak3SGPASS with-3SGm 

'Ali was spoken to' 

c. nhaka ma9 
0 

9ali 

speak3SGPASS with Ali 

If (27b) is a case of NP-movement, then the NP-trace has a 

clitic associated with it. In other words, NP-movement of a 

preposition's object requires a clitic for some reason, as is 

represented in the following S-structure: 

However, we can argue, as noted at the outset, against judging 

(27b) to be a case of NP-movement. That is, cases like (27b) 

are only instances of topicalization -i.e. the apparent subject 

is a topic, and we have impersonal passives with topicalization 

out of a prepositional object, as demonstrated by the following 

S-structure corresponding to (27b): 

Unlike the situation in (28), in (29) we argue that the appar-
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ent Syrian pseudo-passives are impersonal passives involving 

base-generated empty subjects -i.e. null expletive subjects. 

This view is supported by four pieces of evidence, two of which 

have already been advanced in connection with Apparent Syrian 

Raising Sentences - i.e. Word order and Agreement facts. 

7.3.1. Word Order Facts 

Start ing first wi th the \vord Order, we will present some 

topics wi th straightforward sentences - i. e. as we have seen 

wi th apparent raising sentences, sentences which contain an 

overt subject and do not involve what looks like a passive 

verb, as illustrated by (30): 

(30) a. 9ali, Layla bas~t-u 

Ali Layla kiss3SGfpast-3SGm 

'Ali, Lay1a kissed' 

b. 9ali, 

Ali 

Layla 

Layla 

haket ma9-u . 
speak3SGmpast with-3SGm 

'Ali, Layla spoke to' 

These may have corresponding examples with empty subjects, 

since, as noted in Chapter Six, a topic will sometimes look 

like a subject in such instances. The following illustrate: 

(31) a. 9ali, bas~t-u 

Ali kiss3SGfpast-3SGm 

'Ali, (she) kissed' 

b. 9ali, haket ma9-u . 
Ali speak3SGfpast with-3SGm 

'Ali, (she) spoke to' 

As is evident from the interpretation, the clause-initial NP is 
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not a subject. Again, the question that 'ive should ask is: is 

there any other evidence that shows that these NPs are not 

subjects? The fact that they cannot follow the verb shows this. 

Hence the following can be ruled out, since, as noted earlier, 

passive subjects can follow the passive verb. 

(32) a.* bas~t-u 9ali 

kiss3SGfpast-3SGm Ali 

b.* haket 9ali ma9-u 

speak3SGfpast Ali with-3SGm 

The same can be shown to hold true of the clause-initial NP 

in an Apparent Pseudo-passive construction. Consider the 

following example which contains both an overt subject and what 

looks like a passive verb, repeated here as (31): 

(33) 9a1! nhaka . ma9-u 

Ali speak3SGPASS with-3SGm 

'Ali was spoken to' 

We can show tha t the concerned clause-ini tial NP is not a 

subject, but rather a topic. If 9ali in (33) is a subject, 

then, as shown earlier, passive subjects can follow their 

verbs. But, the example in (34) clearly shows that 9a1i lacks 

the ability to follow the verb - hence the ungrammaticality of 

the following: 

(34) *nhaka . 9a1! ma9-u 

speak3SGPASS Ali with-3SGm 

This h h arent subJ"ect is not really a suggests t at t e app 

subject, but rather a topic. 
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7.3.2. Agreement Facts 

Moving next to Agreement facts, the passive verb does not 

agree with the apparent Subject either 
i . e • the verb 

concerned is 
invariant in form, as the following will 

illustrate: 

(35) a. Layla n~aka ma9-a 

Lay1a speak3SGPASS with-3SGf 

'Lay1a was spoken to' 

b. 1-wlad n~aka ma9-on 

the-boys speak3SGPASS with-3pl 

'The boys were spoken to' 

c. n~hna nhaka ma9-na 

we speak3SGPASS with-lpl 

'We were spoken to' 

Hence, related examples with 3SGf, 3p1, and Ipl inflections on 

the passive verb would result in ungrammaticality: 

(36) a.*Lay1a nhaket ma9-a 

Layla speak3SGfPASS with-3SGf 

b.*l-wlad nhaku ma9-on 

the-boys speak3plPASS with-3p1 

c.*n~Qna nhakeina ma9-na . 
we speaklplPASS with-Ip1 

From these observations, it follows that apparent pseudo

passives in Syrian are really impersonal passives with 

topicalization out of a prepositional object. 
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7.3.3. Two Further Arguments 

A further argument de l' . h a l.ng Wl.t topicalization bears on 

some examples which involve a topicalized pP. As observed in 

chapter Fi ve, sentences with a fr t d on e prepositional object 
have counterparts with a fronted PP. 

following examples: 

(37) a. Sa1wa, hkeina ma9-a 

Consider first the 

Sa1wa speaklplpast with-3SGf 

'Salwa, we spoke to' 

b. ma9 Salwa, hkeina 

with Salwa speaklplpast 

'to Sa1wa, we spoke' 

In (37a), we have an NP topica1ized, whereas in (37b) a PP. 

Both these sentences are active. 

We can now look at their passive counterparts: 

(38) a. Salwa, nhaka ma9-a 

Salwa speak3SGPASS with-3SGf 

b. ma9 Salwa, nl)aka 

with Salwa speak3SGPASS 

Just like its active counterpart, (38a) contains a topicalized 

NP. Again, (38b) involves a PP in topic posi tion. We do not 

expect such behaviour if we are dealing with Pseudo-Passives. 

Note that in English we do not get *in the bed was slept corre

sponding to The bed was slept in. 

Yet another piece of evidence in support of the assumption 

that what we are dealing with here is just a case of 

topicalization stems from instances of verbs which take two PP 
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complements. The following illustrate: 

(39) a. Salwa haket ma9 Kamal 
., . m~nsan 

Salwa speak3SGfpast with Kamal for 

'Salwa talked to Kamal about Mustapha' 

b. Kamali nhaka . ma9-u e . 
1. 

.., 
mansan 

Kamal speak3SGPASS with-3SGf 

'Kamal was talked to about Mustapha' 

:1~l?tapha 

Mustapha 

M~l?tapha 

Mustapha 

nhaka ma9 Kamal 
., 

mansan-u e· 1. 

Mustapha speak3SGPASS with Kamal for-3SGm 

lit. 'Mustapha was talked to Kamal about' 

(39a) is an active sentence which involves two PP complements -

i.e. ma9 Kamal and mansan Ma~tapha; (39b) looks like a pseudo

passive sentence wi th a preposi tion intervening between the 

passive participle and the EC. Unlike (39b), what we have in 

(39c) is what resembles a pseudo-passive sentence, but with a 

PP separating the passive participle from the preposition that 

precedes the EC. Again, we do not expect such cases to occur if 

we are dealing with pseudo-passives hence in English 

instances like the following are ruled out: 

(40) *John was talked to Mary about 

Note that we have in English (just about) Mary was talked to 

about John where the first prepositional object is fronted. 

Thus, (38) and (39) give further support to the assumption made 

earlier that apparent pseudo-passives in Syrian are really 

cases of topicalization. 
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To sum up, we have considered a number of facts in order to 

be able to determine whether Syrian has transformational 

passives. We need to stress that Syrian has neither passives 

where the subject corresponds to the subject of a subordinate 

clause nor pseudo-passives. Hence, there is no evidence that 

Syrian has transformational passives. That is, there are no NP

traces in Syrian passives. 

7.4. Summary 

In this chapter, we looked at Passives, another type of 

sentences normally involving NP-movement. We began by taking a 

closer look at the nature of passives in English. Then, we 

highlighted the distinction between lexical and transforma

tional passives. In 7.2., we considered Syrian Passives, and 

looked at ordinary and impersonal passives. Finally, we dealt 

with the question of whether or not Syrian has transformational 

passives, looking at what look like pseudo-passives in Syrian. 

We referred here to two arguments which have already been 

adopted in connection with apparent Syrian raising sentences. 

We also considered two further arguments. They all argued 

against treating Syrian Passives as instances involving NP-

movement. 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER SEVEN 

1. For further discussion on this, see Davison (1980). 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

CONTROL CONSTRUCTIONS 

8.0. Introduction 

This chapter aims to elucidate the central properties of 

Syrian Control Constructions (henceforth CCs). These are of 

interest because they are standardly analyzed as containing a 

distinctive type of empty category. In English, as in many 

languages, what is meant by a control sentence is a sentence 

containing a superficially subjectless infinitive and an NP 

which is understood as the subject of the infinitive. We will 

frequently present Syrian control sentences involving a 

superficially subjectless finite complement: 

(1) Kamal l)awal ~nnu ysoof Layla 

Kamal try3SGmpast that see3SGmpres Layla 

'Kamal tried to see Layla' 

(2) Kamal lean 
., 

m~staq yxal1e~ fahs-u 

Kamal be-past eager finish3SGmpres exam-3SGm 

'Kamal was eager to finish his exam' 

This chapter is organised as follows. In section 8.1., we 

look at CCs in English. We present their crucial features, and 

discuss how such constructions are analysed in GB. In 8.2., we 

consider how the Syrian data might be accommodated within the 

GB framework, looking at examples that compare and contrast 

with raising sentences. In 8.3., we consider the implications 

of the Syrian data, particularly how it challenges the 

standard GB model. In the light of the problem posed, we argue 
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for alternative GB accounts - namely Bouchard's 
Koster's (1984). 

8.1. Control Sentences in English 

8.1.1. The basic data 

As noted in Chapter S' lX, 

involve either: 

raising sentences 

and 

in English 

(i) a subject, a verb, and an infinitive with no overt subject, 

or 

(ii) a subject, a form of be 
-' an adjective, and an infinitive 

with an empty subject, as illustrated l'n (3) a d (4) n , 

respectively: 

(3) John seems to be happy 

(4) John is likely to win 

However, not all sentences of this form are raising 

sentences. For example, consider the following: 

(5) a. John tried to rob the bank 

h. John is eager to go abroad 

These are widely referred to as control sentences, where the 

subject (e.g. John), which is also the understood subject of 

the infinitive, is generally known as the controller. 

We begin by looking at the central properties of control 

sentences. We then consider how they are analyzed within GB. 

The first question to consider is how sentences like (Sa-b) 

differ from raising sentences. The pOint to stress is that 

control sentences only allow an ordinary argument NP as 

subject. It follows that the subject cannot be a dummy, an 

idiom chunk, or a clause. As we have seen, in a raising 
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sentence, any element can appear in subject position as long as 

it is compatible with the infinitive. As a result, if the 

infinitive requires a dummy subject, the raising verb will have 

a dummy subject, as the following examples illustrate: 

(6) a. There seems to be a solution 

b. There is likely to be a solution 

c. It seems to be snowing 

d. It is likely to snow 

Again, if the infinitive allows an idiom chunk subject, then 

the raising verb will permit an idiom chunk in subject 

position. Consider the following: 

(7) a. The cat seems to have got his tongue 

b. The cat is likely to be out of the bag 

What is more, if the infinitive permits a clausal subject, the 

raising verb or be will allow a clausal subject. Hence, we have 

examples like the following: 

(8) a. That he is innocent seems to be obvious 

b. That he is innocent is likely to be obvious 

There are no corresponding sentences with ~ and eager: 

(9) a.*There tried to be a solution 

b.*There is eager to be a solution 

c.*It tried to be snowing 

d.*It is eager to snow 

(10) a.*The cat tries to haVe got his tongue 

b.*The cat is eager to be out of the bag 

(11) a.*That he is innocent tries to be obvious 

b.*That he is innocent is eager to be obvious 
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(9a-d) are ruled out because control sentences do not allow 

dummy subjects. (lOa-b) are i II-formed because control 

sentences prohibit the a f °d ppearance 0 1. iom chunks in subject 

position. The fact that control sentences do not permit clausal 

subjects rules out (lla-b). A look at this data, then, makes it 

clear that we have a different kind of sentence h ° ere - 1..e. we 

have here some ways of distinguishing between control and 

raising sentences. 

Although some Control Constructions superficially resemble 

raising sentences, not all do, especially those with a non

subject controller. Consider the following examples: 

(12) John persuaded Bill to get fit 

(13) John appealed to Bill to help his parents 

In (12), the object is chosen as the controller, and in (13) it 

is the the object of a preposition that functions as a control-

ler. These examples are not similar to raising sentences, but 

(12) superficially looks like an exceptional clause of the form 

[NP I VP], such as (14) 

(14) John believed Bill to be fit 

Such sentences are analyzed within GB as consisting of a single 

clausal complement. Whereas, sentences like (12) are rather 

different. More specifically, with a verb like believe, we can 

have any sort of NP postverba1ly as long as it is compatible 

with the infinitive, as the following illustrate: 

(15) a. John believed there to be a technical hitch 

b. John believed!! to be easy to win the fight 

With persuade, on the other hand, only an ordinary argument ~p 
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is allowed postverbally, as the following demonstrat~: 
(16) a.*John persuaded there to be a technical hitch 

b.*John persuaded it to be easy to win the fight -
This is a clear instance of the fact that we have a different 

kind of sentence in (12). 

An additional distinctive feature of control sentences 

is that the infinitive can sometimes be preceded by the 

complementiser whether, or a vh-phrase, as the following 

demonstrate: 

(17) a. John asked whether to go home 

b. John asked what to do next 

However, the infinitive in a raising sentence is never preceded 

by whether or a wh-phrase: 1 -
(18) a.*John seemed whether to go home 

b.*John is likely what to do next 

8.1.2. The GB Analysis of Control Sentences 

Let us now consider how control sentences are analyzed in 

GB. It is worth noting that many CCs have corresponding 

sentences with an ordinary clause instead of the infinitive, as 

(19b) illustrates: 

(19) a. John asked what to do next 

b. John asked what he should do next 

This, in fact, supports the assumption that the infinitive 

is a clause wi th a covert subject. Also worth noting is the 

fact that related sentences with an ordinary clause do not 

allow dummy elements like it , there to occupy the position of 

the controller. This clearly indicates that the position of the 
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controller is a 9-position. This suggests, as we have argued, 

that the controller cannot undergo movement to its surface 

position - since if movement takes place, then the argument NP 

will end up with two 9-roles. Hence the clause contains a base-

generated empty subject. 

Since infinitives in CCs can sometimes be preceded by a 

complementiser, we might argue that they are not just IPs, but 

also CPs. If this is the case, then we will have the structure 

in (22) corresponding to (20) and that in (23) corresponding to 

(21) : 

(20) John tried to rob the bank 

(21) John persuaded Bill to get fit 

(22) ..._____IP---- I 

NP i ~I ____ 
I VP 

[+AGR] I 
V' 

---- ----- C P V I 
_____ C , ____ 

C /IP ____ I 

./ ~I--.... 
NP. I VP 

1 I ~ ! to rob the bank John tried e 

(23) .,....,......IP ____ I 

NP I _____ I --.... VP 

[+AGR] I 
/VI~ 

V NP· CP 
1 I 

C' C~ ---/IP ____ , 

I 

~I ___ 
NP. I VP 

1 I I 1 to get fit 
John Bill persuaded e 
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These structures give rise to the following question= what is 

the exact nature of the empty subject in the complement 

position? Since there is no movement from this posi t ion, it 

cannot be a trace. Note that it is ungoverned, which presumably 

means that it cannot be pro. Thus, given the standard 

assumption in GB, this empty category, as noted in earlier 

Chapters, must be PRO. As we have seen, PRO is both an anaphor 

and a pronominal. That is to say that like anaphors, PRO is 

subject to condition A of the binding theory= 

(24) An anaphor must be A-bound in its governing category 

and like pronominals subject to condition B of the binding 

theory: 

(25) A pronominal must be A-free in its governing category 

The only difference between (24) and (25) is that the latter 

has 'free' instead of 'bound'. What is meant by free, as noted 

in earlier chapters, is not coindexed with a c-commanding 

category in an A-position. 

As we said in Chapter One, the motivation for (25) is 

provided by data like the following, where, as the indices 

d John 1's the antecedent of the pronominals clearly ernonstrate, 

concerned: 

(26) a.*Johni likes himi 

b.*Johni believes [IP himi to be a genius] 

c. Johni believes [IP Mary to like himi] 

d. Johni believes [CP that [IP hei is a genius]] 

Given that a lexical category governs its complements, then him 

d by likes Its governing category is the 
in (26a) is governe .• 
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sole IP the sentence contal' ns. H . ence, l.t is not free in its 

governing category -i.e. it is a violation of (25). (26b-c) are 

exceptional clauses of the form [NP I VP]. Again, in (26b), him 

is governed by believes, since a lexical category exceptionally 

governs the subject of an IP complement. Its governing category 

is the main IP. Hence, (26b) is a violation of (25), since it 

is not free in its governing category. By contrast, (26c) meets 

the requirement of (25) in that him is governed by like - hence 

its governing category is the subordinate IP, and consequently 

it is free in its governing category. Similarly, in (26d) he , -
is governed by [+AGR] on I which is combined wi th V on the 

surface. Like (26c), its governing category is the subordinate 

IP, and thus it is free in its governing category. 

What still requires explanation is why PRO is both a 

pronominal and an anaphor. That is, why should it be treated as 

having the properties of both a pronoun and an anaphor? Given 

standard GB, an obvious assumption would be to say that the 

distribution of PRO is regulated by both condition A and B of 

the binding theory. In other words, it must be simultaneously 

bound and free in its governing category. Since no element can 

be both bound and free in its governing category, PRO will only 

be acceptable if it has no governing category. This condition 

will be met if PRO is not governed. Hence, the outcome of 

analyzing PRO in this way gives us, as noted in Chapter One, 

the PRO theorem: 

(27) PRO must be ungoverned 

This restricts the range of positions in which PRO can appear. 
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Essentially, this suggests that PRO can only appear in one 

position -i.e. subject position in a non-finite IP within a CPo 

Alternatively, if it appears as the complement of a lexical 

head, it will be governed by it. If it appears in the subject 

position of a finite IP, it will be governed by the agreement 

features on INFL. If it appears as the subject of a 'bare' non-

finite IP, it will be governed by the lexical head of which IP 

is a complement. Finally, if it occurs as the subject of a 

small clause, it will be governed by the immediately preced-

ing verb - hence the ungrammaticality of (28a-d), repeated here 

for convenience: 

(28) a.*John loves PRO 

b.*John believes [CP that [IP PRO is a fool]] 

c.*John believes [IP PRO to be a fool] 

d.*John considers [SC PRO a fool] 

Thus far, analyzing PRO as both a pronominal and an anaphor 

accounts for the fact that PRO is restricted to occurring only 

in some subject positions. 

8.2. Control Constructions in Syrian 

8.2.1. The data 

Two types of clauses in Syrian look rather like control 

sentences: 

b " t one of a small class of verbs, (i) One type involves a su Jec , 

which we translate as control verbs, 

w1'th no overt subject, and complement 

and a finite verbal 

(ii) The other type involves a subject, a past tense form of 

be, - one 
of a small class of adjectives, which we translate as 
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control adjectives, and a fini te verbal comp lemen t wi than 
empty subject. 

The first type is illustrated by (29a-b), and the second 

type by (30a-b): 

(29) a. Fadi l;1awal ;)nnu 

Fadi try3SGmpast that buy3SGmpres car 

'Fadi tried to buy a car' 

b. Fadi xattat '" ysoof Salwa 

Fadi plan3SGmpast see3SGmpres Salwa 

'Fadi arranged to see Salwa' 

(30) a. Fadi (kan) ¥ 

ysoof m:Jstaq ~nnu ?ahl-u 

Fadi be-past eager that see3SGmpres parents-his 

'Fadi was eager to see his parents' 

b. Fadi (kan) m~st"hi y~rbah ¥ "?' h z-za.1ze 

Fadi be-past anxious win3SGmpres the-prize 

'Fadi was anxious to win the prize' 

With respect to (29a-b), we can have a subject, a verb, and a 

cons ti tuent containing a fini te verb wi th no overt subject. 

(30a-b) can also have the following order: a subject, a past 

tense form of be, what looks like a control adjective, and a 

verbal complement with an empty subject. As expected, in both 

types of example the subject can follow the verb, as in (31) 

and (32): 

Fadi 
., . s_yyarah (31) a. hawal ~nnu y9st_r1 . 

try3SGmpast Fadi that buy3SGmpres car 

b. xattat Fadi ysoof Salwa 

plan3SGmpast Fadi see3SGmpres Salwa 
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(32) a. kan Fadi m~staq ~nnu y~oof ?ahl-u 

be-past Fadi eager that see3SG mpres parents-3SGm 

b. kan Fadi 
., 

m~st~hi ., v? h Z-za.1ze 

be-past Fadi anxious win3SGmpres the-prize 

The question that we must ask here is: How do we know these 

are control sentences? One important point is that such 

sentences cannot have a dummy NP in subject position, as the 

following illustrates: 

(33) *lfawlet tmatter 

try3SGfpast rain3SGpres 

*'(It) tried to be raining' 

As noted in the preceding chapter, the Syrian counterpart of 

dummy it is always phonologically unrealised, as in (33). 

Further support stems from the fact that the verbal 

complement does not allow a clausal subject, as illustrated 

. below: 

(34) a.* ~nnu kan hawal ykoon mazboot 

that be-past mistaken try3SGmpast be-pres right 

'That (he) was mistaken tried to be right' 

b.* ~nnu kan kan m~~taq ykoon ma~boot 

that be-past mistaken be-past eager be-pres right 

'That (he) was mistaken was eager to be right' 

Yet a further significant factor is that such sentences 

cannot allow idiom chunk subjects: 

(35) a.*l-far hawal y.,l9ab b 9~bb-u 

Lit. 

1 3SG re s in heart-3SGm the-mouse try3SGpast P ay p 

'The mouse tried to play in his heart' 
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= he feels dubious about something 

b.*l-q~t kan h - mat.ammes y~bla9-lu lsan-u 
the-cat be-past anxious 11 3 swa ow SG-3SGm tongue-3SGm 

Lit. 'The cat is anxious to swallow his tongue' 

= he is unable to speak freely 

On the surface, some utterances that resemble CCs in Syrian 

are similar to a sentence containing a Single clausal complem

ent. Consider the following examples: 

(36) a. Kamal qana9 Layla ~nnu trooh 

Kamal convince3SGmpast Layla that go13SGfpres 

ma9-u 

with-3SGm 

'Kamal persuaded Layla to go with him' 

b. Kamal talab m~n Layla trooh ma9-u 

Kamal plead3SGmpast from Layla trave13SGf with-3SGm 

'Kamal appealed to Layla to go with him' 

In (36a) we have an object controller, whereas (36b) comprises 

an object of a preposition controller. (36a), however, looks 

superficially fike the following example: 

(37) Marwan by~9t~qed ~nnu Kamil bih~b Reem 

Marwan believe3SGmpres that Kamil like3SGmpres Reem 

'Marwan believes Kamil to like Reem' 

The point is that a complementizer follows Lay1a in (36a), but 

precedes Kamil in (37). 

Another notable feature of CCs in Syrian is that the verbal 

complement can sometimes be preceded by a complementiser or a 

~-phrase. The following illustrate this: 
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(38) a. Maher sa?al ?~za 

Maher ask3SGmpast if 

'Maher asked 

b. Maher sa?al 

whether 

v su 

Kamil rah 9a l-beit 

Kamil g03SGmpast on the-house 

Kamil went home' 

Kamil 9amal ba9dein 

Maher ask3SGmpast what Kamil did3SGmpast later 

'Maher asked what Kamil did next' ~ 

In contrast, the verbal complement in apparent Syrian raising 

sentences cannot be preceded by ? ~ za or ~u. The following 

illustrate this: 

(39) a.*Maher y~~har ?~za Kamil bihab Salwa 

Maher seempres if Kamil like3SGmpres Salwa 

b.*Maher yiJ~har su Kamil by~9mol ba9dein 

Maher seempres what Kamil d03SGmpres later 

The data we have considered so far gives rise to the 

following question: is the control construction always a CP?, 

or is it sometimes an IP? The fact that a complementizer is 

possible shows that the complement is a CP. In addition, 

because we do not have a clitic on the verb agreeing with the 

empty subject of the subordinate clause, we have to have a CP. 

8.3. Implications 

8.3.1. Problem for Standard GB 

From the body of data we have looked at, it follows that 

Syrian has what resemble GGs with a finite verbal complement 

instead of the infinitive. Consider now a somewhat simplified 

structure representing (29a): 
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(40) ______ I P _____ 

NP i _____ I 1""-..... 
I ep 

I ..,---e 1 ____ 

e ............. IP ______ 

I NP· II 
11. ~ 
e y~st~ri s~yyarah Fadi !:lawaI e 

(40) poses a problem for standard GB in the sense tha t the 

empty category in the subordinate clause is governed by [+AGR] 

- hence violating the PRO theorem, which requires, as noted 

earlier, that the empty category occupying the subject position 

of a ee be ungoverned. 

Wi thin GB, PRO, as we have seen, is analyzed as both an 

anaphor and a pronominal. As we said earlier, anaphors are 

required to be bound in their governing category. Pronominals, 

on the other hand, are required to be free in their governing 

category. The consequence of this is that PRO cannot have a 

governing category - hence cannot be governed. If so, what look 

rather like eGs in Syrian cannot have a PRO subject since PRO 

must be ungoverned. 

8.3.2 Alternative GB Accounts 

It has been suggested that not just PRO but also pro can 

be controlled -i.e. be required to be coindexed with some other 

NP. In other words, the claim that the EG in control 

constructions is PRO has been contested in recent GB. For 

example, Bouchard (1984) and Koster (1984) assume that PRO can 

be a pure anaphor and that it can be governed. But, of course, 

we are assuming tha t the EG is always a pure pronominal in 

Syrian. 
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8.3.2.1. Koster's Position 

i. PRO as an Anaphor 

Koster's proposals build on the ideas of Williams (1980) 

who distinguishes between obligatory control (control occurring 

in complements of verbs that do not take !2! or a gerund) and 

optional control (control in complements that do select the 

complementiser for or a gerund). He claims that we have a pure 

anaphor in cases of obligatory control. He does not consider 

the status of EC in positions of optional control. 2 

Koster (1984: 427) proposes tha t PRO can occur as the 

subject of what he terms 'reduced' infinitival clauses -i.e. 

clauses lacking a complementiser. He offers this representation 

of the clauses concerned: 

(41) Reduced Clauses 
S' 

I 
S 

He uses obligatory PRO to mean the EC in control sentences 

which has the four features of anaphor binding (ibid:418): the 

antecedent has to be obligatory; it has to be unique -i.e. 

there are no split controllers; it has to be prominent in the 

sense that it c-commands the element it binds; and it has to be 

local -i.e. it must occupy the same governing category as the 

that obll."gatory PROs are bound in their trace. Koster suggests 

" the same way traces are. Consider, for governing category 1.n 

example, the following: 

(42) a. Bill tries [S' [S e to win]] 

b.*Bill tries [for Fred to win] 
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Under this analysis, Koster claims that!£! selects a reduced 

clause, as in (42a). Building on the fact that !£l does not 

select a !2!. comp1ementiser, he concludes that tries governs 

the subordinate subject position ~ in just the same way seem in 

raising sentences does - hence he rejects the structure in 

(42b). In other words, a natural consequence of the absence of 

COMP is that PROs in the complements of control verbs are 

accessible to government by the matrix verb. The same holds 

true of traces in the complements of raising verbs. Thus, 

for Koster, when obligatory PRO is governed it behaves like 

an anaphor -i.e. is bound in its governing category; and when 

ungoverned, it has an 'arbitrary' interpretation. 3 

8.3.2.2. Bouchard's Position 

This position is of particular interest to us in the sense 

that, unlike Koster, Bouchard has a view on the nature of the 

EC in optional control examples - that it is a pure pronominal. 

For Bouchard, PRO can be either an anaphor or a pronominal, 

but not both, thus departing from the position adopted in 

Chomsky (1981) that PRO is a pronominal anaphor. 

i. PRO as an Anaphor 

Bouchard (1984:166) has argued that PRO in cases of 

obligatory control should be treated as an anaphor with an 

antecedent within a specific local domain as an ordinary 

anaphor. This can only be achieved if PRO reflects, as we have 

seen, the four properties anaphors normally have. For him, 

these properties allow the anaphoric PRO to be governed by its 

intended antecedent: 
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(43) Bill tried [S PRO to win] 

deletion is assumed to have taken 1 p ace, permitting Bill to 

vern PRO. The important pOl'nt l'S that f or Bouchard, unlike 

st people, an anaphor must be governed by its antecedent and 

t bound in its governing category. It is this S' deletion 

at allows this relation between controller and controllee in 

.ch sentences. 

In short, as far as the Syrian data is concerned, neither 

mchard's (1984) nor Koster's (1984) treatment of PRO as an 

laphor gets us out of our dilemma. If PRO is a pure anaphor in 

le Syrian examples, it will not be bound in its governing 

ltegory - since, as we have seen, it is governed in the 

Ibordinate clause. That is, its governing category is the 

nbedded clause containing the governor [+AGR], thus violating 

ondition A of the binding theory. Hence, that is not a 

olution. 

i. PRO as a Pronominal 

Bouchard (ibid:195) assumes that PRO in cases of optional 

ontrol is not governed by its antecedent and it is a pronomi-

.al. 

With respect to subjectless infinitives in CCs, the empty 

:ategory in subject position will be free, providing, unlike 

:he case with anaphoric PROs, S' deletion does not take place. 

~s a result, the presence of S' will prevent PRO being governed 

)y an antecedent. S' deletion is blocked if we have a filled 

~OMP, as already noted. 4 The following illustrates this point: 
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(44) a. They don't know [S' what [S PRO to buy e ]] 

b. They don't know [S' how [S PRO to shave 

themselves/oneself]] 

we can see, in (44a-b), the COMP of S' is filled by a wh

rase - hence the impossibility of S' deletion. PRO in the 

amples above is a pronominal since there is no available 

vernor -i.e. PRO is freely indexed. PRO can be coreferential 

th they in such sentences. It may also have no specific 

tecedent, as is the case wi th oneself in (44b). On this 

.alysis, an anaphor and its antecedent cannot be separated by 

l S'. It follows that PRO in (44) cannot be an anaphor (hence 

le non-obligatory control interpretation).5 

We can summarize the gist of Bouchard's position on PRO as 

)llows: Firstly, where the null subject of a control construc

Lon meets the condition on anaphors (i.e. is governed by its 

ltecedent), it is an anaphor. Secondly, where the null subject 

E a controlled construction does not meet the condition on 

aaphors, it can be a pronominal without being able to corefer 

reely. It is always a pronominal when the controlled clause is 

n S', and not just an S. 

However, what we have in Syrian CCs is essentially the same 

C - i.e. non-anaphoric pronominal - in both types of control 

onstruction. In other words, the null subject of a controlled 

lause must be a pure pronominal. But, it does not corefer 

'reely. 

Thus, the subject of the embedded clause in Syrian CCs must 

)e governed pro. We might simply say that the embedded EC can 
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~ a realization of pro, and not of any other of the ECs. It 

~nnot be NP-trace, because it is not bound in its governing 

ategory -i.e. the lower IP. And, it cannot be PRO because the 

ubject position of a tensed clause is a governed position (by 

GR). Hence, it has to be pro • 

• 5. Summary 

We have been concerned in this chapter with what look like 

:Cs in Syrian. We began by looking at Control Sentences in 

~nglish, considering the basic data, highlighting the ways in 

rhich control sentences differ from raising sentences. Then, we 

Looked at the GB analysis of Control Sentences. In section 

3.2., we considered Control Constructions in Syrian. Finally, 

Ne showed how the Syrian data posed a problem for standard GB, 

presenting alternative GB accounts and arguing that there was 

no problem here. 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER EIGHT 

1. However, Borsley (1991:246 fn.3) b , 0 serves that examples 
wi th certain seem to c t 1 oun erexemp ify the assumpt ion made in 

the text that a raising sentence is never preceded by whether 
or a ~-phrase: 

(i) Ben isn't certain whether to do it 

(ii) Ben isn't certain what to do 

But, these are not raising sentences given the impossibility of 
the following: 

(i)*It isn't certain whether to be easy to please Maja 

(ii)*It isn't certain what to be easy to please 

This data shows how difficult it is to decide whether a 

sentence is a raising or a control sentence. 

2. Koster (1984) implicitly suggests that PRO in cases of 

optional control is permitted in "non-transparent" embedded 

clauses -i.e. clauses involving complementisers at D-structure. 

3. Manzini (1983) and Sportiche (1983) suggest that all 

instances of PRO are purely "anaphoric". 

4. For similar views and other contexts in which PRO is 

ungoverned, see Hornstein & Lightfoot (1987:23-52). 

5. Lebeaux (1984:254) proposes that obligatory as well as 

optional occurrences of PRO are governed. He assumes that PRO 
is "necessarily dependent" - hence the anaphoricity. He offers 

the following contrast to show that the pronoun, not PRO, is 

coreferential with the embedded antecedent: 

(i) *PRO
i 

relieving himself from the night watch shows 

that the commander should have fired Johni. 

(ii) His. relieving himself from the night watch shows 
1 

that the commander should have fired Johni· 

This contrast shows that optional PRO does not function as a 

"true pronominal", in Lebeaux's words. 
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IIAPTER NINE 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

.0. Introduction 

Bringing this work to a close, we will summarize the main 

:onclusions. We will also highlight the questions left. open in 

:he thesis, and consequentlj the areas left for future 

~esearchers to explore. 

3.1. Conclusions 

Start ing wi th the more minor conclusions, we have shown 

that the subject of a superficially subjectless finite clause 

is pro. We have also shown that the EC in a number of clitic 

constructions is pro. 

Turning now to the major conclusions, one important finding 

is that there are no NP-traces in Syrian hence no NP-

movement. We have found evidence (cf. 6.3.2.) based on word 

order and agreement facts that what looks like a subject in an 

apparent raising sentence is not a subject, but rather a topic 

- hence the constructions concerned are instances of topicaliz-

ation 

Additional support for the nonexistence of NP-traces in 

Syrian is provided by Passives. We have shown, using four 

arguments, that Syrian has neither passives where the subject 

corresponds to the subject of a subordinate clause nor pseudo-

passives hence there is no evidence that Syrian has 

transformational passives. That is, there are no NP-traces in 

Syrian Passives. 
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Another important conclusion is that there are no PRO 

subjects in what resemble control constructions in Syrian. We 

have shown that the empty subject position is governed by 

[+AGR] in the subordinate clause, contrary to GB assumptions 

that PRO must be ungoverned. Thus, it is 'little' pro that we 

have in what look like Syrian control constructions. 

What should be noted is that the two conclusions mean that 

there are no anaphoric ECs in Syrian. 

9.2. Questions Left Open 

In the discussion of Syrian clitic constructions (cf. 

4.2.), we have considered the variety of possibilities that 

exist. We have made it clear that if we assume following Borer 

(1984) that c1itics 'absorb' Case, we will rule out sequences 

like *X CL NP [-PRO], but we will also rule out simple clitic 

doubling -i.e. sequences like X CL NP [+PRO]- unless we claim 

that pronouns need not be Case-marked. But, we have shown that 

we cannot say this. We have also argued against Lyons' 

analysis. This area requires further consideration. 

Another question to do wi th the analysis of Wh-movement 

constructions has also been left open (cf. 5.2.). We have 

highlighted the problem with the Verbal Object position to the 

effect that a lfh-trace in a verbal object position is sometimes 

associated with a c1itic, but not in other cases. We have 

suggested a solution in terms of the ECP, making it clear that 

the analysis proposed seems to be broadly satisfactory. We hope 

that further research on this will unravel the peculiar 

features of the Verbal Object position and provide a way out. 
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9.3. Areas for Future Research 

Tentatively, we have concluded on the basis of apparent 

raising sentences and passives that there is no NP-movement in 

Syrian. 

Ergative or unaccusative Constructions are one type of 

sentences we have not considered in the text. The term 

'ergative' was first used in the way that it is usad in GB by 

Burzio (1986). In a different sense, it has has been around for 

a long time. Burzio (ibid) defines an ergative clause as an 

intransitive clause with a transitive counterpart, in which the 

transitive object corresponds to the ergative subject, as 

illustrated by the following: 

(1) a. The winds capsized the ferry 

b. The ferry capsized 

It has been proposed in GB that ergative verbs, like 

passive participles, do not have external 9-roles and do not 

assign Case. Given these characteristics, ergatives will 

involve NP-movement, as illustrated in the following S-

structure corresponding to the data in (1): 

(2) [NP The ferrYi] capsized ti 

There are fairly well-developed arguments for this analysis 

1 T·~at 1·S not clear is whether good in various anguages. ~ll 

d 1 d for such a n analysis in connection arguments can be eve ope 

. H 1· t 1· S not clear whether Syrian ergative with Syr1an. ence, 

constructions involve NP-movement. 
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Another phenomenon requiring further research involves 

Verbal Traces. Presenting Chomsky's (1986b) ideas, Hasan (1990) 

highlights the characteristics of verbal traces to the effect 

that they are both 9-role and Case assigner~. Using Standard 

Arabic data, he argues against Baker's (1988) position, which 

suggests that verbal traces cannot function as Case-as~igners. 

Instead, Hasan (ibid) claims that verbal traces should assign 

Accusative Case to object NPs. Contrary to Torrego's (1984) 

claims that a verbal trace is not sufficiently strong to 

properly govern the object position, Hasan goes on to argue 

that verbal traces in Standard Arabic act as proper governors. 

This position is supported by data discussed in Koopman (1984) 

and Sproat (1985), among others. 

9.4. Summary 

This final Chapter has highlighted the main conclusions of 

the thesis. It has also noted the issues left open in the 

thesis, and the areas tha t require research in the years to 

come. 
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